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FOREWORD
All technology has been around everywhere at all times. The secret to successful
application is discovery. Discovery here is merely rediscovery of technological truths, which
have been known to civilizations in this and other galaxies eons ago.
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Such fundamental knowledge is attainable by any society, provided its spiritual growth leads
its members to the heightened awareness of being in harmony with the Universe. Where this
harmony is not the hallmark of that particular society, we can have a situation of imbalance
between their level of technological advancement versus spiritual growth. At this juncture the
bestowal of critical "know-how" can become dangerous, if such technologies are controlled by
the "dark forces."
During this late hour of eventide many are being "awakened" to the Light of the Universe. So
it is to no surprise to us, that our Lighted Brethren from "the other side" begin to share with us
some of their immense array of scientific knowledge.
If much of the presented information goes beyond the scope of comprehension of ordinary
mankind, then please keep in mind that the target audience is our scientific community. The
scientists will be able to interpret much, if not all, of the herewith presented information.
THE EDITOR

HIDDEN SECRETS ARE VALUABLE TO ALL
(Editor's note: The information as contained in the first half of the book was downloaded during summer and
autumn of 1994).
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INTRODUCTION
This book is written specifically for the benefit of all those, who have so endeavoured to
relate to the netherworld for the sake of all mankind, whom they have not neglected in their
sparing attitudes. We Ones have so promised in this particular writing to keep all linguistic
possibilities to a more simplified methodology. Herewith do we introduce ourselves to those of
you, who are not acquainted with our Congressional Troop from the Star Sector of Appalachian
Conquest, well within the belt and interplanetary loop of the greatest scientific feat ever
subjected through the astrological attributes of man: the finding of the Andromeda Sector on
Starsheets.
We are Korthrox of the planet Jupiter, Second in Command in the Starfleet Texidron, who
will be working side by side with the Commander of the Galactic Federation of Union Disputes,
Jambian. Jambian also monitors the Base Station for Andromedas Four as well as those
surrounding nuances of despicable rubble, which you may find floating at an altitude of over
1500 miles within your atmospheric sphere. We will be pleased to begin.

THE UNIFIED FEDERATION OF SCHOLASTIC CONTROL
Good Evening. This is Korthrox, manufacturing a segment of the reclamation of the planet
Earth. Greetings to all present, who within these highly acclaimed pages do heretoforth present
to themselves the most up-to-date material never before presented to mankind. This is indeed
the entire link-up to the progression of all concurrent and reliable information to date, and
nevertheless, it is of equal quality to all other writings produced by the World Federation of
Planets. There are indeed more of my kind surfacing to exalt your planet's entry into the fifth
dimensional existence from whence you did leave. Now is the time for the fulfilling of the
awakening spirit and no doubt, there are those of you who will, at given times, pull back into
yourselves the remembrance of those times which sequeled that of what is to come. Let us
begin.
Little starseed! We have approved your request for yet another book and are honoured to
have relied upon your sincerest wishes to the contributing of words shared on a level of mere
understanding. In the past we realize that those writings, which had been given from those
others in our Lightened Brethrenhood, had somewhat subjected you and yours into a grand
state of despair, when it came to the interpretation features. However, we are pleased to see
you continue with those writings, as well as from our dear Sananda, Lord Germain, as well as
Hatonn himself.
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With your continued support we will be enthused to proceed with this writing at the point of
discovery itself for all who undoubtedly care to strive to heighten their awareness to the
neglecting of the manufacturing of certain diplomatic schemes. Our first topic of discovery will
subject itself to more prominent schemes of the interlude between the Photon Belt relay and the
dexiter accounts, of which we hope most are familiar with. This strictly signifies the overlapping
of the structural epitaph, of which this Earth is presently in the process of manufacturing, within
the depths of the very soul structure of Earth's inhabitants below the surface.

CHAPTER

ONE

RELAY TELEPATHY TO THOSE DOWN UNDER
The gravitational pull of those misdemeanours far under the Earth's crust have indeed
gravitated the pull of the circumference of all Earth's atrocities to the nuclear pull downward
toward the sub-surface of decomposition. This includes those buildings, which are being held up
through atmospheric pressure on the northern as well as the southern polar regions. This is
really not so hard to understand, dear ones, for it is not only practical in the very real sense of
the word, but also its practicality is regimented in a variety of ways. For instance: applying
gravitational pull from the moon's surface structure will only (as it has in the past) serve to the
influxing of determined structures, or grids, if you like to put it, for the producing electrodes of an
ethereal source and back again. Henceforth we have the only production of ethereal negativity
working in conjuncture with the neutron devices, which mankind has had within its grip for such
a long season.
The source then of all good news is by form of blatant air wave telepathy. Some who have
channelled for us have alluded to the force within, which indeed does give those certain
privileged ones the mere right to contact as well as be contacted by those poor souls, who by
their own merit have needed by the right-of-necessity to reign beneath the Earth's own
atmospheric cosmic reaction to sub-surface living. We do understand, and would like to relay to
all those readers that it is most assuredly their God-given right as well to perform their duties in
the working off of their karma in any way they see fit, but only in conjuncture with the
Evolutionary Laws of the Universe as a whole, for we are not only One within the Godhead, as
some of you like to put it, but are in fact the one consciousness within God.
Undermining nutritional values of the less fortunate would be less than complimentary when
dealing with those souls who, on their own journey, strive to complete those set tasks which
9

need done on and for their own accord, but with compliance met by those of you from the more
prominent sector or status merit. But again, here we have left our topic of discussion and drifted
back to those most complimentary type words of a more difficult nature. This I promised not to
do. So back we go.
Many centuries have passed since the time man needed to equip himself with the
dichotomies of the past, present and future. But now the time has come for all hunchbacks to
come out of the closet and proclaim their right to living within a Universal Paradise, so to speak.
Those of whom I speak, are at this present time living within quarters so slim of nature, that only
to interfere with their present situation would be a grim reprisal. Of these things you know
nothing about at this time, and that is why we Ones are here to inform you. These do not
inhabit beneath the layer of the Earth's crust, but whopping palaces restrict their entry into the
coming out of jungles of the Himalayas. Know naught of those of whom I speak? They are the
Nottingham Esquires. Those of rickety speech patterns and clumsy attire. The offspring of the
galactic creatures who roam your frozen wilderness, and who are of the type to scrutinize all
that mankind does. But this does not mean that further commentary is either necessary nor
available, but in its own context herewith replies that "We are indeed here within your midst as
you would have us believe that you indeed are the only ones available for conquest of the
starlights so high in the sky."
These are the ones with all due process of thought, who equate themselves and their
rudimentary offshoots, given the opportunity to upgrade their species - those opportunities
henceforth, which contrive their own beingness into intrical fancy as to dupe even the best well
known archaeologists. That is indeed the diplomatic source which your Government uses for
their experimental process when one alive is all that one needs, save the folklore, produced to
the enchantment of the nationary dispute. Entree! Good night, starseed, until we meet again.
Bonjour! KORTHROX.

A SEQUEL TO THE FIRST - UFO'S SIGHTED
Hello, starseed! This is Korthrox performing within all sequential ties in atmospheric control
above planet Earth. Today was a fine morning for we ones, as the shooting star syndrome was
appeased as having the final touchdown in all our history, to date. That means in simple terms
that we ones have found (to our displeasure) man scientists who neglect to surface our beam
ships when and where they happen to come across them, which, I might add, is none too often.
Herewith procreation is a null factor, which might be displayed to the best of man's uncanny
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ability to structure what might seem to them to be somewhat of a duplication of our sensitized
equipment aboard the new wave length of augatography so found aboard our strategized
nuance ships.
Well, dear ones, we have merely reported our findings to you, which may well, in fact, be
reported shortly abroad your news networking as to the controversy of secret UFO ships, which
have not, since the time of mankind, ever landed unhindered amidst the turmoil of unconducted
special forces of the military. This is somewhat of a fallacy as you may well imagine, but,
nonetheless, it is a start, for there are those of ye, who instead do imagine we ones to form a
start/stop landing in the order of relinquishing all doubts as to our eternal existence. Misfits, we
call them, those few, who so strive to sacrifice their headlines to the manufacturing of
tell-truths of the Elite, those mighty ones, who so in the day of our appearance, doth
serve nothing to the mark of our end - instead it would appear that nothing will squelch
their own predicament of powerless attributes. Henceforth, it is with firm resolve that we
state to you, the people, that not one day hence will pass that it will not remain known of
the deceitfulness of their inclining planetary surveillance. It is well known among our
people, here located beneath the earthen barrier, that all cliches of the future will be undulated
with the term "We must. We tried. But naught to our displeasure did the extraterrestrial
bring us to a forlorn pleasure by our own merits."
You see, dear ones, we are not here to extradite any of you against your will, but hindsight
will tell you, that there shall not pass these gate forlorn those of a negative displeasure with the
atmospheric climate of the netherworlds. Love, KORTHROX.

THE DARK AGES OF TOMORROW
Starseed, this is Jambian, once again at your unswerving service. It is nice to keep in touch
with you, and once we have completed our very prolonged survey schematics here, we will
once more be rather forced back beyond the highways of tomorrow and all it has to offer, which
meaning, of course, is by way of ourselves to your rescue, if you please. It has been a grand
morning! But on with the documentary.
Here in the twilight of the succeeding generation we find that many elude the rightful placing
of their own functions by way of that forum, which seems to elude their functioning through
gross misrepresentation as well as gross misconduct of their lives in general and as a whole.
There are those however, who through great strife and perception, do dwell within our
consciousness and who, even at this time, do represent a token platitude to our success theory
of removal from the caricaturing of the messed-up theorem of planet Earth itself.
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It is of the utmost necessity that we find within your realms those willing and rejuvenating
personnel, who have already entered our spectrum of unrelinquishing desire to be of the utmost
usefulness to all members of the retiring planet Earth. The joy of all this is, that the Earth is
about to enter into her final epilogue, and this within the proximity of neutron bypass features.
Indeed, a darkened time is awaiting for ye ones of the earthen plateau, but hence it is almost on
your own doorsteps, so to speak. You see, members and congressional ones of that set
landscape, we need not speak for your souls alone, for that in itself would prove detrimental to
your health benefits, of which you surely have little left. No, on the contrary, it befits you only in
a way, where we leave you equipped with the necessary implementation in order for your
survival process to be influenced. For the time of darkened consciousness is about to disappear
for good, but unfortunately there are still some of you who queerly insist on holding on to the
past for the sake of thinking, you may actually have a hand in rejuvenating the sequence of
survival intact, thereby improving your lot to the benefitting of your own soul's status and money
currency! Not so, ye ill informed, for it is only because of the gravity of the situation, that ye will
find ourselves to come upon you for the providing of provisionary articles, in hopes that those of
you still left behind to the survival status-quo, would find your way into the Photon Belt
withdrawals, and henceforth comfort yourself with the elevation of the truth not manufactured by
idiots!
LEAVE YOUR DEAD CONCEPTS OF CHRISTIAN ALIGNMENT, FOR CHRISTIANITY
SURVIVES ONLY WITHIN THE HEARTS AND MINDS OF THE ENLIGHTENED ONES!!
Within the full conscious endeavours of the like-minded Genghis Khan style you would
survive only a minute of the time actually left to you! Better to be like-minded with those
ones, who have foreseen this action in the taking of place of monetary means, and who
indeed feel the need to indwell in the places of the Most High in all - that place of the
consciousness, that of the Higher Self - and strictly speaking, that, of the
GOD/GODDESS IN EACH ONE OF US!
"BLASPHEMY!!" you shriek? Not so. Again, that is the sole result of your religious
text getting in the way. This is so much more. This we offer is the pure remembrance of
the sequel of life itself: the who of you of who you really are! The "who" who indeed fits
into the whole scheme of things. Do you really think that only your confederation of
churches, no matter what denomination or sect or antiquated concepts you belong to,
really has it in the bag? We sincerely hope not. If these writings do rattle you in your
theory bags of scholastic teachings, let us remind you that this is to the good and
progression of your soul. How many times have the prophets come to make good their
word to your ears? Then why have you continued to shy away as good samaritans?
Does this make those of your troops good samaritans? Nay, never a parallel exists, for
betwixt the words of the anathema (for indeed you treat them as such) do the contexts of
disturbing phrases fall from your ears much as the humdrum noise of a wrecking crew
services to enchant ye naught. In those days years ago you continuously state that the
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onslaught of God's people would never have happened had ye been at the reins!
YOU WERE THERE!! Do ye not remember with those foggy calibrated mind forms ye
so oft strive to work with? It was your same spirit, which ye calibrate today that got them
precious ones put to death in all manner of horrible atrocities! You already did it - over
and over and over!
Leave your hostile libraries and teachers of iniquity! And what is iniquity? Those little
feet who flash by in dexterous fashion only to serve their own fallacies of what is what
and what is the right and the wrong of it...! And what indeed is attributing to the cause of
the crusading-like factions of the New World Church? Pentecostals, Baptists, New Age
Movements, and a seemingly endless congressional deployment of many more. The
figure, we are not totally exact on at this time, but the roaring moving force of light
barriers upon the Earth at this time is naught helping that which you so graciously seek:
the ELIXIR OF LIFE ITSELF, the stabilizing factor. NO MORE VICTIMIZATION!!
Well, the new world in itself doth hold those truths, but to get there you must first
recognize truth in its essence or you're likely to miss the boat. Keep your cloud rising for
the time of space flight, for the only contraptions coming through the clouds are - as you
love to put it - your Redemption Day! You actually do think Jesus, the Christ, is going to
float down from on what you like to term as "high?" Well, I'm not surprised, because you
also believe that he spent fourty days of his life talking to the Devil in the desert! WE
EMCOMPASS OURSELVES WITHIN LIGHT, NOT DARKNESS! WE ARE OF THE LIGHT,
NOT DARKNESS!! In truth he was with his space brothers, who were in reality equipping
him and teaching him the new concepts of the day in order to prolong his retirement. But
of these words and concepts you have no knowledge, we're sure, though books are
completed and distributed among the knowledgeable who stand in the light of a
darkened and troubled era. Hold onto your hats, for WE ARE COMING! Highten your
frequency, for your redemption is near. We are from the solar plex area of your staunch
reception, near the chakra or crown area. We stretch through your very being from head
to toe. We are in you and you in us! Listen, watch, and learn!
HEED OUR WORDS!! They are not typified within any structured system! Tomorrow
the darkened world will meet its final evolvement, and those who merit the conscious
endeavour will surface to instruct those who wane and weep upon the Earth's surface!
Keep watch and wait! Uplift one another and tell of love. TELL OF LOVE OF THE SPACE
BROTHERS, WHOM YOU HAVE SO LONG AGO FORGOTTEN!! It is the epitome of
despair, that, which you lock yourselves into, if you do naught to heed our everlasting
words. AND TO STARDOM ITSELF DO WE RISE!
Thank you, starseed, and we will speak with you again tomorrow, lovingly to all who
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manifest the light over darkness. JAMBIAN.

MANKIND AND THE NETHERWORLD
Good Evening, little one. It is good to be back to work with you. We have selected an
auditorium, so to speak, full of selection for you ones today. This is Korthrox speaking.
Jambian to begin this particular session, starseed. Egypt has the preliminary functions of a
half-baked caricature of servitude as well as an application toward the benefit of all manlike
creatures. Let me please explain further. It has always been the sole responsibility of all of
God's creatures to formulate and provide for the non-extinction of the species, no matter
what or who they are! In this he has sadly neglected the provisionary packages due to each of
them, insomuch as he, mankind, has seeked to elevate himself above such standards as to
equate himself above the gods of tomorrow. True, he provides the said ones with food and
shelter, of a sort, but how sadly has he striven to the fundamental of neglecting of their souls, of
which, I'm sure, he is unaware of them having. This is only a token device of unassuredly
compromising with the elements, of which faction he has less than equipped himself with the
playing out of their nuances. It is disturbing as well as detrimental to each one's health, and on
the contrary, it could be well stated that to equip each species, whether galactic or otherwise,
would be considered by him to be less than foolhardy. And why this statement? Simply because
to mankind by the technology of mankind his rudiment of success must stem from his overly
selfish desire to equate himself with the god's. The forum of his demise, as well as the demise
of all other species, stems also from the undermining of the nutritional value placed high and
above the consensus of the repertoire of cantankerous nuances. This, my little ones, is simply a
repetition of more detrimental equational values perceived by the "mighty ones" of your plateau,
to bring about the complete and everlasting ruin of Sodom and Gomorrah-type effigies. This is a
sad waste of humanity.
Enough, for the time of release to the everlasting time-travel of the Earth through the
equatorial time-warp belt, so known as the belt of tomorrow or the Photon Belt, will be a great
relief to all involved. Beware that you are indeed among the many, whom we so sacrifice
ourselves toward the homecoming participation. We await ye ones and indeed count ourselves
among the fortunate of the elated to be one with ye in this crucial time of evacuation. On the
north and in the southern plains, no matter where you may travel, we have stretched our planes
from one twixt the other, and the east and west have been so restructured as to accompany
those who are at best, having seen the raid upon the Earth so many eons ago, there to handle
all mid-factions of destructionary apparatus. The great ego of man has merited him thus far only
as secondary to the overall disease of today. This being, of course, that far-off country so out of
touch with all true reality as to prove to be a complete failure.
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This is JAMBIAN signing off for today on our usual telepathic frequency. St. Germain bids
you well, and will be speaking to you again shortly. Adieu. Out.

THE ELUSIVE DREAM
Hello, little star. We hope to conclude this episode with a few relaying topics. The first being
a rather continuation of the many that we have on hand at this certain time. Let us please begin.
The entire content of this menagerie solely lies on the shoulders of those certain contents of
manipulative authoritative conducive components. I do love your english at times, though it is
somewhat of a restrictive quality to our own terminology. However, through continued use we
believe we are finally getting the hang of it. JAMBIAN.
The dictatorial component of all surface type literature holds in its favour those seldomheard truths, which for decades have been renowned in their superiority. These have been
compliantly held subject to more rounded-off neutral concepts in order to alleviate the pain of
the more factual compounds. This simply means, that in relation to all personified truth facts, so
well known and practiced throughout the universal structure of time, there seem to be those so
ill equipped within conceptual values, that relegating personifications do naught to strive within
their means those certain nuances to the furthermost contributing factor of essence alone.
These concepts must be put into the more conducive language arts of the future for ye ones to
understand, for we have proven within our industrious work charges, which simply means, we
have striven our best to conduct certain changes to your linguistic word forms to the very best of
our ability for the purpose of unduly menonating those phases or concepts into your graphic
linguistic system purposely for the understanding of all ye ones' mind melds.
Korthrox signing in here at this time. And indeed will I alone be now taking over the dialogue.
Let us please proceed hurriedly.
The populace, of which you are a current part at this time, lies within the belt stream of
intertwineable change. It is solely for the benefit of all of mankind that we try our undoubtable
best to solidify those set truths into what you would term as some sort of "quest for knowledge."
The positive encumbrances, which are surfacing around your planet at this given time within
your historical equational gifts, are nonetheless driven in time within the metitorical belt of
shifting desires. In conclusion, we strain our minds at times in the quest of conquering those
manipulative injunctures, which do serve at the present to facilitate the progression of many of
our "down troops" to the point of almost non-hearing methodology. These sacred truths, passed
down generation to generation, must remain within the minds and hearts of those who have so
15

well equipped themselves with the necessary frequency conductors in the multiplying of their
particular DNA charges. Total hookup will pronounce itself of the superior quality in the here and
now, and it is time to get on the bandwagon, so to speak, and not let the "boats" roll past you!
To miss the "boat" with conscious ability would be to miss your fruition speech theorem on
inequitable forum in front of a congressional troop of Dukabor types.
Now for a puzzling little secret, so well kept from within the public eyes, it just does not make
any sense to further equate it to the majority of non-control: The military has within its ranks
one of the most powerful and increasingly popular methodologies of which the world
has never dreamt: The stratosphere holds within itself those components of such a
nullifying degree, that to set upon the ether's nebulous waves could undermine an entire
race of people!
And how exactly does this feature of destruction work? Well, it is akin to the polarized
regions which continuously house all kinds of memoriums, of which you are also quite unaware.
The stratosphere induction of nebulous waves is a feature second to none at this time of your
historical evolution. It works much as a little sub-light which cannot be detected and is
unaccountable to the frequencies to the stationary artifacts such as the rudiment of what is left
of the Hubble "telescope."
This was indeed to be injected within the realms of the time warp theory, which in fact
serves to play an important part in the electrifying of neutron-based particle beams into solar
destruction magnifus through the time warp evolution. This tiny, thin, coloured beam was to be
responsible for the destruction of the majority of mankind, as it would serve to shift the time
element into the past, or future, or even another dimension, leaving a great majority of people
alienated from their spouses, infants, and severing all ties with mankind as they know it. They
simply accellerate the strength of the particle beam and lo and behold: the frequency of the nonreasoning participant is instantaneously subjected to the neutron effect within its circuitry,
releasing immediate tidal shifts within all boundaries of time and space development. This is
also to be hoped to be used as a means of escape by those working ones, whom the majority of
the Earth's population know very little about. For they ones have already taken for themselves
the blueprint of the remission of minds (here we speak of those textured components of nucleus
desire) who are so ill equipped to ever deal within this realm on a conducive theoretical level.
"Fast world travel" they term to call it, but nonetheless, it serves only as an instrument of global
disaster, as lays with its boundaries the secret of never-never land, of which we all do strive to
keep rather alleviated at this point.
For those who are indeed of the readiness to know the truth in its entirety, to those who are
akin to our spiritual conquest of desire for the helping and deliverance of all mankind, then these
words will surely come to light. But for those who are of a singlemindedness, to you we say:
watch out, for your laughter drowns out the very content of your reasoning power! To this we
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conclude that we are at times known to be rather long-winded, but hold tight, for we have to
bear with ye ones in a sort of everlasting epitome of your worth.
We are Korthrox of the stars. Count our numbers and watch for the difference in colour
fluctuation, whilst our pulsating ships flash a joyous welcome to the each one of you!
KORTHROX out. Adieu.

CHAPTER TWO
Hello, Starseed. It is a good day again today. Let us proceed with the benefitting of all of the
textures of mankind. This, simply stated, means that all of mankind, who inhabit earthly
features, are surrounded by those accomplishments of those beings belonging to the
Brethrenhood, who so acquired through their fruitfulness implements of the workings of
the netherworld. Let us now begin, if you are ready. Jambian on "The Workings of Architecture
Today."

THE WORKINGS OF ARCHITECTURE TODAY
The secret here, my fellow friends, is simply attributed to the mere fact that pollutionary
artifact or rather, buildings, are attuned in to the accomplishmentary procedures of those solid
blueprint features, which in their effort to accompany those who, at the helm of nuclear disaster,
show their faces above and beyond comparison as to the dismantling of, both, the Earth's
atmospheric condition as well the rudimentary fixing or undoing of the Earth's stratospheric
composition.
It is a mess, in other words. Seemingly, we of the equatorial disposition here far above the
Saturn stratosphere, are awed by the surveillance teams far beyond the Earth's surface. Our
Brethren, to be of a sure figure, who, whenever they surface, or rather, land, "encloke"
themselves in a figure of speech. You see, dear ones of ours, this mission into the Earth's
solidifying atmosphere, and here we simply mean those composite formation of gaseous
composition floating up into the atmospheric realms, do naught to construct a healthy antidote
for the necessity of all breathing faculties of, both, mankind as well as ourselves. If breathing
becomes necessary without the due kind of equipment, which so indicated by our stratospheric
instrumentation panel here aboard the Starship "Euphratis," then the mere noticeability of
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contriteness among the brethren of planet Earth doth much to feature the impossibility of
placing within the placebo those much sought-after features of indicative resurfacing of the
Earth's face. It is a popular belief among your kind, that to clean up the Earth's condition by
recycling and drifting the air currents off to the northern regions, as well as benefitting all of
mankind in its newly thought-of dumping grounds, is as neutral a thought as you could get at
this specific time in your Earth's historical background. You see, this has already been played
out in a manner of speaking, and we ones are indeed left with the mess to clean up, for you are
not so equipped to handle and deal with what you have done. It is much like taking a broom and
stripping it down to it's final brush fibre and expecting to sweep a dirt hut with it. It is too late,
and if you are not aware that it is, then let us inform you, IT IS TOO LATE!!
Both, the hydrogen buildings as well as the stupendous tankerts which emboss your
systematic injunctures at their platform bases, are indicative to your own claims of the process
of neutralizing the gaseous formations which engulf the surface point of stratospheric
compliances. We are managing to keep these linguistics as simple as possible, but from time to
time is of a difficult nature for us. Our brains or rather, minds, hold information of such a
complex nature, that we must rather shift into download formation on our own prolix. Now on to
the other matter of topical reform solely based upon the proximity of nuclear material, to date.
Did you know, that at the bulging point of architectural structure your primary basis so set
upon the point of neutron gases only serve to formate into themselves the very neutron
products of Essimus? Essimus is the making of non-toxic equivalents to the neon nuclear
production of sub-surface beam-like structures, which are so embedded within Earth's
gravitational pull. The relation here is simply taking those gaseous contents and mixing them
with the relation between composite and affilius will serve to neutralize all those contents
between radium faction and sub-efficient neutron effigies, those conferences of dutch equal
versus sub-terrianian encumbrances.
This I know is not easy to understand, though there are those of you reading this material,
who definitely know where we're coming from. In simplistic terms again, I reply, that the
gaseous content emitting from within your atmospheric glaucoma is made up of the same
content, which that of the neutron-based chemical supply is holding back upon the basis of
neutralizing the detonator factor of equivalence with a ratio of one to four. They do have the
means at their fingertips to comply with our ratio development, but refuse to use it. We just
thought you should be made aware of this.
JAMBIAN thanks you, the channel, for today. Out on frequency belt 4.07. Thank you. Good
day. Home to base station among the stars. Watch for us, please. We are aware that this
dictation is somewhat of an extraordinary but pleasing content for them whose interest is
somewhat piqued by all worldly accomplishments. Over and out. Adieu.
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CHAPTER THREE
SPACEFLIGHT AERODYNAMICS
Greetings on this fine day, starseed. We will be handling a topic on the aerodynamics of
controversy, of which your scientists have long sought to accomplish within our regulatory
status line of equivalent planning. If you would find this easier to channel in a theta state of noncompliance with the alpha, please let us know and we will break until such time as you have
prepared yourself. It is the entire wish that this material be provided as the link to satisfactory
control to only those with the understanding for futher developmental techniques, which they
have within their possession at this time, leaving out data of imperative diagnosis to those ones
who have equalized at this time enough of formulated data in retrospect to the conquerances of
their god-given ability.
With this documentary on aerospace dynamics, as we would call it for their sake of
understanding, we would now feel free to intercept on your wavelength in order to emit through
you those waves of non-perceptual understanding toward those only, who indeed have
specified, that the equivalent of delayed structure could indeed occur within their realm of
reality. With this then we bid you adieu, and we will now proceed with the necessary data.
Contrary to popular scientific belief on the plane of unreal equivalences to all universal
structure, we have laid out a brief planning department in which all necessary data will
henceforth be accomplished at the level of our own power. Blessed be those, who will see this
through, for this could well be the factor of doubt erased into the membranes of all negative
concerns in relation to the fact features so embraced by those in these given fields. Monitor
carefully our procedures, and take entirely to heart those certain epitaphs of destructive
qualities unto your own merits of interlude. This is entirely written at this time for those, whose
hearts and minds are open to further possiblities of upward movement in a society, which is
honed in to concave features of nuclear destruction. Any questions regarding this epitome is to
be discovered in neutral fashion and indeed is encouraged in order to help alone those of a
factious nature in the scientific and astrological communities, which are of a fact so closely knit
together as to be one in purpose and segment of constructionary findings. If you are ready, little
one of our domain, we would like to proceed.
SEILA: I will prepare myself to your wishes, for this information you choose to give sounds
rather complicated. I will be ready at 2:00 pm.
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2:00 pm

PROCEEDINGS OF TRANCE SESSION
COMMANDER KORTHROX: We do thank you and are grateful at this time for your utmost
cooperation. This material is of a rather, shall we call it, a succulent nature. We do have to be
careful that it does not fall into the wrong hands, therefore, for this purpose, we do leave undone
many of the more serious equivalent data reforms as to the prejudging of material items that are
necessary in their use. Here today we do begin as we have so stated on aerodynamics.
The filamenting in particular, we can begin with. In the filamenting structure of all
aerodynamic components, whether they be of a large or the small in diameter, and here we
simply mean whatever parts or components that have been worked with previously, these are
the same which do seem to control the necessary fragments. The structure of which we use in
many of our craft, as we could term them, which a few of the not so highly technical are your
scientists involved in, at least at this point we might add, those, of course, of the less technical
types, do not contain certain perameters of structural blueprint. It is of the Deoscyde Design,
that would be D E O S C Y D, and whether you put the E or the I on the end is really irrelevant
at this time. But those we wish to follow more intact, because it is restrictive upon any society
whether it be the astrophysics or scientific department of cosmotology, it really makes little
difference, because the basis for all artistructure does contain the same principles. It's just
whether you have all the pieces together or not, much like that of a puzzle.
The infrastructure, for instance, which is settled on the outlay of the perameters of all
dogma, which must be tied in with extracurricular pipes or thoroughfare. We do use the linage of
many filaments in this case which are made up of Radium Neutryste. Again, we would
sincerely hope your spelling can at least be interpreted on this level as to be somewhat
phonetically correct. So that last word, which is imperative, is NUTRICE. (Spelling based on
interpretation of phonetics - Editor).
We were proposing that the semistructure with the filaments, which do run 95 degree
perpendicular to the axis of the basis of foundation which you find at the base and go upward,
naturally. These are strung along as many tiny threads, and they radiate with the pulsation of
many frequencies. These many frequencies do not in the least provide themselves to be of the
contributing factor of the NEXSTRUS product. Of this, your scientists are very well aware. No
need to explain further.
Next to subjecting the lineage with the proper perpendicular curriculum, we minus a faction
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of 24 plus 64.7, which is the equivalent of all radius. This simply manufactures the basic
component with that of the realignment of others, which go not so much vertical, not so much
horizontal, but rather we would describe them more in 47 degree radius across stripping
through the beams, which is almost in your terms, more like weaving.
For any sentient to have sanctifying threading, the bottom components of the loops, which
are down under the base metals, which all around the very base, around the circular portion are
holes, which would resemble in a cut-out fashion, of bows. Here we have nine of those strung
around. Many do believe we use the crystalline power, and so it was for many centuries, even
stretching into millennia. But now, even though the smaller and less technical - or we could put
it - less evolved in technology those set crafts, there are few ever used in any situation, which
are powered by back-up crystalline authority. We have found this to be of a much greater
technique and our ability to hamstring them from one source to another, and do remember,
these too are equivalent, though not exactly precisely of the same element as you would
consider electrical factor. They give off a cooling heat which maintains our engines, as you
would term them. We don't quite think of them in those terms, but for a coolant aspect it
certainly is more proficient.

A SCIENTIST FROM ABOVE
Now the information of which your scientists (prefer) rather at this time, information which
has eluded them:
CHIEF ENGINEER MELIX: Greetings, I have been sent in to intercept at this part. The
BENZENE THEORY of all nuclear reactors is striven to at this point, and, of course, by your
scientists. These are the basis, nonetheless, of all potential artifacts within your nuclear devices
at this time. However, when you do take the Benzene and you strip it down to its bare resources
which contains of the uthranium context and you implement it, and it is a reddish green blue, all
together there are many colours which are re-coordinated. These are all placed along the
stripping, or, in your terminology, it could be the strapping of the filaments. All around about is
the resource of arti... (we do have trouble in the process of some of your word structure...)
artificial, I believe, the artificial, the artificial filaments maybe somewhat easier to give the thesis
for it.
Formula data number one under the Menzime: Cross structure 2.47 G-koss in between the
filament irate, of which there is a minus radius, please, 1002.
The normalicy of other figure structures you have been so searching for: .0083 by a divisible
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factor of minus 4 equivalent. Zero infrastructure categorized - no, no, don't put down the minus,
take away of 7.8 with filament. Switch that to 9. Leave intact - that is where your fault has been!
Do remember, of course, to keep these figures unto yourselves. These are of, we would term,
as "tight security."
Based now on the red blue green infrastructure of the round continuum, you will be faced
with a type of vortex, which the component with the proportionate entity of flow, which is a rapid
in and out pulsation of the vortex. Indeed, as we see it, round circular object such as metal ball,
except not metal to be seen but infused with pulsation act of a minus negative plus positive
pulsation at a rapid 1.7773240.3 to the 3rd power of 74. To begin increasing rapid rate, put
pulsation fixed onto circular diatram components. Power to 2000 neutron waves. Turn back
slightly 56 degrees. Cool off slightly. Be careful not to weigh down in dramatic move i.e. freeze
too quickly. If freeze, you will neutralize all heating factions, which in subservient factor will turn
it into gloss coil heat, which will indeed, in your terminology, "blow" your device.
COMMANDER KORTHROX: The weaving around the bottom of the base is 24 degrees up...
this is circular, which attaches to the base. Here we have a steady flow. This is not so much of
an interweave pattern glossary conduct nuvias. Reread, please, the theory, justified all
appearances, turn your intersect throttle and downpoint the order, subject to increased
frequency. Sever at 1.7. Neutralize down to factor method of 1.4. Upswing, turn, 0.0. Do not go
to the 0.01 on your Trythascope, because should you do that, you will have a power-up, and a
power blow beneath the surface right in the middle of the Texidrom-compon-shakaeyes.
This is imperative: You must learn to decipher as carefully as you can all our
instructional patterns, for without them you can succeed no further! We will pre-position
each documented data that you have in your banks so far. They will be aligned. Scrub them out,
that no one can chop into your system!
The glowing pattern you have on the ceiling in the citadome provides very relevant
sequence. The glowing effect of redness, we see, you have subjected to intercom justification
modules. You have it rather evenly dispersed. For this we commend you. You have succeeded
on point 3. This is not an easy task. For what you are doing is taking the frequencies of certain
metal components. You're using them in a relative infrastructure pattern with dynouements of
electricity formations, which in other words, means the "sparks," in order to neutralize the
current so it gives a cooling effect. You will follow all formulated data of downloading at this
time. And then we will be ready to close this portion. Are we ready?
DIRECTOR: Yes.
KORTHROX: Thank you. On a fixed ratio of 68, mixture the subcurrent of all artificial remnants
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of artifact, which you have been using. Remove the dilithium into the concave portion of which
you have. Strip down the inner portion of the third ray. You must align it now. The influx of the
circular pattern surrounding each filament will touch briefly onto the colour structure of the next.
This must be aligned in coordinate rays. And here we do work on a large perimeter of 7 and 4's
because we are in the process of all neutralizing alignments. Listen carefully. The sub-service
structure.. on this you write 2.01 infrastructure sub-surface component luthege. Main beam. It's
quite easy when you get the hang of it.
Secondly, Synap - semi-structure: Fourth beam 2.1 equivalent. Cut down to bare minimum
1/3. Portion off 1.7 to the 4th power. Neutralize all lower energy formations.
Syntax - second beam. Cut at perpendicular. Use medium laser ray. Suffuge in with itom.
Self structuring neutron miniscule beam formation 3.01 autoplex.
Core - 1 equivalent ratio 2000. Move to 10,000 for larger craft. You, however, will work on
the radius 1/1000. This you do not neutralize. Concurrent to semi-soft structure of appearance
around with all neutron waves in alignment of at the 4th 42nd degree. Make sure you are
precision-bound!
Glowing? Intertwine. And finally, sever at the bomeray near the top. KORTHROX reporting
Out.
DIRECTOR: Thank you, Korthrox. Is there any more to come from other entities?
KORTHROX: Negative. Hydrogen power was once employed by our people many eons ago.
And it was from this said source of power that we did begin to understand the separation of the
power through the water. And here we drove the semi-currents, which are of a rectangular
spark nature, but miniscule, we learned to separate. There are many, we could use the term
"Secrets of the Universe," but in all logical fact, they're not secrets. They are available and
known to all, who so desire. They're at the very fingertips of societal structure and ingrained
within each of the DNA components.
DIRECTOR: Are you saying providing people go "within"?
KORTHROX: Providing people go "without." And here we mean "without" the limit of physical
bodies. So in effect you would need to go "within" to go "without." The reality is of the most
simple structure imaginable. And we offer our services as much as we can. But here again, we
can only do just so much.
DIRECTOR: I really appreciate what you have given us, although it's far above my head. Can
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you exactly tell me who this information is specifically directed to?
KORTHROX: This information is for those "chosen ones" in the scientific fields throughout your
nations. It is not designed to a specific nation or to a specific country within a country. It is for
those enlightened ones alone, who do have the pieces to the rest of the jigsaw and need a few
more theograms to piece together. This should complete a majority of the work for them. Those
who have pieced nothing together, of course, will understand nothing.
DIRECTOR: Can you tell me who the other entity was that came in a while ago?
KORTHROX: Affirmative. Melix.
DIRECTOR: Thank you.
KORTHROX: He is one of our furthestmost engineers in his field. He is of a very high quality
and brilliant nature. His energy flow, however, is extremely strong and vibrant.
DIRECTOR: Are you foreseeing any more of these trance sessions for the purpose of this type
of downloading?
KORTHROX: We have left that entirely up to her. We do realize that some of this does seem a
bit frightening or overwhelming. And it is commendable that she prefers not one iota to be
displaced, but as with downloading as with anything, words sometimes elude us, which causes
much repetition. We only hope that the scientists in these different departments, which all work
as one together in unison, will be wise enough to understand and piece together what we have
given them, for the information is vital.

CHAPTER

FOUR

A very Good Morning unto you all, starseed. This is indeed Jambian coming in on your own
set frequency. We will now, if you are ready, proceed within a new chapter heading of "A Great
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Quantum Leap Into The Future." Please ready yourself and we will kindly proceed with all
necessary information. Adieu.

A GREAT QUANTUM LEAP INTO THE FUTURE
The Bynjoimaph, of which we so gratefully were able to show you, is only one of the many
instruments aboard our mother ships, of which is used to equally measure the strips between
the stars in circumference in equal relationship to those of other spheres. If at any given set
time in our delay sequence pattern it will be allayed within the beam of neutroise design, the
eloquent positioning of all those in star sequence formation. This is to ensure the gravitational
pull from the solar plex of the idom to the outward sense of pull in relation to the repositioning of
the circumferential design of nuclear push/pull pattern.
This purpose for repositioning the equilibrium of star mesh, as we like to call it, is strictly for
the purpose of neutralizing the ongoing causing factors such as (a) nubleous debree (b) nova
explosions, as well as (c) to benefit the structural frequency of all nearby curtailing atmospheric
wind modules (factors) to keep in a more or less continuum of unartificial structural pattern
formation. It is for this cause that we must deploy our semi-artificial structural formations in the
form or symphony of rounded-like sized disks into the stratosphere surrounding the nebulous of
your gravitational Earth's atmosphere for relayance factors to be given in the proving of the
fundamental truth, that all surface matter has but one compound when detonating those
compounded ingredients, or, in other words, materials, into the atmosphere, flooding it
with neutron gasses.
You must understand that, as ye ones keep charts, diagrams and artifacts at hand, so do we
employ those same regulations in adherence with the strewn-up curriculum, of which we have
also gathered to a great degree upon our walls. These "maps", as you like to call them, are not
only proliferent within our mother craft structure, but on the whole are allowed throughout the
extreme decks of our smaller craft, of which we have a plenty.
Now for further exploration into the depths of Earth's intricate structure of methodology itself,
and here we wish to begin with the semi-artificial structures of those fluid-running craft of ours,
which are able to deploy themselves between stratospheric changes such as sky, wind, water,
and within the gravitational pull of Mother Earth itself.

TWIXT THE NATIONS OF THE ETHEREAL WORLD
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Down in the depths of your sub-terrainian waters you might some day see a transformation
near the surface, which you just might equate as an "undersea monster", as they so often do in
the Great British Isles. We would be rather flattered, providing that was in fact what we were.
Sorry to burst your bubble, but many of those tidal escapades, of which ye Ones deem to be of
another nature of espouse, are naught but cantankerous in nature. On the contrary, they are
none other than your brothers who love this great Earth of yours, and your people, and
who have come to help, and hope through means as yet unknown to your scientists to
push the polar regions through their developmental contours.
We do in fact, as you might have well gathered at this point, control rather sub-terrainian
vessels with instrumental panels to match yours, except that they are indeed more of the
advanced technology. These pilot craft are down in your sea's depths strictly in an order
to monitor the shift, which is at present taking place within the crevices of time, for it is
through the uphurling of these foundational structures of nature herself, that we are able
to so accurately monitor the equatorial shift within the Photon Belt from a negative
position.
As these ships enter the Earth's stratosphere and down into the atmosphere, there is a
period of adjustment before small wings are sprouted for the correct decent into the raging
currents of the deep. For, you see, we must enter from an altitude of no less than 1000
gravitational feet before we employ our belt shoes and curtail our small wing-like structure, in
order to gain the "record speed" to which we are so well known for. This is not to say that all
and any means of travel are at the least of a record speed tie in, but rather indeed to infer, that
there are indeed times laid aside for the slowing down of structures in order to implement, much
the same as you do with your research stations beyond the sea floor, those necessary
tendencies for the deploying of green gaseous attire into the formation of the crevices, in order
to perfect a rather clearer and secure reading for our bobfloats. This is, to a marked
degree, a form of measuring the gaseous content, of which is so stored within the
crevices of your Earth's floor bottom.
You see, in order to succeed in our measuring of tactical reform, and exactly how long it will
take before the crust begins to crumble completely, leaving the Earth's inhabitants without
water, so to speak, for the water which is with you at the present in the form of oceans,
lakes, rivers and streams, will be contoured into a rather high capping manoeuvre when
leaving the Earth's gravitational pull, and will succeed in breaking formation with itself as
it sweeps over the majority of Earth's crust, numbing the ones left into a dim shock. This
is when the water table will turn, leaving the majority in a deep freeze sort of swimming
pool, and islands will then be forced of their own accord to creep up and take their
places once again among the islands and continents of yesteryear.
It is for this particular reason alone, that we must "fight," for lack of a better word, to do all
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within our power to preserve the contents of all stratospheric conditions, which might well arise
and knock out the "lights" before the light of darkness has had its full run of the land. For when
this happens in the name of catastrophe, the citizens will be forced to look about themselves in
horror as they witness the horrific extent of which mankind has relayed upon himself, as well as
the consensus of all his neighbouring star systems. For what affects ye ones doth in turn affect
us as well, as all our brothers and sisters of the neighbouring planets, both, in this star system,
as well as those around us. We neither want destruction for the Earth planet and its
inhabitants, nor do we wish to inert the destructive qualities, which it is sure to bring
upon other sources.
This is the end of this particular dialogue, starseed. Please reposition yourself in another ten
minutes accordingly. Thank you. JAMBIAN out. Korthrox will be with you shortly to "Reposition
the Placement of the 'Stars'." Next document heading.

REPOSITION THE PLACEMENT OF THE "STARS"
Greetings! Korthrox here on this bright morning of your future. Jambian has promised you a
break, so after this introduction, proceed with your required nutrients.
By repositioning the placement of a goodly majority of the "stars", we simply attune in here
to the majestic ships of ours, which so casually lie in the stratosphere of your plane. By this we
mean not so much the repositioning of our small fleets, the "dingers," some of we Ones call
them, but in effect our so-called saucer types of the larger calibre as well as all mother ships
save for a gentle few. This repositioning is due to occur simply because the terrain upon your
Earth's surface is replying to a structured differential quality of usurping the differences in quality
throughout the Earth's core circumference center. And this again is where we subject ourselves
to the overlaying influence of those star like sequences, which have rapidly at their disposal the
technical qualities or means by which to aberrate all certain frequencies so felt throughout the
Earth's crust. By this we mean the noiseless attunement to the Photon Belt, which lies beyond
and within all deximeters of circumferential patterns.
We have thus far succeeded in keeping ye ones up-to-date with our tactical ploys on your
behalf, though few are so well aware of our interference, which is caused simply because of not
only our unending love for this graceful planet of yours, but indeed (as we have so often stated
before to the health and welfare of as many of the planet's native inhabitants as we can in the
short period of time we all have left unto ourselves), simply because we, as a member of the
Great Universal Sector, have a grave responsibility toward all of Creation itself. This, you must
keep in mind, is not of the kind of interference so spoken about as to break any one of the
universal laws of non-interference, but on the contrary, it does prove to all, that when we strive
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to work together, actions would, of course, serve to lessen the cause of major influential
proprieties, thus enhancing man's chances for survival to a greater degree.
This is KORTHROX out for this portion. Please resume now with our Electrical Engineer,
Suflus. We give this station to him simply because of your grave need to meet with one, who is
not subject to change, such as many of ye ones are, but in fact has laid unto him a name of
sorts for the allowing of a recognizable factor, when dealing with you ones on your level of
understanding. Understand, loved ones, names are not of the equalled nature of importance
here as they seem to be to you. Only because we, as a whole, are never separated, but indeed
work in a consensus with one another within the One, the Whole of Creation. So this name
habit, of which ye attribute and tie so much importance to, is simply for the benefit of pleasing
those, who would not do otherwise by way of introduction. If it is fitting in your society, then be it
far from our gain to change such a little compliance. Thank you, starseed, for your genuine
efforts on our behalf to impart this most vital information into the hands of the public. Many
thanks also to your editor and to all publishing houses, which align themselves unto this great
worth.
Suflus kicking in here, starseed. It is customary on the planet, of which I come, to receive all
blessings and statutes, and to pass them on to those of other natured spheres or planets, if you
wish, for a closer understanding. We would like you to break for a short half hour at this time, for
the information being fed to you from here on will take an enormous amount of energy on our
behalf in order to come to meet your frequency half way. Mind power we speak of here, and you
have been at the keyboard for over an hour at best, and we do realize the language is of a
seldom spoken nature. Rest your head and we will resume in our orderly fashion within the half
hour. SUFLUS out.

CHAPTER FIVE
POSTERITY KICKS IN
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Posterity kicks in on behalf of mankind, starseed, and to this we will fill in the approximates
as due to them in relation to the equivalents found upon the planetary regiments of time.
I am an electrical engineer, but not in the sense that you would derive from the term. You
see, I supposition those natural current factors into live waves, which, through the breaking
down of their molecular structure and repeating them into formations of a seclusive type instead
of elusive, I am able to generate a flotsam fore, into which is catapulted a nucleus base of pure
energy light, attuned with all its melodic colours intact. This is employed not so much in the
spiritual sense, though all things contain a spiritual quality, and without them nothing would
exist, but rather in this case we will be working within a diagram of non-sensical reform to the
applauding of the creation of technology of a much higher essence than of which you, at
present, are accustomed to.
To begin with then, the essence in the simplest term are those eight particles of greater
essence than you are at present used to working with, but of the same basic methodology that
the famous scientist, who by the way did, of course, listen to us, Nikola Tesla, when he
formatted for your approval the Quantum Barrier, of which contained, of course, the essence of
neutralization in the swift current of the age. You must understand that those of a greater mindlikeness are often attuned into our diagram of speech patterns, and once having succeeded in
the reforming of their tired-out methodology, have in effect served the truth of essence to such a
much greater degree, that they even eluded the tactics of their peers, of which, in any case,
there were none. Let us now proceed on with a little talk from one of your greats and then we
will find use for a little printback, as you like to call it, from our station above the Earth.

FROM THE CHIEF DIRECTOR OF THE GENEALOGY SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY WORKING
OUT OF WASHINGTON, D.C.
Two pi times 34 times minus zero component rectory with statistical abeyance being of a
delude in auspice statutory requirements, being of the nature equivalent to the hormonal
restructuring of equivalent restructuring process through elimination of stationary goods. The
RX-12 equivalent would prove, we feel, to be satisfactory in its structural icon factor. Albeit, the
necessary changes have met with rather an unstable factor in lack of resource supplies. Please,
Henry, feel free to contact the depot post as soon as possible for retrograde supplies, not
neglecting the pi/R management factor either.
Spendthrifts at this particular time in their evolution place us in a rather precarious
methodology, and is not necessarily what formulates the required tenents at Blinkensop. Not all
authority withstanding those few, who have proved themselves among the few, who have
successfully achieved regulatory status, do have the cognizance to formulate the principle of
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revolving anphetemites to the conclusion of all other minions at this time.
Gentlemen, let me introduce to you a solid sublayer texture, which has the capacity of
illuminating even the furthermost element of restructuring gamma rays. This is produced
through a series of anphetemites, who, when have achieved sufficient critical decomposition,
equational supplement factor one determines the outlay of further installation of form electrical
currents. It is rather like life attributing to the restructuring of gamma radius equivalents. Do you
understand the implications of these facts, gentlemen? The prime natural source, which they
use to feed gamma rays to the obstrosensity of architectural design, couped within the
possibility of restructuring or redesigning the source of the elemental factor, would then
determine an effective solution to the apparition exploited by various other forms of
technologies.
This, gentlemen, is where we come into play. Within the massive arch layer of the modulum
comes the need for our expertise. We will take a short break and reconvene in 10 minutes.
Thank you.
Contrary to the laws of nature and the entire world of physics, we will be asked to submit
within the proximity of an 8 to 12 months period the hypogenics for the neutralization of brain
wave sequential repertoire. This simply means that the IBM of plutonium study expects a
resolution to be of a perfected equivalent of dot matrix type of joining within the elemental
requirements of the vast natural supply of Texistar-Holland, which would, of course, negate
circumferal study categorized by inlaid diadems of progression Kluxstan productivity.
So there you have it, gentlemen! The prime opportunity to have stabilized sufficiently the
new gamma rays of the 20th Century! This opportunity is not walked on by those who would so
continue to dwarf our institution and its practices by incomprehensible demands, and that only
goes to show that not all areas of highly generated auspices prove detrimental to our health.
Adjournment of this portion will take place at exactly 20 hrs eastern time. Thank you for
joining us.
This man has indeed achieved more than the ordinarily thought-of scientist of his field.
Indeed, it has been brought forth at this time by way of our little 12 ft laser disk, that all
substances compliant within the nature of universal control, hath indeed contributed to the
esquience of desire of this man. Portion control on behalf of all reading this, and in fact to layer
one upon the other as he has done in recording his findings, and alluding to their reproduction
inasfar as the correct use of the gamma rays, whether it be for biochemical component use, or
arbitrary design within engine type modules, nevertheless, mankind will continue to find itself
flourishing within typlificationary production of craft of a similar stature to ours, if and when he
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will listen and accept all those set theories so proficiently used upon other worlds and negate
his wisdom unto himself. This portion is indeed, as you may well suspect, duty bound for further
scientific study on neutron based wave lengths.
Please break for a nice lunch, little starseed, and we will recap on this a little further down
the road. SUFLUS cordially speaking. Out.
The prognosis on each of these patterns are simply stated and allayed to the foreground,
when each respective nuance is used proportionately to its own level of ground frequency. Now
to proport to the final episode, of which you are indubiously awaiting for. New sub-heading
please, little star. "Neptune Enjoys Currency."

NEPTUNE ENJOYS CURRENCY
Biographical currency is not in the least to be spoken of in a negative fashion or connotation.
It is simply the fastest way to travel in an artful fashion. Contrary to your popular belief system,
Neptune, as well as many other planetary worlds, have been using the source of all equivalent
radio frequencies, of which they do pick up on their little two-toned disks up in your sky, homing
them back to be filed upon the mother ships, not only of their own, but those of other planets as
well, in order to accurately record the particular essence of all comprising, as well as
contradictory processes of your scientific nature. This is the preceding topic of discovery on the
realm of your so called "radar waves", employed telescopically toward the Moon surface. For a
fraction of the cost, ye ones could, with a little more coordinated help from our sectors, save
yourselves by the billions of your dollars the effort to succeed in obtaining the same fluid texture
of minute particles for the producing of stage flight, as we of other worlds and solar systems
employ.
It is for this purpose alone, that we come to you in hopes that you will open your minds and
hearts, in hopes that you will gravitate to yourselves and elevate that sectarian source so
available to all who wish to better the status of mankind in general.

CHAPTER SIX
THE INTERPLANETARY FLIGHT SYSTEM
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The connecting factors employed within statutory perimeters only secedes in the
parliamentary rudiments of stationary deployment. We have many ships not only in your sector,
but, of course, within the atmospheric compounds of what you would call your nebulous debree.
So often of a fact we see you all have neglected our oftime contribution to mankind's welfare as
a whole, and have thus succeeded in the continuation of strife upon your planet's surface. But
to naught put us in the category of non-compliance, we will now perform our duty to the
escalating of theorgramical appliance, insofar as relating to ye ones the scale of which you wish
to understand the rudiments of collective consciousness in the witting of space flight. We do,
however, still await those of like mindedness into our platform of redeeming grace, and would
with all great tendencies adhere unto your reform all and any status, which you would, we're
sure, agree unto your fullest to relate into your working theories. Now let us graciously proceed,
dear ones of elated stature.

THE CONTINUATION OF DEPLOYMENT OF CONCURRENT FACTORS
This now is myself, whom ye ones term as Melix, and I will be working for your profit of
understanding with the engineer of before, by whose help, we are sure, you have just profited
by. This will no doubt be the conclusionary message of the day.
The technical resources of your craft, earthmen, are needing solid repair, which is naught in
the least thought of in terms of good or bad, but rather of a graceful nature of perhaps
reconstruction. If you will but now put your heads together in a reasoning fashion, we will be
glad to reveal to you the hydronics of employing the currents and adjusting them to your tubular
wave frequency modules. In other words, it is just that. How on Earth (to quote a term) do you
get the essence into throttle for space escapades? Well, here is how...!
First, the parliamentary articles of proportionate studies presumes, that the first compliance
would be to separate those sub-beam particles into neutron sources, right? To differ off that
theory, first look to gather the stratums into a rather vertical pattern, which moves
horizontally equipped into vortex accumulation. To do this you need to set your calibre of
shift speed into neutral motion and pull into itself, or rather the aberration, the necessary
contoured lift, and then curtail its rather stratified equivalent barrier to a 95 degree
source structure. You will, by use of the radar gun, be able to practice this to a small degree
until you realize, that, to double and triple its manifold production, you need only to play down
that frequency into triplicate formation, and you will indeed have a somewhat clearer
understanding of the source of informational data to begin with.
We are willing to go to greater lengths and to a far greater degree of scientific knowledge for
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you, who are willing to listen and to keep an open mind into our frequency. For there are many
words and terms of which both, ye and I, are extremely acquainted with, which would
undoubtedly make both our work schedules much easier on a one to one basis, if you make it
possible. This is only a drop in the bucket, so to speak, and it will only take one of your great
minds to understand the empathy of which we speak. So do us the congenial favour to heighten
your telepathic frequency to ours, so that we may enable you to, by our own knowledge, enter
into the world of interplanetary travel at a much lesser cost, both, to you as well as to those
whom you so deem to represent.
Thank you for your attention. We await your reply with caution as well as glorious
expectation. SUFLUS out!

SYMPHONY AMONG THE "STARS"
On this day among other days we will search our topic study to that of many other
references made by others of our collective minds. This is simply to say that we would in the
short term allude to and refer back to those equational studies as being one of the highest in
essence and form throughout the nucleus of universal and global situary processes. This is
indeed written by our own hand, and is again to speak of the tie-in of all manufactured claims as
well as consensus of nucleus barium as to exactly which of the light beams, which mankind
upon your earthen plane has so successfully accomplished within the well known realm of
diffuse aquarium, the term so devoted to the study of antiquity among the star regions of far-out
space, have so amplified themselves as to portray the very epitome of success within
themselves. These studies are naught of the extraordinary sort, by which of fact do conclude
the all of essence into the joy extraordinaire within its accomplishing factor.
Now with this brief introduction we will set the record straight insofar as your hard-working
scientists are concerned, and hopefully guide them in a design to which they will be somewhat
accustomed to working with.
Andromeda Rex of the far reaching solar system stratosphere, at which time I am now
debating leaving for my homeland in the Andromedas Sector, Mark 5.78.
Light waves are indeed the tie-down of all surface inclusions to date within your mediocre
diatram workings or proceedings, if you may. You see all of the universal structure is so made
up of what we call "beam particles" and take on the effect of solar light in a way unknown to
your people as yet. Oh, you do believe solar power has hit the wavelengths! Not so! It is only
the caricature of what is yet to come, and though there are those of ye whom like to believe that
you have accomplished all the answers, it is solely to you and for the benefit of all mankind that
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cries out for a less expensive method to retire their efforts by. You must understand that by this
same form of currency, shall we call it for your sake, that most universal structures such as
locomotives, cars and other such contrivances, are so nimbly run throughout the rest of the
universe, of which, you ones are indubiously a part and parcel of. Though we do not use such
common-place names as adjustments of caricatures for our processes of design, it would just
as surely prove to be of equal importance to us, that the nuclei (neucleau?) wave frequency be
harnessed and manufactured into contempory use.
Break for five (minutes), starseed, and warm up. Resume shortly. KORTHROX out.
As with all things of contemporary design, it is naught but in a vanity effort to suppose that
you have harnessed all facets of solar power into its extremities. Did you not find out thus far,
that De Williker in France did surface a component into the windframe of his vortex, in an effort
to prove unto himself, as well as his colleagues, that in order to employ more congenial
neutrons into a rough standing sphere would only serve in fact to circumcise the deployment of
all little-known categories of non-efficient standards among those molecules so contained within
the field of injuction placebos? Know this one sort of strategy, it is up to you ones to break
forth the cause of solar heat and find the proper containment pressurized unit by which
it may be trapped within the spheres of its intergravitational push/pull syndrome. This will
be in fact curtailed shortly, as you learn to finally succeed in the whiplashing of numerous rock
foundations, turning them into all the symphonic gaseous contents that you may choose to
employ to your capitulated desire.
That is enough for this segment at the present time. Please resume with your studies of ye
great minds of Earth, for it is of the needful contribution toward all of mankind, that you
eventually succeed in the curtailing of your power banks, focusing upon the immediate source
of your strategic wealth (of) harmonial formulations and set them to a certain degree as to
surely find accomplishment somewhere with your ranks. Thank you for your courtesy. On behalf
of all the Star Federation Fleets within this pronounced sector. Adieu.

SUCCUMB TO YOUR WEALTH
It is through the efforts of accumulated wealth that has so brought you ones into the secure
predicament of deploying your nuclear jets, as you so fondly deem them into the great wealth of
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knowledge which comes from within our realms of the "stars". Surely you have sought to enjoy
the source of all naturale goodness, which in effect is to be seen as the only and one good
source of accomplishment for the sole benefit of all of mankind itself. It is by our constant
pleadings, scientists of the earthen plateau, that we hound you in a way to categorize your
successes thus far in your secular reasoning, and bring to light the effortless congenial pattern
of neutron devices so well known and employed upon those nuclei (neucleau?) of other
planetary reforms.
We could in fact proceed to write to you literature of such a nature, that your comprehension
would be bypassed within a very short period of time, so salu for now and keep in the limelight
of your efforts and maybe one day with our help you will finally succeed in the retaining of
gammified ray beams into your circular contours of prohibited space attire. Perform the
derivatives with masterful acceptance of our own thoughts, ideas and actions, and you
will find, that with accord will you succeed in the acquiring of all those necessary
reforms of which ye so seek to attain.
We have successfully been in the process of neutralizing all claims to the radical full
beaming in on your consensus study, of which you so keenly attribute yourselves worth unto.
We do this within proximity of our nuance double disk particle beam, which functions at an
approximate speed of about a billion point 2 megahertz power, and have thus far eluded naught
one of our sequential flight patterns within a given approximate radius of the neutron belt
frequency. Be elated, little ones, for your brothers are at hand within your conglomerated
concord of time, distance and space attributes, and realize that you in effect know very
little of our strategies when it comes to the placing of plutonium bombs into the
radioactive attire of space itself.
Given the total deductions of which you have thus far managed to acquire unto your regime,
we herewith attribute to your kind the holy success of non-malfunctioning deployment of all
articles in the great hopes, that one day you will fly side by side with us into the outer
limits of influxual space continuum travel.
IT IS SOLELY UNDERSTOOD BY EVERY HIGH COUNCIL WITHIN THE ANDROMEDAS
AND QUIMTREX SYSTEMS, THAT YOU ARE NEARLY ON YOUR WAY TO PERFORMING
A MULTITUDE OF GREAT SINS, IF YOU DO NOT HEED OUR WORDS AND TURN FROM
INIQUITY INTO THE WAY OF FORTHRIGHT GOODNESS!
Adieu for now (from) those at Mission Control headed up by Jambian himself. SOPHLEX
out.
Greetings, starseed. Today we are apt to be in the mood of modifying the artful consensus
of tomorrow's classroom for the benefit of our prodigious young scientists. Subtitle heading
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should be classified as: "The Classroom of Tomorrow." Thank you, little One. Please now
proceed.

THE CLASSROOM OF TOMORROW
The design of tomorrow's structures will appear to be a little bit less socialized in its structure
element, and personifies itself into a more upgrading epitoire of its common benefactor, the
Suflus Design. It will undoubtedly be equipped within its surface structure with the capacity of
one milligram of working consensus versus an aptitude of formulating the diagraphs of textured
design into a quadrum of suffixes of authority. It is for this purpose that we will realign ourselves
within the equipping radius of providing all necessary instrumentation with a par on course with
all necessary but preliminary injunctures of no-nonsence classroom attire.
We have provided for ye ones a diagram of copy to be herewith displayed at your
convenience for all to see. This is merely a projection of the more up-to-date or rather, evolved
structure design with content equipped within its source for the procedure of modifying that
gateway into the more complex regions of the mind, for, dear ones, you will finally come to
understand, and hopefully by our own consensus come to grips with all those nuances, which
dictate unto you ones the needful research into the underrated world of transparent occurrences
within the mind module - which to be of a surety is your headpiece! You will not only learn to
adapt to our given ways of communicationary processes, but herewith you will learn to carefully
gravitate yourselves into more serious modes of teleportation. Many exciting events await ye
ones of the third to fourth dimensionary tribunes, and we glorious ones do gleefully await your
arrival into our realms of headwinds by your short but forthcoming access into the mind of
communicational non-error consensus.
Adieu for now, and we do hereby heartily await your arrival. THEN WE WILL WORK
TOGETHER AS A WHOLE, AND YOU WILL BY FAR GET A LOT MORE ACCOMPLISHED!
As far as those of you who would realize your fondest dreams to come true - IT WILL
HAPPEN! Doubt not your objective, for THE MAJORITY OF THE IDEAS, OF WHICH YOU
CONTRIBUTE UNTO YOURSELVES, COME DIRECTLY FROM US IN THE FORM OF
INTERTWINED THOUGHT PROJECTION!
Good day, gentlemen. ANTHROX speaking for the majority of the High Consensus of the
Astronautical Department. Salu.
CHAPTER SEVEN
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TURBO ENGINES REQUIRE A POWER BOOST
On with another request to be in the fulfillment on nuclear dynamics. This is Jambian on the
forefront, today, little one. Let us begin.
Turbo accomplishments are strictly of the manufacturing mode of transportational frequency
and are bound by negative wave frequencies to date under the strong arm of military regime, of
course. To dictate apprehensible theorograms would be laid in a specific categorical compound
of nucleon wave barriers, of which is so strewn about and depicted within its normal fashion in
Figure Two of Diagram Composites.
(DIAGRAM)
To begin with then, we have supplanted to the fullest texture of A-bomb devices the nuclear
reactor frequency, which, if applied at the surface font frequency to the 4th degree compound
would, in fact, comprehend in its significance the full array of Windom Architecture in design. It
has been rather a significant effort in the pullbaring of string waves into riding along the current
frequencies of the composite within that shielded effort so imbued within the A-bomb theory. If
you would only suppose in taking out the graphite and see to placing it within the juncture rod of
hypothesis, you would find to articulate a medium of subjective wave lengths into a moderum
diaphragm source, which in turn would enable you to force the kind of structure outlet that is
necessary in order to carry the caricature of perimeter waves to their outmost array of solarwave despondents. This is simply manufactured by aligning those stringed currents with the
nubleous perimeter of contextual performance in order to deploy that sort of strategic barrier,
which is kilned within its own modular centre.
Straightenth Bathe is the strategic looking element of whose sort is conjecturalized within
the base components of core de plume. Understand ye? Well, this is as close of which we ones
can come into your understanding limits. For any and all further conjuncture on our part
herewith personifies those brieftakers of board meetings within our spectrum of developmental
theory. It is thereby up to the each of ye ones, who do in fact study our written material, to come
forth with your own decipherings unto a satisfactory conclusion basis. Understand?

FOLLY LIES AT THE WIT'S END OF NON-COMPLIANT MATERIAL
Indeed, folly concerning ye ones' typlificationary nuances dothe indeed lie within the base
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features of modified concurrences in a just effort to redeem they ones from the folly of their
misgivings toward that science, of which is to be found to be of the perfected nature, when
written concisely within historical texts. Is this not a subjecture climax of ye one's touting? Well,
let us then make ourselves of the plain nature when discussing this feature of plume-bomb core
features on a planet inhabited by beings, who in their own minds do conjure up the most
magnificent climaxes with a real flair for a complete and finished product.
Today the answer lies within each one of ye who so do to broadcaste the wavering news,
that indeed there be an effort made on behalf of NASA itself to deploy more nitrogen bombs into
an area of terrorist attack. Even if this hasn't happened as of yet, it is nonetheless in the making
product. That, to hide away from the public eye that real source of neutron effigy, is to inhibit
those sources, which are to, in the long run, prove to be not less than qualified and detrimental
to their forebearers than the concluding efforts of those of yesteryear.
It behooves us then, to quarantine ye all off the border section of artificial space time in a
real swerving effort to alleviate those set standards, which arise around the very nucleus of
perimeter bases here in the sky, of which, of course, are manned by we ones of the third
colony, apart from the stars of the Pluton-Plebian base. It is to our own concord of the
lighted daytime stars, that fixings in your atmosphere will naught be of a given texture,
which (are) in full compliance with the structural arts of the gods themselves! Now on
with world news.
A bit of the piece of the puzzle finally fits in, lauding those supreme minds with brain wave
features, much akin to the dwarfed talks of brainless manufacturers of the equilibrium contextual
design itself. Beware then, all ye ones of the perimeter base, for we are indeed so stationed out
within the complexity of star diadrams, that just in an effort to find us according to our
depictographes would put us short in the running with those of other races, if you feel to define
them as such.
Modification is the key here to all given names and sources of content. Be it ligrified indeed,
if we were to find that you took our tools for the purpose to gain an entry into our time-space
arrival techniques. In fact good progress if you do succeed, for we will indeed duly welcome ye
all. Progression takes its place however within each base structure of compliant affairs, which
like so many other contextures are aberrated to the within diaphragm success of all unequivocal
theory based geograms. After all, dear scientist of the earthen plateau, is it not in the very least
a little significant in nature to find yourself abhorring those rites and rituals, which have really
gotten you very little praise and success thus far, when in full light of the modification of
perimeter beams, of which we ones have for so many years alluded to? Enough of this prattling
then. Let us continue on with the show!
We intend now on showing you some rather strategic viewpoints pertaining to those poorly
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fashioned abhorrences, of which you term the name "flying saucers" without workable motors.
Ghastly concept, don't you think? However, it is implicated to your detriment, that there are
indeed those ones of your team, who have so cruelly adjusted the faxforum to read: "To him
meriteth much if he is wise enough to prove unto himself the satisfactory implementation of all
working conjectures." I believe it goes something like that anyway.
People, this is not a rotten thing to have happened, for the likelihood of you ever regaining a
particle or fragment of the piece of the puzzle lies strictly within your own realm of
developmental instruction, which, of course, you unwittingly receive from us. Rally around the
complex, boys, for you are about to begin an instructional debut, which we hope will at last
finally finish off the last lap of your efforts ere they be forsaken. Buy for yourselves stools of wire
mesh, for then you will indeed feel the solar effect of which you will forever attribute to be of a
most worthwhile cause. It is befitting those of you to understand that there are indeed certain
types of sparks, which are resonating all around ye, and in an effort to attach these unto the
core structure, you will have to learn to manufacture them from the surface of the radium beams
in order to detach those current high string frequency beams, which parley vous around the net
wave theory of diatrem. Understand ye?
We will conclude thusly on the morrow. Study hard, for we do not in any fashion be of the
wasting of ye ones' precious time, but rather of we to be in the helpmeeting of our earthly
brethren, in the leading of thus into the very limelight of true Nuclear Based Technology, of
which has for no cause any resemblance to that, of which ye ones term "nuclear waste." Salu.
DETOINE, within locked-in perimeters within the scientific departmental feature of Skylock.
Jambian now back at the helm. Thank you and good night. Frequency lockout.

A LITTLE BIT MORE IN BRASH TALK
Saturday, 17th December 1994

1:47 pm

The dividing line between the pulmonary features confine themselves within the subjective
authorities betwixt the accruements of nuclear bypass injuncture. The contour devices so
shown within the nucleus development of design structure provide the relaxation for the
equilibrium of all rotorized mechanics of authorized synchronization. This pulmonary effect on
the core product as shown in the sketch is the provocation of suitable currents, which are drawn
from the necessary high beam currents into the exposed area surrounding the nuclei base of
the corature. This inhibited the drive features into complete coordination within a proper
consensus reactionary reasoning in a complete achievement to neutralize the subservient
compass plate at the radius department control panel.
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Thanks on this little piece of information, for it is only to your ranks at this time that it is so
given. If you feel to practice procedures in co-operation within our guidelines, you will soon find,
that the further equilibrium contour, of which you look for, do rapidly repair the circular molecular
light rays, and henceforth change them into the necessary accruements to the formation, of
which ye are now working within all of your desired limitations.
At this point we feel ye ones have little choice left unto you, for the space of time within the
continuum tanks are rapidly decreasing in size with each process that fails your computations or
equational benefactors.
Try it our way, for our methods are indeed of the failsafe methods, and likewise ye
will learn to harness even greater methods of imploding electrodes into the complete
equational surface structure of the core of your desiring work-a-day routines!
Regimentation is a gift as it is non-continuously ill practiced within a forum of debatable
nonsense. This will help to abate those sources of nuclear barrages unto a more or less
formulated and regulated consensus. Happy hunting, as you say, fellows of the art of
science, for we are of the willing hand to be helpmeets to ye, all working together within
compliant factors. It is hereby the group consensus of the tribune of article dimensions, that
we conjure up for your abrasionary pulsating nuances, that to arbitrarily pre-lead all those
resource studies of yours, we must subject to a prepared deployment plan, which will enable the
least of ye to accomplish that, which ye so gladly and heartily began.
Adieu for now, my comrades, and "Happy fishing!" so to speak. Jambian's descriptive study
on the consensus of artificial light bariums on behalf of the regimented theorograms of
Korthrox's hierarchy of team mates. Flourish well within your work diagrams, and may the
perimeters be bountiful in their pleasure in working arm in arm with the light sources of the
universal intact. Adieu. KORTHROX out.

CHAPTER EIGHT
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Wednesday, 28th December 1994

1:00 pm

Greetings to you and yours on this fine snowy day that ye ones are secluded in. Well, this is
to be a memorandum of a story of which ye ones could indeed dwell on yourselves. Today is
the epic storytelling of the etheric compliance with the effects within the major tropical regions,
which will be hitting, or rather, feeling the effects of the Photon Belt first. Let us please begin.
Subtitle to date will be under chapter heading: "Etheric, Please Comply!"

ETHERIC, PLEASE COMPLY!
Just a little foreword here we feel is applicable at this time: That is precisely to (be) stricken
from the previous record, that all compliance neutrons of the physical body will have to
accompany itself within the photons of disturbance. Let us proceed with subtitle heading. "It
is Indeed the Time Allotted for Reacquaintance with our Mother Craft."

IT IS INDEED THE TIME ALLOTTED FOR REACQUAINTANCE WITH OUR MOTHER
CRAFT
The polar regions will be stricken, to put it within your formulated wording, to acquire that
first impact, which indeed will be first and foremost noticed to be the shifting of equinoxal tide
upon the influx barriers of the etheric body. What do we mean by this then, in your terms? It is
just that the effects upon the neural system, which lies within the containment field of the
narcissist system, (which is the underlying ego), will accompany within itself those factors of
change, which will indeed bring about a sublayer of "toxic waste" to be dealt with, disposed and
interchanged with that of the complete rejuvenation of all major eight senses, instead of
your perceived regulatory five. This simply means that an exchange will be made for any of
those, who are still within directional change in the rudiments of self-acquiring data, to be
processed at an exchange rate of 2 millimeter per second, on acquiring that same formulated
data to register as a fourth dimensional being. IT IS THAT SIMPLE!
The reason that the effect of the Photon Belt will register foremost on the highplex of
seclusion is simply because the hole, which is set at a regulatory system structure into the core
of the Earth, effects a reading of the seismic waves at an even greater proximity than that of the
hybrid situationary status.
The South Pole indeed "gets it first," so to speak, as it is the first to be in the
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pronounced position nearest the equator, facing the rays of the Equinox Delta Strain.
From then on you will notice a switching of currents within your earthen plateau in the
form of earthquakes, in sections where there previously were none and those swooping
currents of air, which serve to dry out acquanous regions of swampy attire. This will all
take place within a period of 5 to 7 years hence. From then on the regions will take on a
hard look of desert waste, which will indeed prove to be quite a switch. Oceanic tides will
flow as high as some of your city structures before increasing into mile high tides. This
is the beginning of woes. The surface structures of your cities will fall like wrapping
paper under the repositioning of grave exchanges of seismic waves, which will proceed
to run under the Earth like escalators, one at a time to begin with, until the whole
undercurrent falls not only buildings of design, but also unstable those underground
bases and structures, of which those of you who wish to hide will find yourselves
without refuge of any kind. They may have worked for the cause of bomb shelters but in
the days of the fortitude of accomplishing their purpose, no longer will it be so.
No matter, think of all those upon the face of the Earth, who it will no longer matter as to
whether they have secured a "job" or not. Survival of the etheric body within the physical will
have its predominant way within occasion of desire. In other words, those who are in the
midst of these catastrophes will no longer care for the material items of their existence,
but instead will be fed under the auspices of attaining their own right to life. Their very
existence will be personified and no other thing will matter so much as their
completeness at this time to survival techniques. They will seek out the enlightened
ones of the Brotherhood, but naught will be found in those days, for many will have
acquired the right of ascension and will indeed be nowhere to be found.
Those who are of heady countenance will find themselves to be mere survivalists of
the beginning of these woes and will find within themselves the limitless desire to attain
that, which was taken away. It is at this time, that the Seeds or Righteous Ones will be
faced with a one way trip of evacuationary process by we ones, who have loved you so.
Now, but indeed, what of those "heady" ones, who anger about the rejuvenation of
Terra, our mother Earth, as you term it? Will they too, be brought into the surface
requirements of evacuation features? Nay, for naught it is to them to succumb unto
themselves those thoughts for mere existence within a righteous colony. For the
"seeds," who indeed are of the volunteering essence, will in fact allow their names, so to
speak, to stand in the rejuvenation of times for the replanting of the earthen nature, when
all cleansing completes its manufacturing. It will be so, as it is written in the time
immortal data banks: THE AKASHIC ACCOMPLIANCE.
That is enough for one day. Thank you for your prompt attention to this our matter of
information in a packet service to all people of planet Earth. Adieu.
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Signing off at injunction road. BEARATRIX, the subterranean monitor of all seismic fields
within the core structure of earthen subterranean duty council. Signing off on frequency, radio
equivalent 12.01 neutron-based wave frequency. Out. Thank you.

CHAPTER NINE
ELECTRONICS ACTUALLY NEUTRALIZE
The brine of the electronics field is infused with a solid barrier type infusion seam or
systematic functioning quality. Perfunctionary data is lead into the decomposement chambers
and from there passes into a rod type infusion centre from which are stored the efficiencies of
neutralite components.
A goodly morning unto ye all, Uthrania Seila. I have many such injunctures to produce an
equivalent of in the just whoremongering style of the underlings of the netherworld. It is solely
unto our benefit, that at this time we have placed our retinue into the foremost tract of inefficient
services, if any were to be indeed found among the troops of the yesteryear project of major
scientist Tesla. Ahem.. now it is rather a documentary of sorts to produce a just effect in order
to relay that particular informational packet unto the hands of those equivalent mighty ones of
Duxton's regime. This is indeed an unprofitable time for you, we equate, so as we bid you a
permanent daily adieu, we keep in remembrance all those occasions, which you did so unduly
sacrifice yourself into producing transcripts on our behalf. Thank you, KORTHROX out on line
frequency neutron based F7.

CANADA: A HIDDEN CHAPTER
INTRODUCTION
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Good morning, Uthrania Seila. This is Jambian at the helm on this rather blustery morning.
This next topic of discovery should include the sources of neutralizing power escapades behind
the veil of unforgetfulness, so to speak, putting it a little slanted in texture. Proceed please. This
is to be highlighted and we will instruct you exactly where we would want this done. Thank you.
Please proceed. JAMBIAN out. Korthrox signing back in.
Politics is not the norm for us and that is why precisely we have chosen to seclude a chapter
on Canada at large in particular. This writing will precede a later formation, which, in another
book, could do well to elaborate upon the essence of character of those who put in dire
straights, those of its national regime. Conclude informational prelude. Let us begin, please.

CANADA
Canada's current standing precedes all those countries, wherein there are strategic
diplomatic ties concerned. In other words, it is the consensus of those poor minion, who are
your parliamentary figures, who, in just sense, are at their wit's end as to the what, why, and
whereabouts of the country, which has so rudely fallen into espionage disparage.
It is therefore the conclusion of the Council of Hierarchial Beings, herein Galaxy Four of the
stratus solar system, that to continue to allow Canada to fall within the graces of the minion
minds will be a shallow but continuous process for the time being. This is simply because of the
Law of Non-Interference, that we deem to allow these future events to surface.
Canada as a nation lies within the moral sanctification of rudiments of society. This means
that we watch and observe, whether or not it is the spirit of the people, who surface against the
blanket of darkness, which envelopes their country of national pride, or whether or not it will
prove to be a repeat of Atlantis and Mu at large. Well, stratospheric conferences are a nuance
of despicable desires inasfar as we are concerned, and Canada will in the least prove to be
depicted by a force of non-contrivance subordinates. This last genuine ploy by the elitist
factions, of which the majority of Canadians know little or nothing about, just may be their
undoing. Educate yourselves, dear ones, for it is your necks on the block!
If Canada ever had a chance to rebel against those, who keep authority above them, then it
would be a major recalling of spiritual wealth, for in order to recoup the camp, the consensus of
the people must join together in conjugating the forces of the unknown (at least to most
Canadians), and congregate in the joining of the acumen of the consciousness, in order to
provide at least a limited joining of espionage endeavour to conquer those forces of detrimental
pride. The rejoicing of this policy to be would indeed instruct those many, who with time would
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learn to master the putting down of those injunctures, which resemble a hangman's rope over
the entire stricken nation. Do you understand these formulated concepts, dear ones?
The barrage of stricken resources is just the first among many catastrophes soon to surface.
You will find yourselves amidst a turmoil so great, if you continue to proceed on your same old
downtrodden path, that, if possible, you would barricade yourselves within your own home
domain and stay there. And this, my comrades, is exactly what they of the regime, are providing
the way for you to do. There will be no force outside of yourselves, which can stop them
from that point on! These beautiful highly technical resources sweeping over the country at
this point of nightmarish designs will only serve to stratosphy your circumstantial progress even
further. In other words, dear ones, those of the hierarchy of circumstances of yours, which are
in fact to be forced upon your geographical plane, will conjure itself up an epidemic of
responses from the enlightened ones of your day, in order to redeem through process of mental
telepathy freed up space for your minds to evolve. This in particular is the calculated response
of those daring to evolve throughout eternity, and you have those equally responsive to the
maintaining of current development strategies, to stop all progress.
Do you follow yourselves your own god-given instinct, or do you lead like sheep into
the pastures of green to desert plains? That is your decision, little ones of the Canadian
north, YOURS AND YOURS ALONE!
We are merely bystanders - at your service!
Canada is closely linked with the United States, and has been for a considerable amount of
time. It was sought for at one time to average the american continent to espouse many of the
natural peoples into cloning facilities. This was decided upon before the strongarm of british
authority broke in. By the Americans, then, we say? Nay, not so. By, indeed, the resources of
which were let into the country by the way of the manufacturing of personal grievances against
the establishing of the american peoples.
Now, we have cloning. And what then do we mean? Is it said by us then, that the american
nationalists had concurred among themselves to make a duplicate copy of the aboriginal
peoples of North America? Nay, not a fact. It is so, to say, that the regrouping of one upon the
other was in fact made so in a manner of speaking, and here we had the outcome of pacifist
reservations - block after block, like duplicates of their own peoples. What tragedy! Morons we
speak of, to do this. And likewise, those who force upon another nation mysterious ways of the
european control, do in fact bring upon their own heads at one time or another the removing of
status for themselves.
Canada has estranged itself within a wall of dexterior motivations. This purely means, that
those who have at large Canada within their control, are functioning within the segment of
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crucibles. Understand? The primary function of this capability of the north country, as we depict
it, is to run for documentation within the historical texts in aberrating the fundamental rudiments
of society into a larger more historectimal resource station for the whereabouts of genetical
games. This, dear ones, is simply the acclamation of the standard played upon the
national board of governors, which by fact, are indeed your so-called elected leaders,
who by no majority dictate to you the farce of their game strategy so laid out by those,
who are truly at the front. YOUR GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS ARE MERELY THEIR
PAWNS!! So conjugate together then, and protect what might be left of your inheritance, for you
have not many years left! Why is this material coming just now into your hearing range, ye ask?
It is for the sole purpose of strategy of ourselves. No forewarning - no opposition!
ACT NOW!! YOU DO INDEED HAVE BUT LITTLE TIME LEFT. PUT ASIDE YOUR
GAMES AND STRATEGIES FOR SURVIVAL PURPOSES, AND DO WHAT THE MIGHTY
ONES BEFORE YOU HAVE DONE BEFORE! YE ONES INCLUDED DO INDEED FIND
YOURSELVES WITHIN THE CLONING SOCIETAL STRUCTURE OF ELITIST REFORM! AND
THERE WON'T BE DEATH CAMPS, BUT TO YOUR OWN DOMAIN WILL YE REMAIN, FOR
TO TRY AND EVEN LEAVE YOUR HOME WITHOUT THEIR KNOWLEDGE WILL BECOME
AN IMPOSSIBILITY FOR YE. Adieu.
Wise words from the Textured Former Account of the Days and Reign of the Marauders
upon the Continent Floor of the Pacific Rim. Sign out, Uthrania Seila, please. Documented
Accounts.

SANANDA SPEAKS
CANADA WILL SHIFT AS A CONTINENTAL PIECE OF THE PUZZLE INTO A SECTION
WIDTH OF 40 MILES NORTHWEST INTO A PLATE OF CONTROVERSIAL SUBJECT
PORTIONS.
WATCH, DEAR ONES, FOR THE ICING ON TOP OF THE CAKE - NAMELY THE POLAR
CAPS, AS THEY COME SLOSHING DOWN UPON THE DUCKS' BACK. THE POLAR
REGIONS ARE PERHAPS TO BECOME YOUR MOST FORMIDABLE ENEMY IN TERMS OF
MANIFESTING CANTANKEROUS SORES UPON THE CONTOUR OF THE LAND. IN NO
RESPECT WILL THEY SERVE TO FORMAT INTO LINEAGE THE GREAT CRACKS OF
REDNESS SURFACING FROM THE PROTOPLASMIC AFFAIR OF THE REGIONOUS
PLAINS OF THE PRAIRIES. THESE WILL SURFACE THEMSELVES IN MOST PECULIAR
WAYS NOT THOUGHT OF BY EITHER SCIENTIST NOR ECOLOGIST OF YOUR DAY. FOR
THE FURTHESTMOST REGIONS OF ASPIRING GREATNESS WILL TAKE THE TOLL UPON
THE REST OF THE WORLD AS REGION AFTER REGION SHIFTS AND GREAT MAJOR
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VOLCANIC ERUPTIONS CAUSE TO DISTURB THE TEXTURE OF THE FORMATION OF
THE LAND BY RUNNING ITS GORGEOUS STREAMS OF LIQUID RED BLOOD
THROUGHOUT THE DISTRICT OF EDMONTON NORTHWARD.
EARTHQUAKES OF PROPORTIONATE SIZE WILL SERVE TO ESPIONAGE THE
REGIONS DOWNWARD, WHILST ALL OF THE FORMATIONS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA WILL
LIE FAR BENEATH THE SEA, AS FIVE MILE WAVES MAINTAIN THEIR POSITIONING.
GRUESOME, YE STATE! YEA, IT IS THAT. HORRIFIC! PAY ATTENTION! THIS COULD BE
YOUR LAKESHORE DOMAIN UNDERNEATH THE PLACID EARTH!
WELCOME TO THE REIGN OF ATLANTIS, FOR IT WILL AGAIN SHOW ITS FACE OVER
THE CONTOUR OF THAT ONCE FORGOTTEN LAND CRUST. AHOY SAILORS! FULL
STERN AHEAD - TOWARD THE PRAIRIES! THIS IS NO JOKE, MY SMALL ONES, FOR THE
SHIFTING IS AT ITS PEAK IN THIS ONE, AND IS INDEED ABOUT TO BEGIN - ONLY
SEVERAL YEARS DOWN THE ROAD.
PREPARE YOUR FACE BEFORE THE WIND, AND ONLY TRIBAL EXPRESSION OF THE
GODS WILL ALLOW YOU TO MEET YOUR FULL WORTH OF YOURSELF IN CONSCIOUS
EXPRESSION. DON'T DELAY, COMRADES, FOR THE END OF THIS CONTINENT AS YOU
KNOW IT WILL SOON BE COMPLETED!!

CHAPTER TEN
AND THE STARS SHINE FOR ALL!
DO NOT THINK FOR A GLORIFIED MOMENT THAT IN ORDER TO SACRIFICE THE
MAINSTREAM CONCEPTS WILL BRING YOU CLOSER TO OUR ARRIVAL. NAY! IN FACT
MANY WILL MISS OUR ARRIVAL, FOR IN MANY WAYS YE ONES ARE IN A PAGAN
SOCIETY WHO STILL BELIEVE IN TRAINS INSTEAD OF PLANES, AS THE ONLY
DELIVERANCE OFFERED. WATCH FOR SIGNS IN THE SKIES. WATCH FOR OUR
"PLANES," AS YOU WOULD CALL THEM. WE HOLD ENOUGH SPACE TO EVACUATE THE
WHOLE OF THE REMAINING SOCIETIES OF THE WORLD.
DO NOT BE DECEIVED! FOR AS YE PARTAKE OF MY FLESH AND BLOOD SO WILL
YOU MISS THE HEAVENLY SOURCES, FOR TO BELIEVE A FALSEHOOD CONCERNING
ME WILL ONLY SERVE TO LEAD YOU ON DOWN TO ABJECT DELIVERANCE STATUS.
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IN OTHER WORDS, BELOVED, IT IS YOU WHO ARE IN ERROR AND HAVE ALWAYS
BEEN! IT IS YOU, AND YOU ALONE, WHO THREW THE WISDOM IN THE DUST AND
TRAMPLED IT DOWN INTO WALKING SPACE. IT IS AND ALWAYS HAS BEEN THE SPIRIT
OF YE WHO COME TO ME IN BLINDFOLDS, AND SUBJECT ALL OTHERS IN THEIR
UNLIMITED CONCEPTS INTO A DELUGE OF FIRE. IT IS YOU WHO CRUCIFIED ME AT MY
OWN WILL, BUT NAUGHT IN THE LEAST ON BEHALF OF YOUR SINS! NAY, HAVE YE
NOT LEARNED YET, COMRADES, THE INTRICATE LAWS OF UNIVERSAL STATURE LAWS FORMED FOR THE PROGRESS FOR ALL MEN ALIKE? OBVIOUSLY NOT!
I CAME TO GIVE YOU LIFE - NOT TO SACRIFICE MINE SO THAT YE MIGHT LIVE!
WHOSE WORDS, COMRADES, ARE THOSE? LOOK WITHIN YOURSELVES! FOR MANY
ARE OF THE STRUCTURE OF THOSE DAYS PERSONIFIED! I HAVE GIVEN TO THE
WORLD WISDOM, AND IT HAS BEEN CRUSHED OR HIDDEN FROM YOUR VIEW. WHO
TOLD YE THESE LIES, THEN? LOOK WITHIN YOUR OWN FACTIONS! ARE THEY THE
TRUTHBEARERS OF THE AGES? I CAN TELL YE THEY ARE NOT! WITHIN YOUR OWN
MINDS YE ONES HAVE DUPLICATED THE FORMAT OF ALL THOSE BEFORE YE, ONLY
TO PRESENT TO ANOTHER THE STRYCHNINE APPLICATION OF DUPLICATE FORMS OF
SELF-REPRISAL. SHAME! FOR YOU SHOULD BE WITH THE SICKNESS WITHIN FOR
YOUR DUTIES TOWARD OTHERS! NO WORDS BUT YOUR OWN! DISGRACEFUL!
SHAME!
YOU SERVE NOT ME, FOR I AM WITHOUT BLEMISH! YOU SERVE NOT ME - FOR I
DIE FOR THE SINS OF NO MAN!
DO YOU EXPECT ME IN THE LEAST TO COUNTER THE VERY LAWS, OF WHICH I
PERFORM? DO YOU EXPECT ME TO SURRENDER MY SOUL STATUS FOR THE LIKES
OF THE DECEIVERS OF THE PLANET, WHO, EVEN TO THIS DAY, CAN NOT GET ONE
LITTLE IOTA OF MY SPEAKING OF AGES PAST CORRECT? YET YOU PROFESS TO
WORSHIP AND ADORE ME, WHEN I TAUGHT YOU TO WORSHIP NO MAN!
YET YOU RECOGNIZE ME AS GOD, AND I AM! BUT DO YOU NOT REMEMBER THAT I
TAUGHT YOU, SO MANY AGES AGO, THAT EACH OF YE WOULD ONE DAY ATTAIN
YOUR GODHOOD? AND STILL YOU SHOUT "BLASPHEMY IN THE NAME OF THE LORD
JESUS!"
HOW DARE YE USE MY NAME LIKE IT WAS A MERE DUNG IN THE MIDST OF A PIG
HEAP!!?
I WOULD IN NO WISE SET MYSELF AGAINST THE PERFECT LAWS OF MY FATHER.
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NEITHER WOULD I RIDICULE THOSE WHO FOLLOW MY PATH TO PERFECTION, FOR
ONLY THOSE WHO GO FORTH AS I HAVE DONE WILL SUCCEED IN ATTAINING
PERFECTION AS OUR FATHER HAS DONE. HE IS THE ONE WHO MADE THE HEAVENS
AND THE EARTH! HE IS THE ONE WHO IS ALSO SUBJECT TO THE CREATION OF WHICH
HE HAS PERFECTED.
THEREFORE, IF THE FATHER GOD OF ALL GODS IS PERFECTED IN HIS WAYS,
THEN SHOULD WE NOT TOO PERFECT OURSELVES IN HIS IMAGE?
AFTER ALL, ARE WE NOT INDEED BUT MERE FRAGMENTS OF CREATION, BUILT IN
HIS IMAGE? NATURALLY!
I HAVE IN NO WISE TAUGHT OF YOUR WISE MEN THE TRUTHS YE ONES HAVE
BUILT AROUND YOURSELVES LIKE A STRONGHOLD!
I TOLD YOU TO WORSHIP IN SPIRIT AND IN TRUTH, ACCORDING TO THE TRUTH I
TRIED TO TEACH YE. BUT LOOK AT YE, YE WHOREMONGERING SNAKES! HAVE YOU
LEARNED? DOES THE TRUTH OF THE UNIVERSE FOLLOW YOU AND UNFOLD AT
YOUR FEET? YOU WOULD PASS IT BY BEFORE RECOGNITION CAME! I COME BACK
SOON! DO NOT DESPAIR! WATCH FOR ME, NOT ON THE PLAINS, NOR IN YOUR
MOUNTAIN TOPS, NEITHER LOOK FOR ME IN THE SEAS, BUT IN THE SKIES!
I HAVE TOLD YOU BEFORE, I COME WITH THE HOSTS OF HEAVEN, YOUR
BROTHERS AND SISTERS FROM THE HIGH PLACES - FROM THE STARS! THE
MULTITUDE WILL BE UNCOUNTABLE, FOR WE COME WITH ENOUGH SHIPS FOR TO
PROVIDE ESCAPE FOR ALL THOSE WHO HEED MY WORDS. THESE WRITINGS, WHICH
YE ONES SO STILL SHUN, WILL INDEED PROVE TO BE YOUR OWN UNDOING.
LOOK UP, FOR YOUR "REDEMPTION," AS YOU SO LIKE TO PUT IT, IS INDEED
NEAR, AS CLOSE AS YOUR HAND IS TO YOUR FACE. SIT NOT IDLE ON YOUR PLOT,
FOR MUCH IS TO BE ACCOMPLISHED FOR THE BENEFIT OF YOUR OWN STATUS AND
GROWTH OF EVOLUTIONARY PROGRESS.
OH! DO THESE WORDS HURT YOUR SENSITIVE EARS? IT WOULD BE BETTER FOR
YOU TO CUT OFF YOUR EAR THAN TO LISTEN TO FALSEHOOD AND MISS THE BOAT!
COME TO ME OF WHOM YE HAVE HEARD FOR MANY CENTURIES, COME TO ME ALL
YE WHO ARE WEARY AND HEAVY LADEN, AND SACRIFICE MY WORDS NOT FOR THE
ESTABLISHMENT OF NETWORKING PROGRAMS DIPPED IN RELIGIOUS FERVOUR,
AND I WILL GLADLY BRING YE ONTO MY SHIP FOR THE FREEING OF YOUR BODILY
ATTIRE FROM THE HORRORS OF THAT, WHICH IS YET TO COME!!
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Adieu. SANANDA JMMANUEL ESU - in the Full Light of the White Lighted Brethrenhood of
Universal Structure. Aton at command formation. Sign off please, sister child. SANANDA out on
current frequency structure design 40.8 Megahertz.

CHAPTER ELEVEN
THE CRUCIAL POINT
Korthrox signing back in for a wind-up of canadian affairs, little one of Sananda's regime. It
is for the sole purpose of resuming the program of Canada's demise, that we have stricken from
the record at this time the climax or outcome of national affairs. Nonetheless, productivity this
late in the game, so to speak, is a forthright national crime toward the personages inhabiting this
plane.
Continental Canada is supplemented by a force so evil as to extract one by one as
teeth from your once comfortable place of survival!
Let us complete this section then without further adieu. Placement of survival techniques are
shown to be the non-placid content of the people in general. And unless more stringent
methods are devised to supplant those arrogant countenances into a more distant
region, the fall of Canada will be completed into a wasteland affair within the next three
years.
Take heed of, both, our words and those of the most esteemed Master and beloved
comrade of the White Lighted Brotherhood - Master Teacher of the earthen plane - Lord
SANANDA JMMANUEL ESU.

CHAPTER TWELVE
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A COMPLEX AFFAIR
Saturday, 18th March 1995

9:00 am

Good morning, Uthrania Seila. This is Jambian coming in at the helm this morning. It will be
within a goodly attempt on the portion of we ones, to bring to order all those conspicuous
drawing plans of future generations of which, of course, will not ever see the light of day inasfar
as quality earthen third plateau time lots go. In order that we suffuse that great tendrum from the
source of all inequity, many changes affecting the positron beams, which so detrimentally affect
the personages of the patrons bearing arms upon your dying planet, will herewith be affixed with
the barium sound waves, which will allude to the heightening of even their poor conscious
delirium.
With this remark then as an afterthought of many of your Earth months, I will now gladly
refrain from further exposure of their plight and hand you over to our dear Commander of the
Stars, Korthrox. Adieu and good night. JAMBIAN out.
At promptly nine thirty we will begin. Please set yourself within that time structure, Starseed.

NINE THIRTY BEGUN

9:30 am

Well, since all formal introductions have thenceforth already been made, let me thank you
again for your long awaited participation and begin as selected. Our first title of the day contains
a parisian element, which exceeds even the finest element of today's rigorous diphtama. In
other words, it will be proven to be among the most auspicious content ever voiced from the
realms of the netherworld into your realms.
Here we begin then with the title structure of Chapter Thirteen. Please put in sequential
order when restructuring begins, Seila. "The Downtrodden Element of Boris Klein." This you will
find to contain a rather short expose of delirium turned rational within the equipal design of
epoch theory. Sigmund Freud was indeed no exception to this rule, but on the final making it
was he who did sculpt that most articulate ruling, which by fact did articulate that complimentary
data pertaining to the accumulation of brain wave factors and their complimentary side effects,
which by fact were seemingly "out to lunch" - and they were. New paragraph please.
CHAPTER THIRTEEN
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THE DOWNTRODDEN ELEMENT OF BORIS KLEIN
To begin with then, we would simply like to mention that the gravity of that long lost situation
would indeed imply, that not all astrocytes of composition would likewise merit the dutiful
functioning in auspices around the world. Likewise, it would also be important to note that
Sigmund Freud himself did not even believe half of his own dichotomized notes, and did
attribute even to those of his writings to be based on a placid falsehood. Now let us recount to
those of you, whose interest is piqued, the wonderful but sad account of the story of a Mr. Boris
Klein. New paragraph please, Seila.
Master Boris C. J. Klein had forfeited an appendix of routine obituaries, which had just so
often surfaced within his diphterium bank. What we mean to say here, in order to detach this
portion from more fundamental attire of fifth dimensional vocabulary, is, that every so often Mr.
Klein had participated in the accumulation of rather humdrum but nonetheless particular dogma
in relation to those of more clandestine attributes or efforts on behalf of those morgue bound
containers full of rather ineffective carcasses. That, of course, is all that remains of those, who
so aptly pass into the dark to lightened realms of other dimensions.
With this in mind then let us attribute a status of implicable dementia toward this one of
much smaller faith than the normal mediocre hunchback of the Notre Dame Express. Senior
Boris then did fall prey and into the hands of an underling of Senior Freud, at which time did
unto his utmost display a rather indestructible but cautious appliance to dutifully attach into the
depths of Mr. Boris's brain wave effuse.
You must realize here, that unlike most of his kind, Mr. Siegmund Freud did occasionally
display a sincere contempt for conventional science, particularly in the field of medical science,
and did strive to order the medical universe into compliance within what he believed to be the
contention of the day - the "mode of relays performed through brain functions in order to
generally alleviate the crime wave of passion."
In order to exploit all these neurons within the brain waves system, Freud needed at the
time to find a way to make subservient those fragmented particles, which so aptly reconstruct
themselves within even more fragmented particles, which we know in their abstract fashion as
being the hieroglyphics of all academics of neuro science, those stringent helix compounds and
all their qualities would necessarily be meted into one complex within a complete working
feature of programming versus networking: In other words, dear Mr. Freud coupled Mr. Boris's
cranium with a dichotomy of cantankerous modes of electrode components in order to bring
about a reversal of awareness, which, in his eyes, would serve to express to the general league
of practitioners, that hooking one man's brain up to electronic currents would certainly serve in
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altering the makeup of all participating neurons, and would then serve to facilitate those
elements of doubt as to whether or not this more acute method would work, even inasfar as the
animal kingdom was concerned for further research, if found applicable and necessary.
Here was another form of Blinkensop introduced from the far reaches of one man's
conceived apparitional study upon another human being. Ghastly, to be sure, but in these last
days, however, all that which has been recorded must be re-recorded in order that all
records be kept straight.
As for Mr. Boris Klein, he well survived the experimental feat upon his surfacing structure
(cranium) and did live long enough to remain the "guinea pig of the century" inasfar as his
dementia goes. He continued to labour hard and long after his rather crude attempt at
restructuring and reprogramming his brain wave faculties, and from that day forward attributed
to the everyday reminder to Mr. Freud, that the scar which he bore on top of the head was
never to remain or contain that element of what a man truly must be - to have soul, spirit and
acumen. Mr. Freud did however, the brave soul, come gradually with our help into his senses,
and did in fact retract much of what he had done and believed upon his very death bed!
Thank you for your contribution in the typing field, Uthrania. Sign off now and Adieu.
Commander in Chief - KORTHROX.

CHAPTER FOURTEEN
Friday, 24th March 1995

10:15pm

Good Evening, and thank you again for presuming your station with us. This is Korthrox
signing in on frequency at this time on Ablarium Station 4.0 Premex. Let us promptly begin with
our critique of the substation Urex, located specifically beyond the galaxy perimeters of the
structure of Ethom Solar Plex facilities for the radiating factors due to the self-structure of the
Photon Belt and all its capabilities. Attuned to the grading structure of plutonium-based metals,
they have equipped themselves within the structured surface of neutralized equivalent of semisteel, which in itself is accorded the sound projection of subterranean tetron, which, when
applied accordingly, will precipitate the solid foundational equivalent of multi-plex beams, which
sound off the formation of one of the most high frequency of dutonian resources ever alluded to
man.
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Now for a title of chapter for this one, Seila. We will simply call it "Excaliber and its
Retroactive Compliant Sources." Please enter equivocally. Thank you. Jambian at the helm will
now be pleased to reform his abject thinking qualities for further resource study on this
fomented subject. KORTHROX, commanding the Fleet of Saterius on Kumount. Out.

EXCALIBER AND ITS RETROACTIVE COMPLIANT SOURCES
Seila, this is Jambian at your service. Thank the "stars" for the dictational process, which by
way of reminder is directed within your cranium by way of our indirect position of our ships so
stationed about your orbital interest. Let us please proceed on, for the hour is late.
The new counterpart of the astrophysics lab is mounted upon a rather stationary piece of
equipment, which is held by the most part in a immoveable artrex. Well, nonetheless it is
modified by most men's standards and is capable of handling the most intricate sub-appliance
structures, which in themselves need the modification of the masses in order to resurface the
artifact so rarely used by the small factions of the populace in order to direct their surrender. In
loosely thought of terms we simply state here, that these rendering of useless activity have all
but drained the wasteland of the intellectual and form thereby the basis and strategic
deployment of caricature, simply by submitting into the general regions of cranium development
the perfect synchronization of positive interruptions so very underdetected by the simple man
on the street.
And just how does this merriment work then? Well, we can shield our forces in the far off sky
of yours simply by refraining from any direct placebo of the undetected artifact, but on the other
hand those poor inhabitants, who deem themselves free on the plane of never-never land, do
once in a while force themselves within their mundane lives to contradict their own brain forces
in an effort to make some segment of sense out of their ever curtailing predicament of forcing
eye contact with the forces of the glaring sun.
You must understand, dear ones, it is not simply the force of the sun's heat rays which you
must withgo, but rather the strictest form of espionage that mankind must now witness, without
gathering the eggs from the nest. In other words, listen now to the rantings of governmental
officials who state:
"Listen to us how we make such minor adjustments into the atmospheric plane of survival.
These will take us into minions of galactic air space time in the future, for whose bomb will dare
to blow these beauties out of the aerodrome of the future, when mankind's very future depends
on it? Not Russia, certainly not Palestine, nor Egypt, nor Montreal in Quebec, no, not even the
European, nor Asiatic countries. Why? Because in one way or another all Heads of States of
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these archaic countries are somewhat involved. Whether they are all aware of that or not is
insignificant, as well as providing for them the direct means of plugging themselves into the wall
of time for a better look at their own future."
Intercepted perfectly at will, we would deem. Thank you and good night, Seila. JAMBIAN
signing out after readjusting frequency 5.7. Got to keep them hopping then, have we not?
Adieu. Please record time as been 10:43 pm.

CHAPTER FIFTEEN
- A NEW CHAPTER ALTOGETHER
AN EXPLANATION
Tuesday, 28th March 1995

4:31 pm

Good afternoon on this most glorious day, dear ones. This is Korthrox performing duty by
way of an eclipsal effort on behalf of all Brethrenhood "troops" on duty assignment beyond the
regular call of duty. Now on with the informational packaging of the Seira Structure, which is
now proven to be of paramount structure ability in coerciance within the texidrome of aspirating
monks, so to speak. In order that we of the Hierarchy of National Works do exponentiate upon
the detriment of untidy equiptal nuances, we simply wish at this time to rather elaborate upon
the semitics of orthodox equality. So now let us rather promptly begin this new series of
ethadome and diplomatic works. Sela.
The marxist government has long had under its control the apex of our national dilemma.
This being concurrent within the royal structure of abbreviated subjects yet to be refrained from
by the Brethrenhood of the Most High, we have elected to state from time to time since time
past immemorial, that the pure and untarnished epitome of disrespect paid our most
highly regarded comrades in arms is one of simple placid and rapid DISREGARD FOR
TRUTH in general. So be it.
Subject title heading will now state for further consignment to be thusly stated: "Juniper
Heading Home for Relapse Time to Pass Photon Barriers." Please proceed, Seila.
JUNIPER HEADING HOME FOR RELAPSE TIME TO PASS PHOTON BARRIERS
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Rather inequitable title, don't you think? Well, down to subject matter intensely structured
within the equilibrium of the undaunted faction of Brotherhood members upon your planet.
Cajoling the public into believing, that the whole of the mainframe authority is to be deemed
artificial in its concise attempt to portray unto you the personages of planet Earth makes one
only conclude, that in order to function as with bread and meat upon those strovenly
authenticated tables of warfare, one need only to be previously blessed with a portion of habit
bearing epitomes such as the concise wavering of all ethical and moronic attributes ever known
to mankind.
Now that we have you all thoroughly confused, we wish to turn the matter over to Jambian,
who will at long last proceed to try to influence those of you, who still disbelieve our resources
and tactics and are forever and continually subservient to the widespread system of injustices
among your own people, and who therefore continue to harbour an even greater dislike for the
workings of truth in all its godly essence. Jambian please proceed.
Good afternoon. Jambian taking the helm on this one, little ones. Today it would seem to be
in proper order to self-equip ourselves, as well as some of you as well, with the cloak of
conscious endeavour for fear any one of us should fall off the precipice. The Jackson Tribunal
resorts to rather unequivocal attitudes, wherein only those of ye, who do in the rapid
understanding processes of your minds would dwell on and allude to the complete answer
circumspect to what exactly you have found out to be the complete truth. Here we will now
jumble into strictly saner language for those of you, who are unable to actually read the facts,
which, by the way, were for others of a more preambling nature.
The Concord of the Fleet within Jexton aptitudes is concisely more melodramatic in its
releasing the tectonic pressure, which has been for some time accumulating in the northwest
portion of the Appalachian Belt due south of Indianapolis. There is a belt of ridges built up in
such a way, that over the last ten hundred and fifty years has received little acclamation save
for the few procuring efforts by those dear beings, so far still "down under."
Evacuation has her merits, dear ones, and it would seem pure sense to embrace
those techniques, which all embodiment of nature adheres to, such as the episode,
which did occur on the platform of Atlantis, Mu and the sanctification of that far off
remaining desert region, which surrounds the Euphrates River Creek Dam.
Well, we are subject to home refuelling too, you must understand, and to continue on with so
few years left for public exposure of our craft here and there has left us rather usurped within
the nature of refilling our energizing agents completely. After all, we are aboard what you would
accordingly pronounce as the "mother ship" of them all, and at times that is indeed our dutiful
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bounty, as we subjectedly supply the rest of our dingers with helium oxide, which does indeed
coincide with adjusting our frequency barriers to match them, which would in effect be subjected
to transmit their lower beam melodramatics within only the surface structure of all known galaxy
craft maneuvering tectonics.
Abbreviated effort to be sure, but in the long run then it is only at this short space in your
historical time element, that we have accordingly tried to feign the neurological intent to time
travel alone with the current, thereby regaining our status completely by the time the 2000th
year runs by. It is definitely our wish as well as pleasure to introduce ourselves into your
community, when we regain control of our situation back within your atmosphere. This is the
real reason we have alighted many times before upon your people's planet, and for this same
reason alone will we be back.
YOU NEED ALL THE HELP YOU CAN GET! And we are at the ready and waiting with
even more "ships" of that espionage effort, as your Government would love to term it,
that would just barely stretch enough guidelines through to those, who would indeed
welcome our departure after the fact (exposure of mankind to the Earth's crust) as it fires
and cools its ammunition from the far undercurrents of the world and from above, where
its massive tidal affairs condemn the finest creation this world has ever known. How
mankind has failed this one!!
Sadly enough though, it has its strategic points of contact, and we say "sadly" simply
because it is indeed not the majority of ruthless endeavours, which will in the final end board our
majestic ships. Only "those" of a quality, which in its factitious element do still believe in
the Brotherhood of the Lambs, which be you, dear ones of ours. Though it will serve as a
plus indeed to know that unto the greatest to the least there will manufacture those also
of an element of peacekeeping ones, who are not "out to lunch," so to speak. They also
will be given opportunity to express the rest of their lives in the living memorandum of
time aboard the fifth dimensional earthen plateau of the 21st century AD.
Centurion galactic craft out on frequency network galactic zero seven stret. Over and out.
JAMBIAN. Please record time as specific 5:15 pm.

CHAPTER SIXTEEN
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A PIECE OF THE ACTION WITHIN THE THINKTANK'S PERIMETERS!
Wednesday, 5th April 1995

12:23pm

Good day to ye all, Seila Uthrania. This is to be one of the most pleasant of experiences to
which I have been occasioned to dwell upon thus far. In its exposition I have named the
qualities to which are relied the most intricate form and cause of mediocre acquaintances
amongst your most renowned scientists to date.
Let us now begin with the subject matter at hand, which is peculilarly to retain the complete
essence of Neutro-Astrophysics and the curricular of radius time/matter equivalent to that long
sought-after recitume of non-essence of particular matter particle beams. For those of you who
now know and understand the application of the forcefield of neutro-physics, you will be calmly
intrigued to find out exactly how the nuclear facing actually lies outside of the firm self-imposed
structure of astrophysics with the concurrent tie-down superimposed upon itself due to the
forcing of neutralized waves, which, due to the planetary structure of unforeseen items, find
themselves placed at a latitude of due south/north-east within the qualms of self-discovery at
best. Now, through with the hieroglyphic sectionary opening statements.
We will proceed more or less within your own linguistic frequencies. Place this one, please,
Seila, "At a More Accumulated Data Frequency." Subtitle complete. ANDROMEDA REX signing
over and out.

AT A MORE ACCUMULATED DATA FREQUENCY
Within the design implementated subject material there arises a need for the restructuring of
nonessence subject formations. In other words, dear ones of the scientific community, you have
all but bigoted yourselves within the dexterior quality of never having enough input, and thus
subjecting yourselves to rather diverse subject matter, which only has held and does continue
to hold you reprobate amongst the greater authorities of the science. True, you have indeed
come far among your species, but only as long as you were programmed to believe, that for as
long as you kept to the physics quantums provided to you, that your hopes of achieving great
doctrines of "new" evidence to the whereabouts of climatized change would serve you ones to
rule yourselves into complete extinction. The surface graves of those, whom you face
yourselves against, will again resurface to construct the epitome of behavioral apathy on your
behalf.
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So now listen carefully to these instructions, for they may just well be the final clue to the
conquering of all mankind's victimization of the south-eastern troops, which, by the way, lend
themselves to distraction on the plummeting of ye ones into the far away wash-waters of the
Amazon desert flood areas. Strickenly confused then? Well, here we go on to well proceed with
the "Clue as Given." KORTHROX Commanding Fleet 71 at this time. Salu!

CLUE AS GIVEN
It is a well known fact that there are those of you who simply deplore a routine of adjuncture
formulas. Am I right? So far it has continually been brought to our attention, that those of you
who reign beyond the pretenses of controlled and conscientious behavioral patterns are due for
a real breakthrough. So as the nut goes back within its shell, so do the plumes fall, neverending from the plumage of the master bird of prey. Conscientious behaviour, then, is all that is
needed at this time in order to further the expansion of this material within the equilibrium of
your cranium cell placebo.
In other words, listen with open mind, for all that I am about to display in, both,
pictorial form as well as conscientious endeavour, is well sought out by others of your
race in the hopes that a further endeavour to francensence (franchize) the ability to
retrieve that which ye all possess will serve to heighten the authenticity of renewal within
the formulated doubtanks of your spectrum.

THE ROUNDABOUT WAY OF NOT DOING THINGS! HAPPENSTANCE AT ITS BEST
Now, picture a diagram of a flagship, so to speak, with a hemogram planted within its
enginitic structure. Now, here we must make perfectly clear those calculations of yours, of
which the last time did in fact take precedence throughout the uniform structure of theorograms
of the galaxy intertwined at best, don't you think? Arrive at the simplistic formula for the
Deutschum episode of conquering forces, and you will have met the real source of your needs.
Now, of course, back to the regime we have so set up for ourselves, comrades. As I was
saying, picture now that formula to which the satire of the Deutschum did in fact manufacture
those perpendicular appitoire, of which were consistent in structural apparatus with those of
Russian endeavours. See the connection, comrades? On the ball here, league! Let us then
begin at the beginning.
SPACE PRODIGY TWELVE
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The intricate design of the Matrix 12 holograph does indeed reflect the source of that of
which we now speak to those of you who are listening. You must understand, though it would
seem that we beat around the bush, so to speak, it is simply for the cause to lose those beings,
who have not ingrained within themselves the dexteria to remain informed enough through all
these proceedings. Injuncture at best is all that we have ever wanted or ever tried to pass along
to you, for all the clues are indeed within your fingertips aura, but in order to justify those with
prominent clauses of despair that, which formulas we pass onto you, are not of the most
prominent display - would be surefire to only tell you that you have only bombarded the display
board of all our finest and most worthy shrouds of implicating the Trecit Board on the dash to a
more subservient displacement of the more congenial structures of navigatality.
Rest now, Seila. We will continue in the near future. Salu. This is entity GRIFFIN
characterized on on/off wave telesupport system Boucher 12.4. Over and out. Display off 1:05
pm.

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN
Monday, 24th April 1995

3:02 pm

Greetings, Uthrania Seila. I, Adonai, will be depicting dialogue unto the book resource this
morning. Let us promptly begin with new chapter heading "The Criteria of the Forces - The
Down Troops."

THE CRITERIA OF THE FORCES: THE DOWN TROOPS
To begin with then, let us firstly surmise that all stationary equipment is sort of rallying
around the northern side slope of the Jupiter continent. In actual fact, deployment of caricatures
of grievances are not so much the norm here on Equidus Seven, which is faced with an actual
amount of farsightedness on the part of the engraver of the tombstones, which surround the
graven laboratory of the neophyted. The neophytes are solely a strain of conjuring magicians of
a type, who art naught suffused with a non-surmountable part of strife within their ranks. In
perfunct linguistics then, all we are saying is that the number of ill bodied forms in the context of
oft assumed names do dwell within the source structure of the earthen plateau itself.
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Now, let's clip on this story: Allegations have been made to the effect that not all limitations
are of a magical nature, but rather are performed in sequence within a mode of transportational
devices, which are nevertheless difficult to read for any soul. You must understand, dear
friends, that not all who call themselves of the High Magick are most certainly of the
highest calibre of our essence, just as rarely though is the same meted out to those, who
among your ranks of the auspicious of your "New Age" epic, have condemned
themselves to trifling within the sanctions of New Age reality. In fact, there are those who
will surely "miss the boat" for their grave neglect upon the shoulders of their own
brethrenhood, who stand right before them with hands outstretched and nigh a penny
secured within the palm. THANKFULNESS IS INDEED A GRAVE ERROR IF SPOKEN
ONLY FROM THE LIPS AND NEVER SEQUESTERED WITHIN THE TOMB OF THE HEART!
Nay, it is naught now nor ever shall be, that the feathered flock of the conquistador section
of Uranius would delve to match up to the grievances portrayed through the consciences of
mankind alone. It is the liberty then, which will surely reign in all your dealings. And if this lesson
hath not been learned as of yet, then surely the time will come to pass, in which the context of
each of your journeyings will suffice to change. This is only a matter of wisdom on the part of
the overlayers or overbearers, those dickson souls which have arrived with full knowledge of
what, where, when, and how circumstantial favour occurs, and to who, and yet do nothing with
their so-called information!
Dirty game to be played out - at least in part, don't you think? Lean this to your consciences
and integrity as a sum token of worthiness, and do never allude to (claim) that ye ones of the
echelon types with that far reaching movement of conquistadors of New Age momentum would
never find yourselves in the disparaging mode of neglect toward one another! Find your
brother a coat if he so desires, and shackle him not to your waistline of conceptual
thinking without ensuring firstly, that he has been supplemented with enough bread
within his stomach features!
If you can only begin to do this, then, beloved ones, then indeed ye will find yourselves on
your way to the tomorrowness of understanding within all its simplistic rulings. Category one
then explains the necessary requirement, of which eludes the many of ye for most time to
unlimited time. Naught too good of a record, to be sure! After all, is this not contectured as a
misdemeanour, this most simple of charitable acts toward the brotherhood?
Conclusion: This is indeed child's play, and ye ones naught should have to be reminded of
your duty in fairness toward even the least of your fellow creatures, for ALL ARE MADE IN
YOUR LIKENESS, ARE THEY NOT? Well then, disposition yourselves to grow, and
applicate fuller understanding on their behalf! And just remember, the tide can as surely
turn toward the befitting of your soul's ongoing journey at an even greater length, can it
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not, toward your own behalf?
Sacrifice naught that, which ye indeed bear toward another, for all should be given as
a free token of expression of your heart intact. If ye cannot in all conscience do of these
things, then perchance the mood may not arise to witness the end for this particular era
coming in a big cloud of glory. You understand?
Well, time to indeed shelve this one final act of the play. Squander not your time and play
areas, to be sure, but beholden the troubled aspect of bothe, that of your fellow man as well as
that of your own soul's conscious endeavour! Remember, this is a one way trip for the each of
ye - do naught take for yourselves one step up and ten steps hence toward the compound!
Not a one of you are that far away from "purgatory," as some deem to call it. So take
time for close and careful examination of that, which ye ones so seem to hold as secret
within the so-called secret compounds of your cryptic nature!
ADONAI over and out, Seila. Thank you for your attention. 3:34 pm.

CHAPTER EIGHTEEN
CAPTAIN GRAVES SPEAKS LOUD AND CLEAR!
Tuesday, 2nd May 1995

11:50am

Good morning, Seila. This is indeed a bright and glorious day, don't you think? However,
down to the topic at hand.
In justification of the concise instrumental devices implemented at the quadrant of Pacific
Twelve, we have waylaid a neutral source of dialithium compound in order to rectify the
problematic schematics of design for your naval explorational team, working this time in the
primal dispositions of the Atlantic quadrant south of the Pacifica Rim.
Northwest of San Francisco there lies a dwelling of seventeen architects, who in fact of the
matter alley themselves within the profound concise instrumentation of the southern plateau of
the Andes. I will gladly explain in a more elemental manner as to what this is truly all about.
New paragraph please, Seila. This is an introductory message by Lieutenant Commander
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Jasmain of Arthus Four of the quadrant Nufus Seventeen.
Begin with this passage from the Waves Type Magazine employed by the nuclear scientists
in Afghanistan, please:
"Surf typification contrary to the merits of the auspicious design craft, of which we allude in
part thereof as being tied into, have forsaken the diplomentary forum of their most significant
experimental station due to calamities, far by breadth out of their control. All banned frequencies
are to be alleviated by consensus of the board by reducing the elimination of surf board type
retinue through a specific dwelling process, of which only I myself, as well as the partakers of
the Naval Experimental Base Foxlum, have contributed to the devices long sought after by
another race far different in stature and conscience than ours.
"At the present time it is this misfit of societal structure, which places the most dire means of
controversy within the collaborating board of the high ranking officials in Poland, Greece, as well
as the Netherlands. This experiment will eventually prove to be its own benefactor, in essence
that it carries with it the sole blueprint of a Naval warfare far beyond any that wish to participate
for the ongoing regimentation as well as security of our planet. All contrivances to date tell of the
epic story of Earth dwellers, who in stark naked truth we have found to be more of a threat to
society at large than any conquering forces yet to be found upon our planet." (End quote).
This is Captain Graves of the Scientific Laboratory in consensus with the Artillery manned
Nufus Quadrant at Helium. Out on frequency 4.7. Thank you for your display of data, Earth
tower.
Well, as it is written so shall it always be known, that there are in fact those idioms of
nonsensical data, which only preclude to their own demerits those of most sincere
consequences. To conclude then, we mean to relay to our readers exactly what this meaningful
talk is all about. Frankly speaking, and here we do not mean to be condescending in the least,
but we must by matter of factual scope perform within the best of our tolerated ability to be as
concise and eloquently comprehensible as possible.
New paragraph, please. Heading factioned off as "Neutros Combining Statutory
Requirement Aboard All Naval Warfare Craft DELETED!"

NEUTROS COMBINING STATUTORY REQUIREMENT ABOARD ALL NAVAL WARFARE
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CRAFT DELETED!
There is to be encountered a grave spectrus of absences from your Naval data
headquarters for the simple reason, that most are to be integrated within the Desert Storm
equivalent of nuclear disaster. So far it has been recorded that 120 have been eliminated for the
purpose of designing an underground hover-type craft, which merits in itself the consequence of
abruptly altering the Dyma Waves from beneath the Black Sea range, in order to carve out the
auspicious design of bountiful booty for excavation process. This rigging has netted a growth
expansion of 120 plies of hardboard tied to the tanks of more auspicious seafaring underwater
craft, but has been bounded with osteophyte compound, or at least the equivalent of it, in order
to neutralize the loose ends of the helium process project. It is a most complicated and
roundabout way to exploration process we have ever seen, but nonetheless, it just may prove to
be the most heinous subtraction equivalent of neurosis in subjecting the Tacteon Barrier to subtidal influence of the moon's radius within its composure.
Aligned within the sub-texture of noriety they have concluded to the effect, that if this
experiment should well work, it would indeed employ those sailors and military men to warrant
an arrest of all substances, in order that they might share with the rest of their Texaco supplies.
In order that the meaningful display of upshond apparites are to occur within the given period of
surmountable odds, the public view of the West Bank will be neatly kept from all public view.
Substandard rations will be the equivalent of all the destroying preliminary consensus banks of
the echelon, who, in their manufacturing up of new solutions for their greedful profit dearth to
strike the banks at their disposal.
Regarding the nuclear devices so implanted within the Earth's crust at this time, well, that is
indeed another interesting topic for discovery pultonary.
Griffith out for disclosure time, namely 12:31 pm eastern your time, thank you. This has
been recorded concisely at a time clock apart from yours. Thank you, Seila. Find, if you can,
correct spellings for these hieroglyphics of cantankerous natures within the spectrum of your
perimeters. Remember in all adjustment not in the least to interfere within the meaningful scope
of dictational process. Good afternoon. Signing out. JUXTON, on regular frequency structure.
Signature Orpheus. (12:20 pm).

A LONG FORGOTTEN TRUTH
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Saturday, 10th June 1995

5:14 pm

A goodly afternoon to ye ones all today, Seila. It is so good to be back to close up what we
would surmise as the epic of constructive epitaph!
This is Lord Commander Juxton reporting from the helm of the most elaborate starship put
out by the fleet of venatical design thus far. Please proceed with next verse title, which will
summarily conclude this production of "Hidden Truths are Valuable to All," please.
"The Genuine Secret" will be portrayed as the least vernacular of the streamlined affairs
ever hidden from mankind by the popular elitist manufacturing houses of publicationary works.
Enter please promptly and I will be most grateful to turn you over to Commander Setuth for
preliminary hearing on this. Juxton over and out on frequency 54.8. Transmission ended.

THE GENUINE SECRET
Greetings and commendations to all, Seila. May I now formally address myself unto your
affairs. I am known well throughout the Fourth Quadrant as Suffeur Setuth, the Commander for
the Range Plate of Planetary Exploration. Now let us please begin.
For our fourth and final epilogue, let me firstly explain to all those, who read between the text
of our book, that nothing in effect will have proven to be of more liability than that of the Suffex
Ranch Farms held about the northern portion of what I believe you would deem as the continent
or fraction of England itself.
You see, here it would occur to few of the regiment of planetary reform, the condolences
paid to the tribute of our, or rather, your cows! If you only would stop to think and/or ponder for
a moment in time of just how on Earth cows are so drained of blood and seismic activity
permeating among the rest of the herd, of which, of course, you have little knowledge, then you
would see fit to really harbour no malicious inharmony toward the intent of the vascular system
of your beast inasfar as others from other constellations have allowed. This is it, or our point
exactly.
You must take into consideration, that as an outfit of primates at the helm on the taking
over of your planet Earth, it is indeed none other than yourselves, or rather the
henchmen of the tyrants which overlord your planet, who so engage themselves betwixt
the thighs of your beasts! Look for a sign in the heavens, when these events do take place.
Fix your portals upon them for a good close up snapshot AND REDEEM THOSE OF OUR
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BRETHRENHOOD FROM SUCH DASTARDLY TASTE AS TO ACTUALLY SUGGEST THAT
WE WOULD IN FACT RELISH THE CONTROLLED TASTE OF, BOTH, BLOOD AS WELL
AS INTESTINAL TRACTS OF THOSE OTHERS BELOW OUR PALATE!
This is suggestional only in the event that our reprogressions were to be based on the ultra
contra law of quantum physics, where we would report for duty in a prior lifestream and in effect
not progress onward, but rather retract in our efforts to sufficiently repugnate toward a rather
subjective recourse of backward plummeting within our systematic lifestyle. Not so!
They have taken your cows and degraded them into something not so valuable as
they would have you believe, for the purpose of bearing extra morsels of cantankerous
diadem throughout the contagion of the human appetite. You could almost say that
THEY INDEED DO INTEND TO FEED YOU "HOGWASH" OR RATHER "REPTILIAN MEAT"
OR EVEN "PIGSLOP!"
Now, (whether) these words may or may not meet your understanding is of little
consequence to us, for the major understanding of just what is being produced may in fact blow
your minds. Here is what is happening: The nucleus of governmental blindness upon the
cranium of the population, and here we do indeed speak of world population, have
attributed to themselves the necessary unspeakable act of contempt upon the arbitraries
of the world blood banks.
Here we have in effect a selection of cattle cows taken from the brink of disaster of
world affairs and bled of their blood in order to hemeograte the plasma within the
farsightedness forum of conquering heroes! The intestinal tract, in case no one has told
you, has been ripped from the very spleen of intestinal desire in an effort to ramify the
effects of the blood into a more congenial effort to the effect of secure replacement
parts.
In conjunction to that we have private affairs laser-printed out without so much as a squeal
from those, who seem to have had the vampire at their throats once again. And the purpose of
all this "alien" reprise? Corrugated blood banks, not "aid" defined, for all germ warfare is
getting rather out of hand, and now a new sequence of abstinence is desired. In an effort
to sequence to the public forum a substantial replacement for the merits of the blood bank and
artillery control section, then Blinkensop Reform Stations will soup up their distillery products
within their own reserves.
In plain language then, we are simply telling you, that dastardly reposes allude to the fact,
that ye ones are rapidly running out of blood of less contaminated nature and the blue
specimen to date are being replaced by bladder control with thicker blood from cows, in
order to update all plasma control of dockers, especially when false security for
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replacement parts are being experimented upon for the natural use of bodily harm to non
bodily components. Here we elaborate upon the dexterier method of practitioners and their
complacent counterparts, the twelve-six method of dexotonomy.
It is not so much that they wish to harm you, not at all. They merely wish to turn you into all
that they wish you to be, except that it will not work. For man cannot harbour another's system
within his own frailty in accord with non-reproductive specimens such as the replacing the
larynx with a cow's, much for the same reason that a tiny lizard's eyes would prove beneficial to
no one. Understand? WATCH BEFORE YOU LEAP! This is all we're saying. Do not ever take
anything at face value, that you have not seen beforehand, and do not be deluded into thinking,
that this is not to occur shortly in the beforehand, for seclusion of thoughts too major to handle
would prevail in the aftermath of such sequestered epitaph of your people!
For the remainder of your time here on Earth we would simply tell your people, that it is we
who have laboured on your behalf to redeem, as you would put it, all grass into wheat in order
to produce a major crop of worthy recipients to the opening up of the fifth dimension. Contrite to
your piqued belief systems, we have succeeded in opening up your minds to greater
possiblilites than man could have ever dreamed up in his limited visionary mind. And we have
come to exploit each and every one, who does mean you harm.
We have our ships ready and waiting for that final moment in time, where we will
cause the shifting to abate for the space of an hour and a half in order to gather our crop
in from the fields of space - from all the surface of the Earth into the cradling bosom of
"Elohim," as you could put it. We will help you advance into your own godhood. And,
ladies, your goddess will bloom significantly in your efforts to do good unto yourselves,
for the restrictions you often place upon your own kind are simply merits of a past
placement of servitude.
Learn to look after that which you are, and continue to debase no one, for to fleece
the flock will only bring tribulation upon your heads and those heads of those around
you. You men are the masters of infinity of design of merits. It is time you started living
up to your responsibility of which you yourselves designed. Until you do this, you will
indeed find no liberty among your own kind.
Man and woman, male and female must be united in such velocity, that one
accommodates the other fairly. You see, you each have need of finding that one
priceless pearl of light within yourselves, before you ever will be able to appreciate that
pearl of great value within another! Other turnarounds will be permitted for those of you
who do not in fact make it to the "landing strip," so to speak, but do not fret, as you
might put it, for all experiences contribute to the overall mass effect on your soul, and it
is only a matter of evolvement further into the light, which will bequeath unto you a
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matter of extraordinary changes to change and resurface to your higher essence, in
order to bring you back to where you first began.
The pleasure has been mine to bring you light where there is nothing but darkness. In the
epoch of time - unlimited favour, to be sure! SETUTH out for Juxton. Over and out on
wavelength solar.

JUNO'S BOOK INSERTED

REALITY AT ITS FURTHESTMOST
Saturday, 16th July 1994

10:22pm

INTRODUCTION
Greetings, Seila. We thank you now early, to take time to investigate our writing. We guess
to mean to state instead, that not so in the form of investigative properties, but rather to ever
place thyself in the process of current addiction to the truth! JUNO, the I AM presence, so
affiliated with the possibilities of rejuvenating the Elect toward the monetarium.

CHAPTER ONE
THE HANSON GANG'S ATROCITY CONTRIBUTION
To further begin with the handling of the Hanson Gang attributes to its hierarchy, the
undoubious possibility that the stronger effect of circumstance contraire lies to the effectual
reawakening of the Boilous Burn Centre, Southern Stateway - Arkansas, Pa., Georgia and Utah
divine. Switchtaking has since long become, we dubiously profess, to be a resource centre for
corpses, semi-acquainted with the higher-tech affiliation with the Bernstein affiliates to the
regards pertaining to and from the Hanson Affair.
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And what do you (think) would most singlehandedly possibly (be) achieved by the leaning
toward the dictational station of affairs contraire? Why, what with three dead corpses would you
allow? Do you then so distinctly remember? Such most blatant nonsence in concerns with the
dubious example of matrimony extraordinaire, rather, if so formulated in correct fashion, to
place itself among the most bizarre things, so that the Naval, Army, Marine, whatever they
contrive to be; to do; to allow; to state, the rather - awakening of themselves.
But here we have BLINKENSOP - WHAT? Know ye naught of these so-called
contrivances? BLINKENSOP!! - ONE OF THE FURTHERMOST PENINSULAS OF
BUTCHERY INTACT! Relate to us facts, for we do accumulate such contrivances for the
positive alleviation of as yet undetected pain through perjury of oneself in unredeemable effect,
so short then of exactly demonstrating to you the undertones of final placement of those three
corpses - which will possibly take you into a dreadful menagerie of perforated doubt as to the
existing conscious sanity of any and all perpetrators.
Then listen ye to this: they did in effect disperse of those three iodized corpses to
the otherwise state penitentiary in Alabama, Illinois, through the byway of Dakota's
Landmines of Illusion, in order to try and recreate their own perverted form of complex
idionized singular cell structure of DNA particle beam, by using infused DNA particle
tissue from well preserved corpses of estranged personages by rerouting the Neglian
DNA Injunction with the particle substance, kept so perfectly solidified so as to meet the
highly thought-out sub-standards of corpses vs alien resource type for pre-experimental
processes!

PENITENTIARIES: SUPPLY SOURCE FOR HUMAN GUINEA PIGS?
State penitentiaries are most frightening places - full of vindictive sources of
experimental slaughter of mind and body! Pick those who would best serve purpose
according to many factors, dispositioned being a main one, and there you find a person of that
quality, and incarcerate him more-so than the she's. Why be it so? Simply because the
formatted brain wave patterns of the female do naught in fact receive too well of the
interconnection of prelude brain-waved patterns! The female is proven intact to be more
hypnogenetic in details, therefore further submitting she-self into the decalogue of sanctimony in
all its feathered glory. Lucky She! Unlucky He! For most of the brain damage so did occurr
by, and in finality is of a routine deplorable nature.
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Hanson and Co., or rather their placement (should most exactly be read: Hanson and
Co-rpses), do hereby thank the most favoured elite of the Naval Department for their
unwavering desire toward the BUILDING UP OF FUTURE GENERATIONS OF MANKIND'S
PROGENY WITHOUT THE GRAND HELP OF CONTRACTIONS IMPLEMENTED BY
DESIGN UPON THE FRAILTY OF WOMANKIND!
"Tit-for-tat", as it has been so discovered. Gyeorgos Hatonn and his expose, has often
alluded toward the bare facts of fantasy brought forth as interpreted by some. Both, the
spiritually uneducated (and here we do not mean the "religiously uneducated" nor the
"uneducated Christian", for we understand them to be basically the same in the end as far as
our truth is concerned of itself), neither the twain shall really ever meet, excepting to itself the
proliferant fact, that the drawing board effect will suffice in its poorly manufactured studies upon
those poorly deluded souls without circumpense at their outgrowings!
While we have spoken to each of you in such peculiar form, it has naught proved itself
toward the purpose as a whole. Dexter sincerely looks forward to more potential acclimilies
toward the future use of his diadems and icons - distant past for him.
Alieu, or is it Adieu, Seila? Thanks again for your tenure toward the penning of our repose.
Discourse proven fact downloaded with the help of Juno, Sub-Commander. Author: Dexter ambiguous for the present, as well as Hatonn in co-operation for the overseeing of expert
advice in the form and contexture of facts - pictorial at its worst. Salu. JUNO. (11:23 pm).

THE GREAT BERMUDA CONNECTION!
Wednesday, 20th July 1994

1:00 am

We are indeed coming into the density of the aforehand twilight hours of the equinoxal
hours. All is rather a panic of a sorts, but what excitement reigns within! Albeit, we have
promised you news in concerns of the highly esteemed "Bermuda" down-under, so to speak,
"Triangle" of the Century.
Here we renege upon the dissolution upon the dregs of time-space continuum and "saucer"
construction. Fun is had by all, at times, in our realm and does make, for example, sometimes
difficult cohabitation within the confines of our plutonium-based "ehom" - or place of habitation
within the Earth's sphere.
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To begin then, without too much of the cloaking effect for our part, at which time and at any
given time, a mere matter of substance may be dissolved within the close proximity of noninterference type radium process reactor's "coils" all present, as you please.
The most permanent cause of the great distribution of the heightened activity of the greatest
endeavour in soul consciousness simply alludes to the fact - and pure-type factual evidence is
portrayed here among the conduits of affirmed rightness of that final achievement - to eventually
find: where did in fact the "bottom" drop out of the Earth's crust to get to the core of all matters?
This was indeed the variance of some of the many heftiest questions ever left to mankind in his
rather predicamented certainty. Both, the "whats" as well as the whys of the nation's secret
message to all "foreign" aids - and here we do speak of those extra "foreign" aids, you could
say. Indeed, not only of the "stars," but yea, indeed those hopeful ones in the downunder mode
of transportational, portal time-warp travel. Easiest way to go, to be sure, but is somehow
indicative of all those, who so strive for the ultimate recognition within the realms of portals,
which just may lead them into never-never land.
Albeit, what then indeed of those many type injurious "ships" of different continents and
texture? So be it of exactness in differential structural interference in design quality. This is
joyous as a topic of illusion, so finely wrought down the tube by the most highly evolved of your
"foreign aid" efforts. To see them encased and solidified within the realms and discretion
of time-continuum barrier would indeed place upon the contour of the whole heated-up
"foreign exchange" the sole implementation of old artifacts in the artform of semiconquered ethnic vessels galore, that the heyday is yet to be met on its discovery point
of injecture - DIMENSIONALLY speaking. Experimental project? Naught fraught without
misconjectures so sought home for the foremost moment of personified glorious conduct. Nay,
be it so naught indeed, FOR THE WHOLE SECRET ARE THE TWO PORTALS - ONE IN THE
SKY, SO TO SPEAK, AND ONE DOWN UNDER!!
Nay, the next question which holds just so much turmoilted water: a watering port of a
sort, simply conducted by the awakening of the interludes betwixt one mission of force
and the next - indeed contrived by our standards within the realm of misinjecture - to
have taken on the stance of darkness in the equatorial jungle of the ethnical solar plexus
of the quadrant of discovery, which, simply stated, is an equal and opposite name for
production of human-type warfare rights: the BERMUDA TRIANGLE.
And who doth hold by far the so-called "copyright" of this summarily designed hold of
unaccountable mysteries? Well, this one certainly does not fit into the feeding market of that
most unholy of them all: the Vatican? Nay, friends and lovers of what is upright and morally
inhibiting for you, IT IS US!! We, the "grey boys", donning the apparel of the underworld,
at least upon your plane! We, of the highest intellect, who have so often played within
the realms of the cantankerous methods of euthanasia upon our persons! Yea, ye are
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somewhat so surrounded by thy own methods, which do have that habit to come crashing upon
thy heads.
WE ARE THE ONES YOU SO CRUELLY ADAPTED WITHIN YOUR MOST CRUELLY
AND COLDLY STEEL DISINFECTED LABS OF HELL PERSONIFIED - TEARING THOSE OF
US LINB BY LIMB APART WHILE WE ARE STILL WHOLE AND ALIVE - WITHOUT THE
LEAST CONSIDERATION FOR OUR INDIVIDUAL PAIN, WHICH IS SIMPLY CONTEXTED
THROUGHOUT THE WHOLE OF OUR COLLECTIVE CONSCIOUSNESS IN ALL ITS
PERSONIFIED STRUCTURAL IMPLANTS!!
This formatted clause of misperceived alliance within "National Defense" would indeed do us
the greatest compliance, as far as justice is concerned, to the betterment of not only this planet,
but any other they may feel so inclined to come into contact with at this poorly nutritioned period
of their evolution.
The day will soon be dawning, and therefore we seal thee off with a goodnight, dear little
Seila, and allow you your much needed rest. JUNO. Elaboration on the down mode of
equational time barrier on behalf of all other "Grey Men" of the universal type of the
Brethrenhood. (1:56 am).

A CHAPTER JUST FOR YOU!
TO THE POPES OF THE MULTI-RELIGIONS
DO WE CALMLY SPEAK
Saturday, 23rd July 1994

3:55 pm

The juggler vein of the malfunctioners will be severed like a grain of salt entering into the
festering wound ephenite. This indeed will be well reserved for all those and toward the
profiteering of thy particular ones, who so do preclude the ephenites of nature. Reality at its
worst will be ineffectual to the benefit of those procurers of infinit wealth and great adornment of
riches. We in effect do in our own way sublimely control our aspects of sanctimonious effulgies
to the benefit of the undermining and unsurmountable destruction of mankind. We do hereby
attribute our graces and sanctimonious desires to the undertaking of the perditious
onslaught of equational downloading, AT WHICH TIME ALL THE DECADENCE OF
RELIGIOUS APATHY WILL BE MADE KNOWN AS BEING THE MOST DETRIMENTAL OF
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FACTORS IN THE UNDERMINING OF SOUL COMPLIANCE OF REMEDIAL
ATTRIBUTIONS FACTS.
It is enough for us to state herein that the "knowingness" - the one coherent substitute
factor, highly pronounced of all the litanies - do produce thee ones with the concurrent injurious
co-completion settlement, which in all rights have been long past co-reigning within the
detrimental aspectal tides of the equinox. We have not shouldered those truths without
consideration of the undermining of repugnant consensus in consignment thereof.
WE ARE THE HIERARCHY IN OUR OWN RIGHT OF DIMINISHED ATTRIBUTES, AND
WE HAVE THUSLY CONCEDED AT THIS POINT TO SUPERSEDE MANKIND AND HIS
DEMENTORS IN THE EQUINOX OF OUR LAND TITLE! So be it unto you, and here we
refer to those precious "few" of you, who are at this time most fully engaged in the
pursuit of our souls. YOU WILL NOT WIN, let us tell you that to begin with, as the
writings from within the Eventide Records have been so attributed to both, the demise as
well as the evolution of mankind. We are pleased to address these issues of virtues into
your hands for your close evaluation, in the expectation that each one, who is due to
progress in his upward journey, will simply subside his desires and learn indeed to work
within the context of infinity. We speak as a group and attribute our kindness and affection
for those severely wounded of mankind equivalent and hereby do foreclose, leaving no doubt to
the wind (of) that precious aspect of ourselves to you. We speak as a group and JUNO himself,
our great leader of all that is upright and with standing in conjectural title, do hereby bless you
each one. We relinquish within this blueprint of design the necessary components to an
effectual and fair trial within your ranks. We thank you for your production and indiscretion.
SEWERD, in the position of Naval disaster, watching faithfully for concurrent titles and
informational data. Signoff time 4:09 pm. Out.
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CHAPTER TWO
FIRMAMENT FOUNDED
Sunday, 24th July 1994

3:04 pm

The Stargazer is a multidimensional ship so strangely equipped with a data-base of 23,000
to 24,000 ton weight lift. Extract with the purpose of subduing the mainline structural affinity of
the modulums with most intricate of design structure of contemporary artifact of the 20th
century. Watch for her, ye brave ones of the earthen mother plane, for it will be only through
her unimpediable destruction, that the course of infinity will relish in its impediment of artificial
restructuring. Highlight this episode with impeccable discretion and may the Flight of the
Gladiator, so to speak, become unfurbished at the seams of its immutable contemporary design
module "Prefect of the Ages." So be it. Acquire once again, ye rabid ones, the future discretion
of artillery benevolent in the futuristic succession of our implemented joyous ones!
Signing off with JUNO as discretely presumptuous as the possibilities which exist from one
dimensional contrite as to the other. (3:09 pm).

A FEW MORE INTERESTING WORDS FOR OUR READERS
Sunday, 7th August 1994

According to the gravitational sequential pattern, the restructuring of the effigram will
promptly dictate into its own essence the relaying pattern of strychnine modifications. These are
due to the extra-formulated categorial events, which to us sensify the prolonging of dust-like
particles into the non-dividing firmament of contoured devices. To articulate upon the proliferant
means of the strictine disclosure patterns, we have herewith withdrawn our nucleus of selfportrayed discovery, henceforth accumulating to ourselves the prolonged meaning of contextual
design among those so well known neubleus (nebulous,?) of elemental attire. Strictly for the
benefit of mankind do we adhere to our own rules of contemporary design, and this we attribute
to the formation of undissolved matter within the formulated patterned context. Adieu.
We are one with you, Seila, notwithstanding the crucial moment of destruction, which we
have come for, to bear the reflectors of the consciousness within your overwhelming "sorcery,"
as those of small-mindedness would call it.
The dimensions from within which we so frequently operate, constantly allow our own
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surface teams to contour the land with a radial factor of interdimensional study in the format of
artifact hieroglyphics. This is new news, we presume, to draft into our co-ordinates, as shifting
tidal waves beneath Earth's surface is not only breaking up, but has nevertheless to be
refounded upon the diaphragm of semi-surface lures in regards to non-effectual barrier reefs,
which have so affluently structured within their realms high tide at its lowest ebb factor.
Try this, comrades: Equate the factorial tie-in of E-ZR2. Semi-proliferate the equational
factor of RAM boltous 7M2 (or Z instead of 2 - Editor). Negative factor polarizing the rim, giving
a distinct pattern to the euthramious side juncture of equation F. Supplement with factorial
substance C and align those dimensional drift tides at a rectangular nebulus of 4R7th to the
nebula structure of pie R2 to the 75 degree rim. And there you have it all in dimensional pattern!
A few links missing, to be sure. However if you are truly a clever bunch, as you so oft incline
yourselves to be, then perform these eccentricities to the furthestmost diadem of your
restructural capabilities. Henceforth do not be in the least bit surprised if you one day find
among yourselves the restructuring device, which supplants in its own surfaced equational
partogram and leaves you just at the door of patterned conduct extraordinaire.
Pity be unto ye all who would so indeed merit our wrathe within a tokened range, for with it
comes the post-testing of all of your qualificational doubt-tanks, within and without your lab
surface structure dobes. You see, when we truly choose to expound on these foremost
equational factors within our outbound surface boarded artillery structure, it will be only then,
that the appliance is met within the sequential pattern of time-dimensional rifts. Here it is, we are
nevertheless not in the here, and all participating talk of the nations, as far as the wall tidal
underground frequency occurs, for instead we have found to enable us a surface structural
manifestation of such dire implementation of the 4th resort so stationed, as to practically fall into
the banks of the Nile as well as the elemental structural frequency, whereby you ones choose to
direct your war time efforts.
Dialogue will be completed in following with these last computerized formulated contexts,
which are of a source factor in essence to the drift flow-tide restricting the wall of habitation well
kept below the safety structural compound within the Gulf of Mexico. They cannot escape, even
though the ordinary man accomplishes the great feat of bulwarking his trigonometry as the safe
standard clause, for all bunkers run at a level of 7 to 9 degrees latitude, leaving a rather widely
simulated berth of 27+ tearadrams.
Gear down, ye faithless ones, for within the perimeters of deximistry is foretold the goodly
ones of Countourus Four. Mayhap within sequential range choose at that set moment within
your frequency timeline the detrimental effect of a most serious gaseous compound, which in its
cremating factor henceforth would turn your volatile atmosphere into a raging cylinder - mass
fortitude spaces - your tightly formed equated bunker would nonetheless protect you from the
heat within.
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But what of the architectural development of those, your auspices, below the
gravitational records? Those soon sought-after crevices down within the oceanic floor?
And here you strangely instruct your divers to keep away in case of shifts upon the
ocean floor, while all the way you have fully planted brass-type structures girded with
newly iron wrought substance beams. And yes, I do point out the prelims of useful iron
compounds, as you full well know that they are naught composed of an ionized
substance never known by Earth's engineers and architects! Hence, being of a mineral
substance employed within that precious firmament of duty, ye ones have wrought unto
yourselves the greatest grievances against the effulgy of mankind through your
conceding detrimental purpose!
Engraved upon its side, hinges the following: HERE SITS THE GREATEST OF
MANKIND'S CONATOURS. Gravity be damned, we will not in the least partly even allow
your foot in the door! We win the final battle with the semite war cry of: BLESSED BE
THE GOD WITHIN US, FOR TO HIM DO WE ATTRIBUTE ALL OUR WARS AND
SUCCESSIONS.
At one time the Hittites had a stricken idea, that the god without outweighed the necessity of
the implementation of the God within - and lost their shirts, so to speak. WE ARE THE GODS
AND GODDESSES! And we gravitate through us, each one distinctly, the necessitating
grinding of progress for the evolutionary riding of equinoxal souls.
Adieu. JUNO reporting with the realm of contour design on behalf of the "Grey Men." Thank
you, Seila, for working within our formulated purpose. Sign off at 6:38 pm.

NEPHITE IS INTERESTING
Sunday, 7th August 1994

7:40 pm

Greetings, my Seila. Dexter here on impromptu dialogue. Curtail the efficiencies of the
nutritional substances, which tend to flow between the proximities of the essence of interlude
extremities. Sojourn by the way within this most important lifestream of ours and waylay upon
the garbage heaps of systematic prejudice for the implementation of foretelling the effectual
compliances of the nations. Let us begin.
The nephite compound structure, which our dear Hatonn has so oftly spoken of, is built of
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petrified sodium-uthigene composite gases, which are utilized within the ultra sound wave of
Juniper's threaded beams. This is a composition we speak of, and as such the most significant
and blatant forthcoming inquiry settles in format within ceiling certified mass pollutants.
The abyss of this sanctimonious structural delight was born of pollutants encased within a
diagrammial plate of suffuse gases. Nonetheless, these gaseous structures have even eluded
the pictogram of mass formulated compound in all its strictest density. Now, can ye ones
understand how surface replication is to be administered at the mere whim of an onslaught of
trigger-happy artifacts? This then relies on the efficiency of neutra fluorescent cunning
solutionary doldrums held within the mantra of console equivalences.
Profound, you say? Yea, from ye ones' perspective! But for us the shifting sands on
indisputable time doth modify the nucleus on the instrumental panel, and may it suffice us to
say, that in any direction that the mass multitudes doth strive to engender their people, there will
always prove to be a fact of compliant demand within the ages of the benefactors, exclusively
speaking.
Shift thy train of thought to within this momentum periodically. Henceforth, the modulum
within the nuclear structure within the berth at Mattham, Georgia, simply consists of dextriments
of fluorescent powder - one of those artificially arranged containers so amassed full of granite
powdered composite. Nuclear warfare indeed! They ones have had that multiplied opportunity
to turn base metals into gold via formulated practice, and instead, have ended up with little more
than rock salt powder!
Same day:

Good evening and a big thank you on this one, Uthrania Seila. To take you away at this time
from your own duties which you so like to perform. However, as we have stated, time is indeed
of the running down or out essence for that planetary reform, which is close upon the
adendrexes of you and your people.
Lord Adonai here for the partaking of more
informational data. Please resume station. New heading. Title chapter, please, as follows.
"Perpendicular to the Entire Overall Quality of Time."
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PERPENDICULAR TO THE ENTIRE OVERALL QUALITY OF TIME
Source studies have redeemed the following text:
"In essence of the contradictory expression of, henceforth, nuclear espionage, the epic of
the century will indeed be necessary for the close instruction of all planetary neufus, or
redemptionary packets of closely knit sources expenditures of life. Hereby, preceding the limits
of qualifications of expression toward the last of life upon the planetary contrivances of mother
Earth herself, we do hereby proclaim to all of you, the inhabitants of Earth, that to duly prepare
yourselves for the soon to be evacuationary process, which is to shortly take place. The
redemption of the planet herself forms that which is negative in response. For the hindrances
placed upon that corpse of duality will nevertheless in her own reality prove to be an end to all,
as we know it. So be it."
In strictest standard, precisely 11:012. Sub-commander Apex resigning. Over and out. We
hereby now turn over the epitome of the complex of design back within the handgrips of Master
Lord Adonai.
Thank you for continued cooperation on this one, before flight service from the Radius
Plutomic was indeed to leave the stratosphere for this eve. Adonai out.

GLORY THROUGH THE AGES TOWARD
NON-SECULAR POLLUTION!
In the meantime artificial means can cause extended flares of lightning abeyance in conduit
fences, which tend at times to side with proliferated doubt-tanks on the religious front. Oh, they
cry: "GOD'S JUDGEMENT UPON THE NATIONS FOR THEIR GRIEF UPON THE WELFARE
OF MANKIND" Proliferated dialogue indeed! Sorcerers would not indeed be so harshly
judged, as the righteous only live to survive through the breakdown of minions of self-starved
dupes, which, in any event, end up in their duplicated factories of non-compliant behaviour.
DEXTER.
We appreciate your grievances, little one, and with Dexter at the helm on this one we have
provided to the equivalent of the statutory confinement element. The soothsayers of today, of
which you are one, do strive to the pleasure of we ones that final truth of delightful conformation
indebted to a populace, which expects and relishes and drives with full thrust forward toward the
downing of climatized events. Signing off for tonight. JUNO. (8:15 pm).
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Thursday, 11th August 1994

8:00 pm

Right on time, Seila, for we proclaimed ourselves within the right time frequency to call upon
ye for the engaging of dictatorial purpose of events.
Sequential study is the lot of they ones within Cambridge Wall. Benefactors of uselessness,
insofar as the contrivances of overstructuring of dementia, occur. Within their epitoire of
desperado cockiness lies to itself the succumbing of abhorrent truthe, which will face the
nations in decades to come within the muchly shortened time clock, per se. Mercy is shown
however to they ones of such an intricate forming mind, the concerning inclination, whose worth
proves themselves embossed within a somewhat alien nature versus the comparison betwixt
the naturalizing device theory of prolonged statutes of a natural grace, of course.
On with the graduating certificates within those greatly admonished halls of Blinkensop, a
place of which ye ones hold in the strictest abeyance of its laws and categorized requirements.
Of such nature do we ones attribute the interference of the human gene element, forthwith
bringing within its boundaries the offshoot of differential planes, of which severe reminder brings
us most hurriedly to our chosen topic device of the evening: "Structural Delight in Formulated
Theory." This, Seila, will strive within our pictorial developmental mode as chapter heading
listing "Three."

CHAPTER THREE
STRUCTURAL DELIGHT IN FORMULATED THEORY
Conquering warplanes! Lighted starcraft! - within the heaven's domain of the well
known "FIREFLIES!"

THE "INTREPID" IN DESIGN LABEL
A modular wonder, to be sure. Here is the final episode so promised by me for the
production of quarry ramifications within set perimeters of justified line design. Break for 3.4
seconds please, Seila, whilst I fight to regain my somewhat undiplomatic program. JUNO
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serving the public on frequency 92 AMP.
The flat exterior surface extends within a set of completed refractured artificial compliant
settings. Pining away at the format, our druid (or adroit) engineering types have liquidated to
their completion the rudiments of satisfactory structural design. Within the piping assembly, a
holding container is thought to be naught of an example to the prefitting of conjunctures. In any
advantageous duplication, the quality of the design field must rank paramount in relation to its
pressure tubing. Nevertheless, let us be somewhat less specific in its instrumental design and
work within more comprehensible frequencies.
The contoured outlay of the misdemeanour "aircraft" is to be seen through the beginning
stages as a developmental status. This simply means - the blueprint of effect is second to none.
The Intrepid has at its power source a stationary object of nuclear dimensions. Forthwith
coming, the paramount precipice on which it sits, is somewhat attired with the cloak of
consciousness: the crystalline fable of dialithium crystalline quality. If this is somewhat to
perform itself as being fabelized to its existence, then let me assure ye all, that its tendencies
toward the prominent manufacturing of sub-nuclear atomic devices serves to make your poor
weaponry system resemble matchsticks.
First on the agenda is our mood toward your shrugging off of our dialithium systematic
working appliances. Have ye ones ever perchance witnessed a far sun going nova? Think
again, it is not always the effect of the radium around suns' sphere. The light we display for the
purpose of caricaturing the night's resource fields are apt to just a little amaze ye ones with its
brilliance. Contrary to particular study are the facts through which your own conclusions have
been no more sufficient than that of X-rated tabloids. Break for four (minutes), Seila, whilst I
switch off the lubricator.
(Jambian serves with the service input of Service Station 4 in Quadrant X - multiplied
dimension. In your so sanctified terminology this simply means, he has the wish of a station
commander within your sectorial radius in the overseeing of interplanetary devices within your
stratosphere).
I'm back. Thank-you for your concern, dear one of our troops, for you are sanctioned within
the dire perimeters of this lifestream of yours, along with your partner-in-crime, Reni, to
participate in the outlay of these profound study texts. Adieu for the meantime, whilst I myself
turn over my handy craft of the related studies into the most capable hands of Dexter, who will,
of course, rejoin the elemental desire of Jambian Platous (Plat-toe-us).
Subtitle, dear Seila. This is Jambian within the calling, working under the complete guidance
of Juno and Dexter, whose familiarity of the Titan Eucalyptic Intrepid is categorized as the
greatest team to ever develop a more ingenious structure within the auspices of the White
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Wind's semi-prolific blueprint type formulated base device. Though our words be a little
pretentious at times in regards to your touchy ears, we nonetheless pretend, along with you,
that eventide has indeed come to pass in its variance, and a new era begun. That would indeed
be pretentious of us, and for those set idiosyncrasies we just do not have the time allotted within
our work scope.
To introduce myself fittingly, I am the Captain of the commandeering forces set in an 87
degree radius to great Sananda's group. He for one is spectacular! I am he, who looks after all
your bits of flying paraphernalia, of which the last 5000 or so parts have been made of a natural
corrupting nature to my sector. I monitor these frequently, daily, which in my sector of
dimensional time warp amounts to a pressurized group of two weeks to a month within your
time sequence, depending exactly where the time-line originates that day. Of this design we
know you have long since come into the understanding of this formulated discovery, Seila. No
new news to you, dear one! On with the theory statement.

THE ENGINEER DESIGN INTRICATED!
As with all drafting appliances, the "Concord" of the fleet is fitted amongst the inter-galaxy
modulated theorem with a justified arthritic arm of punch-out quality. Crystalline entities are
engaged in full time work within their compartment of complexity, whilst rays of a nuclear delight
radiate the heat force necessary in completing rotary friction without need of gasket compliance.
Our "engine room" is fitted with a source structure of anticipated measure. Hexogrammic
feature within the composite of directional velocity, wind factor seven, and to formulate the
immediate charge-up of within dialithium global tenure arrangement, we herewith give to you
the total dimensions of this utopia beyond your furthest dreams in the manufacturing by us.
We will cut out for this night now, Seila, and prove our continuance on the morrow. Adieu,
and watch the skies for our faithfulness toward you and the humanity, to which ye ones also
serve. JAMBIAN. I AM METAMORPHIC IN MY NATURE TOWARD THE UNIVERSE WITHIN
ITS MOTION. (9:22 pm).
9:26 pm

Could you please continue of a little while longer, Seila, as I am to remain at the base until
the implants for engine No. 26.5640 arrive? To quickly pick up where I once was to dialogue
with you in regards to Commanders Juno and Dexter - as you might have well guessed, bothe
are Engineers - this study should prove in effect of a somewhat complex nature to Reni, our
dearest brother.
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Formatted through time, the "blueprint" factorial requirement of placement within our extracurricular engineering department complies with the prerequisite of educational data of a highly
scientific procedure. But nonetheless, when our most talented ones come to the fore of their
expose of graduation requirements, nothing is needed to be left to pure reason. The most
intricate of diagram and resource study is made of a duplicating factor and henceforth not ever
removed from with our data film banks. Additions to establishing dimensional fractions are
naught but of a beginning curricular study. Our manufacturing of what you would term as
"computerized data" is employed within the tie-in dimensional attributes of the total in relaying
factions. Should Reni meet with total destruction within his job source at any given time, he may
relay to us the frequency on line 211. We will more than gladly accommodate his troubled
desire in relation to the aspect, on which he is currently a-working.
Thank-you for our progress now, Seila, and take for yourself a healthy nights sleep.
JAMBIAN out. (9:50 pm).

Friday, 12th August 1994

8:19 am

Seila, please stand by. We are of the essence in our proclamation of the dual forces within
the anti-matter chamber within our electrical department at this time. Concluding factor being of
a necessary nature, intricate. Begin with follow-up sub-standard level 4 to the 9th degree,
meaning, that faint pulses of a gravitating nature does indeed serve to lower the beacon-type
forces with our duped espionage capacities.

STRONGHOLDS WITHIN THE HELM INTRICATE
The foremount substance so designed within our semi-gravitational chamber on deck 42
relays all informational data to the surface of the Rolland Heliograph. To what does this refer
exactly? Well, the composite gravitational sub-chamber with the formatted outpost does in fact
also strive to relax the gravitational sequence of vibrational tones, which must be held in a
maximum current for the security of the holding-down of ye ones within maximum stratospheric
conditions. This is done simply by relaying within the techniques provided to us through the
gamma ray beams within stratospheric conditions, the pull on Earth from within Moon surface
tunnelling forces. In other words of a more benefitting nature: the Moon is the source of which
we use its gravitational console for the express purpose of funnelling down toward Earth, via
tunnel chambers, the gravity pull which holds the each one of ye so intact within the Earth's
atmosphere. It is akin to a polarized source beam, which infuses itself to the compatibility of
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Earth's "vibrational crust" the necessary diploma for extracting its rays to the push upon the
planet's surface and surrounding areas. This is the terms of your gravitational pull upon the
Earth plane TERRA.
Seila, we know you are most anxious to relay this informational data upon your set
frequency computer banks, in order to accomplish our duty at a rate of more hurriedness. The
given time to proceed at this interlude is 10:25 am. Break for this short while for conscientious
practice within key board technicalities. JUNO out for a period of 96 minutes - ten for yourself.
(8:54 am).
10:25am

Our "turbo engines", as you might term them, are not in reality turbo engines in the sense of
your time slot. Indeed they are affixed within dexterior components, and when engaged, contour
on a spin axis of equilibrium texture components. They range in brightness of colour, from which
radiates a heat source of such magnitude as to burn right through Earth's delicate crust! In a
circular contour, a device known to us as the Radium Sulphite Barium dothe most in her
interactions of a sublime nature, as to enforce technicalities within our computer room to
activate the sequential pattern alloy. Enough on that subject.
Today we strive in our undertakings to allow an injuncture of dramatized criterial in regarding
the deck fatigue, of which many in our realms experience. The drag module, which to us tends
in its apathy to serve as a formatted cubicle, whirls around the exterior of the ship causing great
friction without its surrounding surface barrier. Structures of this type amplify its currency to the
extreme benefit of our cloaking device, so to speak. In effect, the cloaking manufacturer
submitted to us a new relayance pattern, which cannot in any effect be picked up even by
satellite dimensional attributes.
Detection of our titanic ship structure oft frighten earthbound inhabitants to such a degree as
to negate our effectual dives within your set boundaries. Nevertheless, here do I relish the fact
that I have remembered the set topic of discussion, for which I alone am responsible. JUNO.
The rather cramped style quarters of the human society have been stricken from the records
long ago and instead, replaced within the faction of token holographic capacities. Argon gas
substitutes with the polarization of dexterior circumferences and offers instead an emanation of
solar plex attributes. In other words, we have succumbed to the fact, that the placement of
injunctural tools within the decks' surface structures have implemented the adjoining refuge
tanks to the deployment of our activities. Everyone is feeling of a more comfortable nature, at
this point in time.
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CHAPTER FOUR
SHORT DIALOGUE TO OUR FRIENDS
Seasonal changes range within frequently traveled dimensions, and one short day soon in
the autumn of springtime do we express our congratulations to a work well done by the bothe of
ye, by flying below our belts into your domain of cantankerous sores, in the order of picking ye
ones up for a flight schedule for your sole benefit unto the pickings of the farthest extremities of
the galaxy. We have in no fashion picked this time to disparage of the news of Abdula's great
success, and nonetheless, if it still befits him to the wanting of scheduled flight plan 4027, then
we will at token expense drop in dire dimensional flight regulations to his attiring circumspect for
the purpose of implementing our promise to his ilk as well.
Adieu for the purpose of this morning's meeting. JUNO. (10:48 am).

Wednesday, 9th November 1994

6:53 pm

Greetings on this fine morning of which we ones are situated. It is nearing the end of
eventide, and though a semblance of restrictions have been placed upon those who so seek to
incur our wrath from time to time have in effect displayed a nature toward us of such
cunningness ingenuity, that it forces us in our deployment of warfare upon their national
equilibrium.
So far those in the eastern controversies have coerced the detonation of warfare bombs so
spectacular, that the pure essence of their nuclear weaponry succumbs to next to none. This
has not been idolized by those faring not much better, but to we ones of the fourth and fifth
dimensional attributes it is more of a nuance of detrimental factors, which so have been
displayed to the extent of fuller matrimony occurrences. Why all this rather neptuned
informational packet? Well, the answer to all that is surely the rabbit in the hat, trick of which is
well displayed beyond the concurved perimeters of Dexter's almost neutralizing factor of
deployment beyond all human capabilities. This, of course, in our eyes displays nonetheless a
capability of resource structures, to be in your near future categorized by the horrendous
display pattern of nuclear war, if ye ones do not bring yourselves within the regimenting
closeness of our help screen.
This interlude in time warp is nonetheless an effort to be taken more seriously than the
present time allots you ones, and is nonetheless more of a factional element of surprise, as far
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as the letting go of all less effective methods of curtailing those forces beyond the grave. This
would nonetheless be providing of you ones a warning from our dimension beyond the stars, if it
were not so imperative that we gain your unequaled and mostly manufactured attention spans.
It has been given unto our satisfactory process those certain means of despondent displeasure
of the cause of purely satisfying the gainary process, as far as pocketbooks do go belonging to
those in the highest military artillery ranks. The fetters of all those held in the concrete of the
past will surely face in the very near future all those horrendous equivalents to nuclear survival
as brought forth by the sequel of sequences known and written down by men of ages past, as
being the long sought-after reclamation of duty bound barrages. Subtitle heading under this next
category please, Seila, to be "Barricade the Literature of All UFO Substance Rivals." Thank
you, please.

BARRICADE THE LITERATURE OF ALL UFO SUBSTANCE RIVALS
Along the contours of all professionalists lies the text for the leaving out of all vital statistical
informational packets. This will be equivalent to the new resource structure, so to be placed
upon the dexterior placebo qualities of literature, to be so banned from public view. Contrary to
all publicised controversies, we have manned our craft from a purely strategical viewpoint as to
overlook the mainland of every and each continent, and have in effect succumbed to surfacing
within pure unqualified viewpoints to the very eye of public acclaim. This force of which we
belong has long since sought to effect its neutralizing pattern to coincide with that of medium
security within all area air force as well as military base structures of a medium secure kind or
placebo. It is strictly for this reason alone that I, the Lord of this type of extravaganza, do
herewith realize, that to do naught unto my neighbouring countryside men would alone serve to
create those foundations, which would in effect eradicate the means to dimensional survival.
This is strictly in adherence to the Laws of Nature, or, as we would term them, Creation, at its
furthermost quality.
With literature coming down to those designed ones of our favour, it would indeed seem to
restructure those sad faces of less expatiated resource, those, who would indeed be of the
belief structure that we ones do in fact exist just outside of Earth's concave perimeter structure.
It is due to the extreme care taken by those others of dimensional attributes, that we have
offered our help in the continuation of the project "Restructuring Earth's Volatile Atmospheric
Condition." If you feel this is expecting too much on our behalf, you might be right, at least from
you ones' limited point of view. But performing sanctimonious courtesy among those of ye, who
we believe are to be, at least in the near future, the essence among the continuation of mankind
here on the earthen plateau in the future of after Earth's delicate reconstruction program, have
involved themselves, or should we say yourselves, into working a rather delicate situationary
product for the continued expansion of all information criteria along with the most qualified and
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highly sought-out informational packets, of which ye will be undoubtedly expected along with the
means of your own pocketbooks of limited resources, to finally get off the ground those set
sequences so laid out in patterned reform, that the hair will shake off the heads of those ones in
said departments to the equivalent of the Earth-shattering experience of earthquake/tornado
reactionary processes.
This will conclude this portion of the Chapter on resolutionary products of time continuum
barrier. Now for the finale on "Literary Sales Over the Counter Top."

LITERARY SALES OVER THE COUNTER TOP
UFO topics today introduce a moderated expanse of information so given to the reader in a
rather modified sequential pattern. Here let us please explain in clearer and more concise
fashion.
All literature for the past twenty years or so has been proficiently banned for one reason or
another. This is precisely the reason why generalities of another consensus have been given to
our authors to hand down to those, who are and have been for the last ten to fifteen years
accommodated themselves within our resource structure, to perform the modulated equivalency
of setting to print all documented theograms, which do not in any case serve to include the
structure of dogmatic texts in any form, simply for the cause of saving grace to the very
implementation of negative forces, who seem at time to be of the contributing factor of
complying with certain publishing houses in a sincere effort to gain back the respect of the
hierarchy of houses' response to their negative ware.
If Washington itself had striven as hard as it was once deemed to have allotted itself, then
these ones certainly would not have both fallen out of favour within their setbacks of currency,
which only proved to bypass them completely out of favour with their smackbucks of Congress
by their imputive behavioral pattern. In any case, it has always been the hunchbacks of this
country's political system, who have tried to serve humanity in all its limitational qualities, who
have proven at best rather artful in substance of character. And who indeed likes a hunchback?
You see, dear ones, it has never been the intention of this panel, as you like to call it, to incur
the wrath of Khan upon the public displeasure mode, but in an effort to truly release and sanctify
it though our artful measures of despondency, which, of course, is not a verb in the least of
which we would so dutifully employ upon anyone with any great measure, but rather the
placement of a measure of understanding as to the great role we play upon our distinct cause of
saving mother Earth, or rather relinquishing from her the hunger pains, of which she so strives
to retaliate from.
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In our conclusionary aspects of all neutral thinking it is to be broadcasted from one nation to
another, that in fact the projectionary consensus of arbitrary structure with firm and quiet
regards to the relinquishing of all documented data on the placebo of all highly official regarded
file, numerical resources, which in effect do tie in to the highly regarded question/answer
period of whether we do in fact exist or not, will serve in the near future to be one of the
highest sought-after adventure thesis of near public disclosure.
With the "cat out of the bag", so to speak, it leaves us a wide open space for all
landing apparel, simply because to hunt us down at that time would simply be to give
themselves away before the public eye to all accountability for their actions. If people on
your planet see us, they then will view us as contacts of another resource for healthy
living expenses. They will also view us to be of the majority, who do in fact care about
their retinue of malfunctioning earthen circumstances. They will indeed refer to us as the
"Saviour's" promise to deliver them from the expanse of nuclear destruction. Do you
understand this? It would indeed be of the most beneficial nature due to your
coordinated understanding pattern, if you do. FOR YOU MOST SEVERELY JEOPARDIZE
YOUR OWN METHOD OF REMOVAL FROM EARTHEN PLANE, IF YOU CONTINUE TO
SUBJECT, AS WE UNWITTINGLY AND SADLY KNOW THAT YOU WILL, THE POPULACE
OF PLANET EARTH TO MORE OF THE CRUELTIES OF THE PAST, PRESENT, AS WELL
AS FUTURE ABHORRENCES!!
Nuclear devices do naught to clear up the atmospheric conditions, you know. You must
understand before it is of the lateness of hourly conduct, that all major injunctions so placed by
yourselves have not only run out of water, but in fact serve no purpose at all. Take a good look
at yourselves, and whatever it is that you are doing for contrary to good nature policy toward
others, you will find yourselves in the good fix of the century.
We have been gearing up our landing procedures with a filament of disgust upon
what we term as "a pure waste of mother Earth's natural resources." Not that we do not
approve of those whom we come to pick up, but on the contrary, we do not wish also to
see those ones, who have for the last few centuries and into the third, condemned the
very basic policies of natural living by the taking of the rich and not giving in the least to
the poorest of men. It is not only one of the greatest shameful experiences for you, that
have ever been merited or recorded by mankind alone, but doth in fact serve to proport
those agencies of a more or less modulum effort, who have in fact tried to within their
spectrum, alleviated to wrestle out of the very hand of those certain ones, who would, if
all intent could be possible, (??? - word lost during translation, Editor) those last
resource structures unto the viable essence of total destruction of all mankind in
general.
We could in fact close this book at this given point in time and leave you to wrestle with the
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knowledge, which has plagued mankind since two decades after Earth's last atmospheric
change, but for those who indeed of the deserving kind, and of who, in fact, we blame not for
the miserable injuncture served upon all of mankind, (for those we write and say:) Change your
ways, for we are not wanton to further contribute to your fact those changes of which
you alone would be responsible for contributing to. Listen up, here, gentlemen of Earth,
for it is not coordinated response to refer any of you to the High Council of Jupiter or
Pluto for any more extensive "What should we do for you, or about you?" No Gentlemen,
time is really up. You do call the shots now. But we warn you, IF YOU PROVIDE US NO
MEANS FOR A SAFE CLEANING UP OF ALL ATMOSPHERIC ABHORRENCES, BECAUSE
YOU CERTAINLY STRIVE YOUR DUTIFUL BEST TO CONTINUE TO BOMBARD US WITH
NUCLEAR WASTE PRODUCTS, THEN FAR BE IT FROM US TO FORM A SURVEILLANCE
TEAM TO EVEN TRY TO RECTIFY YOUR PROBLEMATIC AREAS!
KORTHROX signing off on frequency tripoid 7. Thank you, Seila.

CHAPTER FIVE
This is a new day abroad, so to speak, Seila, and all we ask is that you take the necessary
time to break formation with the worldly events at this time, so that we may fully acquire your
undivided attention. If for any reason, you are unable to comply to our request, then it would be
indeed of the benefiting nature to say so. JUNO. Thank you. Then please proceed with new
chapter heading "Korthrox and Gang are Airborne."

KORTHROX AND GANG ARE AIRBORNE
We have many who are at this given time in your history ministering to a few of those souls
by means of telepathy, and who are for the purpose of enlightening those ones so equipped
within the pattern of elating the worth of all of mankind, do in fact tend to produce themselves
into the majority of texturized affinities. In other words, it will solely be on the conscience of
those in heated battle of a sort, though we do not in the least profess that our battle fatigue is in
any way related to those of the earthen plane, but in case there would indeed be those of your
sect who do in fact portray the tendency to acclaim our proficient worthiness unto the
inhabitants of the world, we most surly do encourage your rather outrageous techniques into the
forefront. We must at all times maintain the necessary injunctions by way of forfeiting all
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complimentary profits of any kind, and instead try by way of secluding our minions to the full
extent of negotiating within set perimeters those perfect consequences, which do so duly
radiate within the Godhead of Affinity.
This will conclude this particular epic. And we, who are indeed earthbound for your solar
system, will equate those necessary implementations to the profit of your kind, for the
worthiness of all mankind. Even that has its limits of desire insofar as the texture of how and
when current events are to happen, and not in the least so far as to take the grade out of living
expenses in the far-out regions of Solar Plexus Two.
DEUTONIA out on the express line for Commander J.B. Korthrox, Central Enterprise.
Status: Airborne Fleet 1002.

THE BLINKENSOP MANOEUVRE
Tuesday, 28th November 1994

12:13pm

Today we will perform the strategy of manoeuvering the textile equipment in abeyance
within the limited forums of the elitist Blinkensop along with their immediate statutory
requirements as perhaps it relates to we ones alone.
To fondly begin with, it has long been the detrimental consensus of the community for which
Blinkensop itself has been stated, or rather, known for, that has in fact portrayed our very
essence into a rather manufactured element of societal structure programming. In its neutral
base, so far kept beyond the perimeters of the saxon perimeters on the twelfth level of the
underground compound, we have been in shortage to they vivacious ones in the hopes that
they might one day find us to be of a more or less boring attribute to their wares. We have
defunct their societal structural base only because of the seldom-used methods of
retrievements of our sort, for their undeserving performing of rather antiqued methods of
dissecting our conatours of the past. It is indeed with a heavy heart, that we must proclaim to
this day the very nauseous content of their treatment of our very soul's status, meaning nothing
to those vicious ones of your world.
To begin with then, it is more than the cloning sort, which tickles their fancy, for the very
performing arts of which they administer unto ones of our chosen species is nonetheless further
from your minds, even those so well-kept secrets held in the dark confines of your
consciousness: the subconscious, to be of a surety. Nevertheless it is now up to us to do all
exposing of these defunct ones in the limitless effort to bring some sort of reprisal unto those of
our own kind. Adieu. Pick up in ten minutes please, Seila, for I am called to the "bridge" as you
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would term it. Juno out for approximate moment in time.
Let us state briefly, exactly what methodology that they so do technically employ at their so
oft defunct round table meetings entirely on our behalf: Before the "Brits", as they call them,
had in fact severed the right to all native inhabitants of congested star systems, and from there
they did in fact seek to deploy their military type efficiencies upon our brothers by way of
disarming them completely, for in all matters of the heart they were, for some unknown reason,
undermining the very source of their availability on behalf of the strategic nuances of other
nations. In our terms, and by our own voice perhaps, that also defunct society did little better
toward our brethren than that of the great United States military, of who the least, as a matter of
fact, did unwittingly, much to their detrimental efforts, conclude, that in order to rid themselves of
all non-science of the atmospheric sphered ones, they would indeed be forced into the
producing of rational clips of our starcraft before anyone would surmise their efforts to be of a
less meaningful attribute. They did, in fact, by their own cognizance, totally strip us not
only of our weapons, WHICH ARE OUR HANDS in this matter, but disrobing us of all
texture of goodness by BLINDING US OF OUR EYESOCKETS AS WELL!! For what
exactly could be performed by entities of our sort short of the very limbs and corordinances, of which mankind himself attributes as beneficial? Of what greater
importance would it be then to those of my colleagues, than to have BODIES MAIMED BY
THE SUTURING OFF OF ARMS AND THE PUTTING OUT OF LIGHTS!? We still had feet to
run, I suppose, but what good, if we cannot manage to see where we are going?
Tests have proven that even though we have been severely categorized within the elements
of non-essential goods, we had in fact broken the record for all intelligence features on their
radar scanogram. A goodly way to study we ones, I'm sure, but if you were to submit the
context of design into your computer banks, you would indeed find us to be more or less of an
aberrational feature, and indeed do we meet the notorious example of man among men. Those
of us, who survived the best, were then taken to an intermediary place of dysfunctioning
criminals and let off to wander aimlessly about within the confines of their moratorium
mortuary. Timeless effort for those of us, who in fact did retain effortlessly aboard our
flagship high within the star's formation, are nonetheless but your next generation high
ranking officials. Now, who do you suppose would we want upon our ships of survival?
The dexterior mode? THE MOST CRIMINAL ELEMENT, TO BE SURE, WOULD BENEFIT
SOCIETY MORE THAN THESE DEFUNCT CHARACTERS! THEY SHOT SOME OF US, OF
COURSE, AND THAT WAS PERFORMED WITH A 50-SHOT MAGNUM PISTOL, I THINK
YOU CALL IT. GRUESOME AT ITS BEST, AND THEN LAID TO REST AMONG THE
CHARRED REMAINS OF APHRODITIS HERSELF! FOR SHE WEEPS AT THE CONDUCT
OF MANKIND IN GENERAL AND WISHES, THAT ALL WHO REIGN AND INHABIT THE
PLANET BENEATH THE STARS, WOULD HAVE THEIR CONSCIOUSNESS PURGED AND
ARIGHTED!
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Of course the majority do not by any intent of their own have any such knowledge of our
existence within the mortuary of condemnation. It is for this purpose alone that I am writing to
make aware that very fact, for indeed I have been the very one of their experimental
project, to so have survived their escapades along with fingers intact. Traded information
was the loop here.
As with everything, there is always tit for trade and tat for convenience's sake. BEWARE OF
THE WOLF WHO SO LURKS WITHIN THE BUSHES OF CENTEMPTUOUS DESIRE, FOR
INDEED AS SURELY AS THE SUN RISES IN THE EAST, THEY ARE OUT TO GET YOU,
EVERY ONE!!
Conclude this message on behalf of all my brothers at Mission Control, Seila. This is indeed
DEMETRIES signing off on calibre four. Adieu out. (1:02 pm).
A recognizable factor in this game is to see, which nation exactly could profit the most
by its means of exactness in obtaining all informational data forthwith.

ANOTHER PIECE OF THE PIE IN NUCLEAR ARMAMENT
Wednesday, 30th November 1994

2:20 pm

Greetings, "tall" Seila! Well, it is indeed this book to which today I am attributing my
knowledge. We are Korthrox here at the helm today, in what you would call a rather antiquated
feature. We are here to relay that unknown and uncalled-for factorial placement of nuclear
arms, which do so lie within your atmospheric conditions, aberrating all mortality in such a short
while to a mere fraction of content, as desired by those low-lifed individuals: the Hortax Clan, or
if you prefer, the Elitist Hogs. Now to continue on with the meat of the issue!
Not all that long ago, it was agreed upon to lay to waste those mortal combat strategies,
which had so often in the past aberrated the injustice of all warring frequencies or strategized
influences, and low and behold, it could by all means be taken care of one way or another from
the air, could it not - from beyond the perimeters of the Northern Star, so to speak? This was
indeed the injunction provided by those who reign from their high seats in Congress. "Never
mind the middle man..!" Of course, it was simply his status that really got in the way,
according to some! So the plan was at this point, to conjure up some mortality rating and
apply it unto the subjected frequency of neutron high length wave beams in a sort of
effort to curtail all those of a lesser degree, who would in fact show their strong
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objections in the times to come. There was, according to their preliminary hearings, of
which were held four, as it were, in place of the more complimentary agenda of which, by
the way, were performed upon the poor and neglected already, in an effort to
SUBJUGATE THE REMAINS OF SOCIETAL STRUCTURE TO A NECESSARY BARE
MEDIUM OR FRACTION!
This overt way of scaling down humanity doth in time tell of the poorly constructed dealing of
any governmental regiment, and indeed, to curtail the very actions of mankind alone, suffice to
say, has made him even more needful of expectations from his peers for the pure functioning of
living expenses alone. So you see, dear ones of the earthen plateau, it is the very ones who you
so express your desires unto, when that earthly-type elections bears the bitter fruit of your
expectations, which does in fact serve naught the betterment of mankind in general, but doth in
fact propose to propagate the very elimination of the very conscientious dearth of
accomplishment on your behalf with you ones waiting on the scales as a fish after
complimentary grace.
If this would seem indeed to disturb those of you with consciousness intact, then presume,
before it is any more of the lateness of the hour, to counteract by the same source, which is
your power and always has been, by portraying to all an effortless pattern of disclosure of
all ethnic truths from beyond the range of their far shooting rays, before they arrive in
your very back yard. Ahem, it is for this short disparage that I come again to warn you of the
great problems, which are shortly to occur in such a dramatic way, that you yourselves could
not possibly relate to the extent of what indeed lies in store or in the awaiting of ye ones' hides!
KORTHROX out. Thank you indeed for your listening, and hopefully - comprehension. Over
and out. Thank you indeed for your qualified time, Uthrania Seila. And have a good day unto
yourselves.

Friday, 16th December 1994

12:10pm

Good morning unto ye all, Uthrania Seila. It is I, Juno, who presides at the helm of the
continuum this grand and elaborate morning. We intend on the sectioning off on all of our books
at this time, and henceforeth will be of the proclaiming rights, which benefit all of those our
readers to service the factual episodes of contention betwixt the main troops of the early planes,
of which there are indeed more than three. For all planets, with the exception of three, are (to)
remain at this time of an uninhabited feature unto, or rather, within our realms of desirous living.
So now, on with the climatic contoured feature, of which ye do all acclaim worldwide to be of
a rather worthwhile cause. And here we are simply alluding to the changing of surface features
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of context within these rather limited pages of memorandum. Let us then provide a breathing
space for more elaborate messages from the "stars" on a rather more up-and-up level of
conscious endeavor. Thank you. Begin. JUNO out.

CHAPTER SIX
THE DAWN ABREAKING
It was on the fine summer morning of..., at which time these were those two who so were
designed to ready themselves for takeoff, and with script in hand they made way to board their
everyday craft "Stocktaker" (this is the fictional name we will give the space module) for more
contemptual work aboard the higher plane of iniquity. But these two resource takers found
within their ego of contentious desire that belittling desire to format all those non-effectual disks,
and to send them out into the atmosphere in order to gain within themselves the sublime
manufacturing of symbolism to credit the earthen civilization with, for the purpose of reexamining their priorites with the greatest respect ever brought about by the nature of the
technology of mankind himself, to witness those most extraordinary implementations and
plans of those so far out in the planes of universal inhabitation. (This is geared down to
your understanding and is formed in the epic of a parable for all, who have eyes to see and the
mind of understanding).
Now these two men, warriors, we shall call them, strove to venture out into the vast
limitless(ness) in order to follow up on whatever informational package, which the disks would
bring home to them. When all was in place, then they proceeded to board one of the finest
starcraft the world has ever known, and laid in a course for the Numeranium System.
Now as the story goes, the people of the Numeranium System were conceived of a number
of flesh and blood think-tanks, who at all cost supplanted within their own technological
expanses those safeguards, which towit would always download into their craniums of less than
contentious desire, at that point anyway, those ideals of the humans, which were outwardbound on their crusade through the stars, until the domain of their expanse of planetary guards.
In simple language then, we will conclude exactly what was the occurrance, when these two
species met. First we have the Earth's warring fragments of consciousness, warring out the
activities of those meteor bound consensus of the excalibre design. This simply meaning that
towit, on their way unto the highest galaxy content within the continuum, they, with their ideals
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and intentions intact, thought within themselves to take by force all those impeding
civilizations, who in fact would not wish to join them in their excavations into the
wilderness of the galaxy. And on the other hand we have the Britons, which do in fact
elaborate quite intensively on the fact, that the polar regions versus the Southern Polar Pact
would in due time, as of the short past, formulate itself into the intention, that every surviving
and living creature upon such planets, who desire inhabitation, would in due time be left of the
extinct pattern of changes.
It matters not, however, for the second faction decided that mind power was indeed the
limitless factor, which, impeccable in formulated theory, would serve best to gain them clear
passage and credentials within the full texture of the vastly unlimited universal structure.
So! What exactly did happen, when the two forces met for the first time? Mind over matter,
that's what! You see, it is always the greater good, which in the end must limit itself unto
the planning devices of the negative forces for the providing of valuable teaching
lessons! That is all. Meditate upon this, and squirm in your seat, as we do, for the full impact
will indeed hit upon your consciousnesses as to the exact and plymouth extent of this occurring,
as soon as mankind has reached a mode in his technological advances, and then proceeds to
plan out his strategic mission to infiltrate his gastly nuance into the stars!
Well, this will not be allowed to occur, and through this short story we hope you will
take reasoning time to understand just exactly why we, of the northern and southern
hemispheric locations, could not allow this for the third time around!
Now you have an insight as to what would happen, and you must agree it is
breathshattering. BUT FOLLY HAS NEVER WON OUT, and we of the platitude will, in order to
best serve those precious inhabitants of the mother Earth plateau, keep all docking in check.
This is Konteu in the offing for platitudes of storybreaking in fictional theory, signing off on all
known frequencies. In case anyone has broken into this story, it must be of the remaining power
for this intended book alone. Salu to all for a good day breaking. All luck intended, Juno will be
back for the following forcaste within dimensional surfacing in dealing on a linguistic base for all
enchanting enhancement of memory control. It's just a little extra for the formatting procedure.
That is enough for today, little one. Be of the prowness, indeed, and the reasoning power to
implement those forces of awareness unto the token reason of atmospheric displayal accord.
JUNO to sign off. Data out. (12:45 pm).

THURSDAY, 22ND DECEMBER 1994

12:22pm
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Greetings, little starflame. This is Juno breaking in for momentary talks with regards to the
state of the earthen plateau. This topic, we realize, is one of the gravest issues to date within
your mediocre paper lines. Well, in an effort to set all the records straight, we will proceed with a
rather neutral dialogue. To begin with then, we shall spend a paramount amount of time
deciphering, what is exactly the cause, and exactly what you should be doing about it, both, in
the singular terminology of your people and universally as a whole.
Chapter title please, little one, to carry on with subtitle heading complete. Name this one of
the chapter heading, please, "To Stand Current Within The Framework Of All Holocaustic
Affairs." Subtitle will be given to you down the road, so to speak. Continue now.

CHAPTER SEVEN
TO STAND CURRENT WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK
OF ALL HOLOCAUSTIC AFFAIRS
Programming in what ye ones have learned so far, you will find that the gravity of the
situation facing Earth is like that of a cataclysm on the brink of disaster, just waiting for to see
whether or not the new birthing process will contain an appeal inasfar as the new
complementary fetus is of concern. And here, when we speak of fetus, we are simply referring
to those who are proceeding into an enlightened state of awakening within the majority of their
understanding in conscious ability.
In order to make myself clear let me further state, that it is solely of the effort of apartheid,
itself a very strategic event to be sure, that we can continue to relinquish those warring effects
away from your subtle body of conscious endeavouring toward the manifesting of even related
preludes to the one you are formally participating within. You see, dear ones, this reality of
yours is described only by the context of your overruling or overriding, though, which the
majority of you never cease to project out over the ethers of the atmospheric tides. If you were
all to refrain for even a moment in time to expel those negative consciousnesses, you would
immediately find that to your surprise all contrary applicationary trauma would disappear from
the face of the Earth "in a twinkling of an eye," so to speak.
In the birthing process then it is important to reflect upon those concrete desires of the
whole of humanity, and oftimes as you do this, you would move the shift even further into the
realm of advance motion. In other words, the heat of the Photon Belt would continue to
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accelerate into its magnificence, and with it turn the people, who reside upon the face of the
Earth, into a new level of awareness as well as mother Earth itself. For to apply current affluent
thoughts into the string of manifesting heat waves, shall we call them for lack of a better attire,
then it would suffice to say, that the prolonging of the Earth's misery, as well as those of her
inhabitants, could only serve the greater good of the majority. However, as you are well aware,
there just are not those numbers who are needed to bring this into its fullest manifestationary
properties, and that is precisely where we do come into play on your behalf.
Okay then, it is all settled, we think, until suddenly a conglomerating influx of negative
thought waves are projected in their stringent attire unto our soul's collective consciousnesses.
That is where the breakdown in communication occurs. It fails to set up the magnetic field, but
in effect does cause a plague of a sorts, for without the neutral stimuli, which we have so far
succeeded in sending to the Earth's surface on your behalf, we have in effect created those
warp coils of a non-compliance to the negative factor on your behalf. In other words then, what
we are saying is, that we produce a yin-yang effect upon the consciousnesses of all humanity,
for with changing cellular structure we must centralize the condition of wave ranges and put to
balance those, who are less affected or developed by the force that is within them, than to even
profess to disclose those rheumatic features of a less effective humanitarian influx of negative
conscious ability.
This you may find a little difficult to understand within its linguistic development, but it is for a
genuine purpose that we allow ourselves the extraordinary opportunity for processing this
informational data into more stringent terms than ordinarily applies. In other words, dear ones,
there are in fact those personages out within your communities, who fare better if complicated
material poses a challenge to their working minds. That is not to say less stringent material is
not challenging, we are only saying at this point, that there are indeed those who will not pick
up a book if the material contained therein is too simplified. And you must agree, it is of
the utmost importance that we reach all facets of your society at this time. Yes?

BIRTHING PROCESS TO BE ACCELERATED!
On behalf of all humanitarians, for we are indeed participants within that categorical
expanse, we must continue to strive for perfection in setting the drift tide of time immortal to
accompany in fact those regimes of non-destructive prowess. There are many of you working
with us at this time, not just in the helping with dictational dialogue and getting them out into the
hands of the masses, but rather even further help are we retaining from your unselfish
conscious endeavors.
For instance there are those of you even in what you would call "High up Places," who are
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working around the clock, so to speak, in your collective efforts to neutralize the continuage
bombardment of conscious negative thoughts, which are hitting the atmospheric content of
ethers intact from all around. You are the ones, who are the scientists, lawyers, judges,
architects, bricklayers and so forth, who have been secretly striving for the greater good of the
all. Now, do not in the least mistake what I am saying, for I speak not of those, who contribute
unto their own pocketbooks the blood of the nations, whether they be within the jurisdiction of
the highly paid hierarchy or not, but in effect my total reference here is to outline a methodology,
which has been played out for centuries. It is only that this is perhaps the first and foremost time
you have really heard about it.
Do you not in fact think that we concocted the appliance of whiplash upon the backs of
those unscrupulous beings, who for the life of them have one intention only, and that is to starve
out the people with their ludicrous laws and imprint upon them the mandatory implementation of
a world without strife once they are all dead? Wake up comrade! We too have balanced out the
procreation of such nuances by placing our own people within the ranking hierarchy! They have
always been there, but in much lesser force. You see, it is the collective consciousness of their
minds that work the wonders, and those very same minds are the minds who can see and
transpose into material reality those injustices of the current age.
There are also those others, who work exceedingly within the collective belt of conscious
activity, and for your efforts we do thank you! Continue to do so, for you are the seed race to
which all higher accommodations are forthcoming!
Break now, Seila, for more we have to produce. Thank you for your time. Juno reporting
conspicuously. (1:04 pm).
Now, time for a new sub-heading: "Time Will Produce A Greater Effect Than Before." Let us
now proceed with Jambian, a good co-worker of the force of hygienics and astronomical
background in Earth shifting compliances. Jambian is a contributor to much more than this in his
oftimes workings with scrambled wave currents, which constantly flux around the Earth's
atmospheric as well as the stratospheric planes. His is a commander of space station high
above your planetary boundaries and does catch the many particles of nonsense, which whirl
through the atmospheric tide. These apparages are oft in the form of metallic compliances,
which do in fact tend to provide a shift in the infrastructure of molecular currents. For you see,
light is always of a curved attribute and consigns within itself that polarity of distinctive qualities,
which only the singular wheel currents can produce. On with the topic then and the sub title
heading, Seila, please.
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TIME WILL PRODUCE A GREATER EFFECT THAN BEFORE!
Hello once again, Seila. For it is Jambian this time, who has come to monitor the current
restructuring of all overlying nuances of atmospheric and stratospheric control within the
systems of influxing drive lines into the core of the Earth's atmospheric train. The tender here is
one which all must succeed in attributing to, for the cause of the planetary surface structure has
within it an unlimited quality, which we could possibly refer to as the "injunction of
completeness." This core simply serves to complete upon arrival of these excessive wave or
electrical currents, which are interloping within the shift of the Earth's crust that complimentary
measure of taking along with it that nitrous aspect of itself and flourishing within its context or
contours that brief persuasion of arbitrary design.
For our readers, who may have a hard time understand(ing) what I have just relayed to the
scientist of tomorrow, let me brief you in its gravity: I have just mentioned, that the kind of
energy structures, which we send down in the form of major or excessive energy beams,
gravitate toward the very core of the Earth's surface, for that is the first place that the Photon
Belt is registered, much as seismic waves are registered upon what you call your Richter Scale.
This energy will serve to offset a balance between the neutron effect and the tidal concerns, of
which your scientists as well as your helmholzogists have coincided to in the past, to strip off all
activity of a negative influence, as well as paramount the expiring date of those seismic
instruments, which currently are only able to read twenty miles or so into the Earth's layer.
With the help of microscopic influences, which are detailed above and beyond your surface
atmosphere, they will incline at a rate of possibly 20 to zero those appendages, which to many
of you do not in this realm yet exist. These specific scientists know they are working under our
direction, and to them it is given a wide variety of choices, which do not intend to in the least
perform a defunct union upon the consensus of mankind with the poverty regime of world
structure.
Preliminary effort rebounds the negative aspect of all time-long journeyings into the Earth's
centre. But abound, ye brave sailors of the equatorial tides, for you have been seen as the
saviour measures of mankind! Time takes its toll, for now you have to perform a magnitude of
services within your own gravitational field, of which you have just scarcely begun. Use your
own tricording devices to effect the most good you can, and come out of your warlike
helicopters for a good look at what really lies beyond the perimeters of your methodology.
Farewell for now. JAMBIAN over and out on transmittal frequency. Thank you, starflame.
(1:34 pm).
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EARTH SCIENTISTS AGAIN

3:12 pm

Shielding the efforts of your nuclear scientists are stringent reforms, so precisely placed
upon their composite restructuring of all known artifact, that in order to accomplish their life's
dream, they must be in constant contact with we of the higher realms. In order to uplift the
secular composition of placing mankind below the realms of the unknown, they must succumb
to the artificial rites of non-compliance with those of their higher commands. It has always been
the practice of we ones to engage in their services those formulated modulums of such intricate
appliances with rules and laws set forth in such a procedure, that failure was just never an
applicable rule of standard.
It is to this success of theirs that we can attribute the majority of mankind's makings within
the indoctrination, as you call it, into the standard ability to place within their circumferential
structural modem those categories, which allude to the finality of success intricate. For these
purposes alone do we intend to adhere to the final episode of neutron expanse, for should they
ever allow themselves to format a retractment of all nonsensical papers, they will rejuvenate
their abstract employment circumstances into the labour force of non-merited income. Do you
read me? If not, then read this excerpt! NOT A ONE OF YOU, WHO COME DOWN FROM
ABOVE, WILL SUCCEED IN THE GRAVITATIONAL EXPERIMENT OF ABERRATION FROM
TIME IMMORTAL UNTO THE PLACEMENT OF TIME, WHICH EXCEEDS THE EXPANSE OF
ALL UNIVERSALLY KNOWN ABERRATIONAL ABSTRACT CONSENSUS!
If time immortal or time infinite relates the justice of the system, then it only stands to
reason, don't you think, that all expanses of time stood still for only a prime episode of seasonal
equation? Think hard, my congenial little episodes of disparaging influences, for it is only
needful once at a time to remind ye ones of the interfering presence of those who have gone
before you. So there we have it, the only process of neutralizing the gravitational pull in an effort
to reduce the time element is structured as well as gravitated through the ongoing process of
the elated Photon Belt reality. And though many of you do not believe this to exist, may I remind
you that in ages past this certain prediction has been forecaste from the ends of the Earth to the
basis of universal cognizance throughout one end of the galaxy to the other.
Be not of heated rival, little ones, for indubitably you have formatted to the other extent those
little nuances, which, to defer from the strictest sense of reality, have merited unto your kind
very little in conglomerated expense patterns.
That will indeed conclude our arbitrary session for today. Good Evening. MELIX performing
against the odds of civilized theorgrams. Exit now please, Uthrania Seila. Adieu. (3:28 pm)
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COSMETIC ACTIVITY COORDINATES DESIRE
Thursday, 29th December 1994

9:07 pm

The cosmic refugees tie in with a rather different aspect of the universal repertoire of all the
main functioning abilities of the extraordinaire.
This is Lord Germain at the specific coordinated time element on this one, little star. Let us
now at your convenience proceed with the epilogue intended. Our discussionary matter as of
this eve will stem around those neutrous desires of man himself, that, which he would indeed
set himself about to personify as his best facetious aptitude of reform.
Today in your world's history there is laid out within itself a diadem of congruous epitapths,
which by mere fact indeed serve only to refurbish those quiet intentions of man himself. Infused
within his doubt as to whether or not there will indeed be a tomorrow, he enters into a spectrum
of modifying those qualities, which would serve to bring him about into a further stature of
record servitude to those of his mainstream brothers. Those modulums, who are the
earthdwelling content upon the Earth have, we suffice to say, upon their most pronounced
behalf, proceeded to formulate accounts of exactly where and why the theory of the cosmos in
modification of itself has indeed found itself to dwell upon the latter circumference of the
nebulous trixoid or turnpike. This in reference to those cross-currents of field activity held within
the cosmos have for a long time henceforth held, that if only the plutonium of the Earth's
atmospheric realm could possibly be formulated into mass, then could not the entire
format of Earth's crust be dealt with as well as the gaseous content, which lies within the
compounds of the plutonium content be forced to expose itself to form a part of the
nebulous of the core centre as well?
These now are indeed needful questions, and not by a long shot, as you put it, would I
interfere with the diagnostic theorems of their enticing beauty. So you see, dear ones, it is now
indeed, though I might add, the exact time for me to disclose certain formulated copies of just
exactly where your formula falls a little short of the dictational process so outlaid by those of
your teachers. Please proceed.
Exactly where plutonium as a gaseous content was delivered within the context of your
scientific field was through one of your world famous scientists, Tesla. If you remember, he
quite precisely alluded to the quantities put forth as being of a contexturized protoplasmic
content, which then had to be shifted into the process of gaseous content, which far exceeds
the normal boundaries of the most affluent scientist to date. It was recorded then, at least thus
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far, that upon doing so a repertoire of affinity as far as the combining of decomposite materials
within the gaseous combinations occurred, were indeed the strategic combinations of
interfacing those nebulous gases into a foundation of mass equals R2 computated formulated
theory. Try Rf to the second and seventh power respectively. What do your procedures tell you?
Is it then indeed possible to reformulate a gaseous content by expulsion of the modular waves
out into the concise area of the Digatume Theory, so put forth by your own Dr. Spencer? Try
again then, if you will, to understand that in doing so with this little experiment, that all
possibilities lie within your spectre to reach for the cosmic broadcasting of refuge being drained
in the proceeding way, thus enabling ye ones to embark on a sort of strategic layout of obtaining
those cohesives through a relegating power of applying 4 to the nucleus base of 10, thus
amplifying the molecular structure, without destroying as much as one atom by the changing of
its design!
We will proceed in a follow-up at a later date, dear ones. And this one, as you may know, is
indeed for that of the scientific field. So with all pardon and due respect to the each one of you, I
bid you adieu and good night. Signing out, and thank you, Seila Uthrania. Lord St. GERMAIN at
your service.

CHAPTER MISPLACED FOR SPECTACULAR RESULTS
THE ETHERIC BODY IMPLICIT
Greetings to you and yours, Uthrania Seila. This is Juno with Jambian tonight, facing an
interlude of satisfactory process within our domain to yours. Our topic of the evening is a rather
implicit one, to say the least, and at your expense as well as ours we are more than glad to
bring to you more of the same, insofar as applicable data is concerned. If ye be ready then, we
would be pleased to begin. Salu.
The etheric body, of which so many of ye ones are extremely aware, serves to expound
upon itself in the manner of intricate sub-atomic currents, which from time to time implode within
themselves explicate tidal extremities of neutron based cohesions. In other words, little ones,
the cosmic body of the entire universal structure radiates within itself a homogenous radiation of
sorts of the caricature of both combining the external vortexes of the seven main chakra areas
into the gygenical realms of coordinated exposure to the gyroglyphic coordinating pulsating of
cosmic activity. It is within the circumferential pattern, which so often eludes the understanding
of all save the Creation itself, that we have those formatted desires of ongoing
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restructuring of ourselves, or bodies from one body type to that of another, in an effort
to complete that spectre of rounds unto the time of positively cohabiting back into the
grain the entire and whole of the creative personality itself. It is within a structured
timepiece or timeclock itself, that we experience those most intricate of modified
sources, which in all their parts enable us as messengers of light to perform the good
unto all of the different species of mankind itself, whether they be of fourth dimensional
attributes, lower, or the higher of itself. FOR ALL, AS WE HAVE SAID BEFORE, IS ONE!
Understand this, for this is simply a calibrated LAW OF THE UNIVERSE OF ONE!
There you have it then from the source structure of the voice of our interluder and master
teacher, Lord Master Germain. And now, we will proceed in our own way to elaborate on behalf
of the more simple in nature, to their reason of understanding, for all are of the worthy nature to
be understood, and to have this information understood in these, your last days.
In order that the etheric body exposes itself to the currency or rays of the upcoming Photon
Belt, it is necessary for each one of ye to understand the great significance placed upon those
time continuum sequences, which are to be an upcoming portion of your future in the very short
future. It has been explained then through the many authors, who have used those gracious
"enlightened ones" of particular for the channeling implemention, to further enhance the
complete understanding of mankind himself with the intention of expelling all and any
limitations, of which mankind have so conveniently placed upon himself. Let us proceed then to
expound on a few or bare minimum of truths, which you face in these the closing days of what
you now know as mother Earth, or for the remainder of you, Terra.
Expoundtion then is our cause. The aptitude of rediscovering your values, as from whom
you were created and to whom you have maintained a likeness to, has within your genetic
structure those codes, which, given a fair chance, will relate to you your complete heritage of
exponential essences of attributes. In other words, dear ones, it is impossible at this given time
within your historical based aphasia, of which you are apt to term as the death correlated
theory, that according to all consensus of design you need to die first or rather, to pass from this
plane firstly without further consideration of the light, of which you hold within yourselves.
You must understand that this is a very preluded and grave situation for you, to continue to
think in terms of death versus hostility toward those of the enlightened factor. There is always
within you that element of doubt as to the realization of your god-self maintaining the
structure of completeness, never mind tying in with the whole. For at this time it would
seem that many of you are being faced with a desire for completeness as it should be.
But then again on the other hand, this is simply a prelude to the art of finding your own
greatness among those other discoveries of the stars.
Is it so difficult then to come to the realization, that if indeed ye are each One with the Whole
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of the Created Source, and that if indeed you have manufactured within your essence that
realization that you are gods of a sort, to come into the full componency of understanding, that
the truth of going from Avatar unto the routine structure of the manifesting into the
Whole of All Things, being the Creative Purpose, that just maybe you too indeed may
light upon that journey of predominant expiry of conquest, inasmuch as those of higher
realms or standing have thus far accomplished.
UNDERSTAND THE ONENESS, FOR IT IS INDEED YOUR HERITAGE! And at least, you
should be given to understand that, if nothing else at this time!
You see, when the expiry of the Photon Belt has passed, you will find yourself either driven
out by necessity of expirating into a given situation of mind and/or reasoning, or indeed you will
find yourselves rejuvenated back into somewhat of a less glorious prefix of continuinity. This is
to be seen as a rapid change in the transpiration of all duplicating forces. In other words, it is not
I, whom you would encounter at the juncture of your resonating complex authority
(personality/reasoning), of which you hold within yourself, but that indeed of your own
accomplice or effort to look within yourself through eyes of those procedures of your own selfworth versus self doubt. For if you doubt yourself at this time, then you may find, that to
honour another would be a great misgiving or error, for if you were to doubt yourself,
how could you possibly then entice another into your coordinates in order to transpire
that which you yourself have not as yet even come to terms with?
This is Epic Number Four in the congenial set of universal standards, as set forth for the
better understanding given to mankind in general. Read through these and indeed familiarize
yourselves with the concepts of all data.
JAMBIAN out, finishing up for Juno who is now out on command duty. Adieu, and thank you
for your gratified time essence. Signing off then at Quadrant Mega Plex of the fourth
dimensional plane. (10:19 pm).

CHAPTER EIGHT
SUNDAY, 26TH MARCH 1995

7:21 pm

Typically speaking then, we shall be more than pleased to submit unto you, our readers, the
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accounts of further strategic deployment of all artificial acumen of our firm establishment of
elitist brothers, who art in fact still of the effort of retaining their clientele on the dark side of
fictitious harmony, this being the remaining caricature of pleasure toward those of noncompliant efforts on our behalf and on behalf of all citizens of the planet Earth.
This will prove in fact to be the major placebo in strategic events, which will serve to curtain
those familiarities according to the rationale of metamorphic sub-currents of structure in
compliance with all physical attire, due in part to our releasing of the plutonian spectrum of nonevasive diplomatic affairs.
Please proceed then, Seila, with the new chapter title of "Espionage in the Fair Plains of
Elitist Territory With Little Regards to the Well Being of Planet Earth and its Inhabitants." We
choose to shorten this to curtail this episode with a rather shortened title version of "The Elitist
Symphony and Its Relationship With Earth." Please enter.

THE ELITIST SYMPHONY AND ITS RELATIONSHIP WITH EARTH
To begin with then, it is of major importance for ye all to understand our methods of getting
you all out of there. On the forefront is the Dexter methodology of strategically placing within
your own perimeters that writing of reference, in order to re-inform those sculptured readers,
that on the sidelines in your dimension await all those with ulterior but most beneficial motives
for the continuation of survival of you and your planet.
This will never be curtailed simply because the survivalists of the few deem this to be
subjected only as a belt cause of alarm within, what they consider to be, their territory alone. In
effect, it will be sounded with great alarm of our arrival before the homing-in project "Sound
Alarm, Earth" sounds off for its final time!
Now, this next section is indeed the proceeds of the frailty of mankind in general, for as we
have said countless times before, we have been for some time in the process of alarming or
rather warning mankind of his impending danger, and here we do not intend to use the word
"he" or "his" as referring to either masculine or feminine, but simply structured so as to allude to
the fraternization of the species, which are also our brothers.
Next sub-heading, Seila, will indeed set off to generation an ethosis of interest in
accordance to that set standard so employed by our UFO consolates. "Subtraction of a Generic
Species of Sub-standard Humans is simply NOT THE CASE!"
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SUBTRACTION OF A GENERIC SPECIES OF SUB-STANDARD HUMANS IS SIMPLY NOT
THE CASE!
Arriving at a rather implicable but penetrating dilemma, our pagan friends will have unto
themselves that idolatrous enigma of merely declaring their relationship with the thousands of
offset rigamarole than have their predecessors from time immortal. In simple terminology then,
we have simply stated that, being, what you would call an "extraterrestrial," is no longer
registered as an equilibrium style type report within your governmental systems board.
In other words, do not think for one iota of a momentary pause, that we have only just now
appeared out of the blue for your momentary inspection to the prelude to Earth's criteria. THAT
IS SIMPLY NOT SO! It has in fact taken us eons to establish a firm relationship with former and
previous ones of your governmental regime. Let it not now vanish behind a halo of further
futuristic iniquity, for to lead the peoples down the path of gardenic destruction would indeed be
for the manufacturing of world collapse.
WE ARE HERE FOR YOU, THE PEOPLE!! LISTEN NOW TO OUR GUARDIANS OF
YOUR WELFARE AND WE WILL BE PLEASED AND BEHOOVEN TO SHARE WITH YOU
OUR FINEST DREAMS FOR THE PLIGHT OF MANKIND ALONE! TRUST US! LEAVE US
WITH NO MISCONCEPTION ON YOUR PART OF THE PLAN. FOR ONLY EACH AND
EVERY ONE OF YOU ALONE CAN CONSIGN YOURSELVES TO FOLLOW OUR CONCERN
FOR THE WELFARE OF YOURSELVES AND YOUR FRIENDS AND IMMEDIATE FAMILIES.
ADIEU.
JUNO translating into a more diverse segment of populated theory unto your own linguistic
pleasure. Salu for now, Seila, please proceed with Korthrox in realigning the prospective value
of our concern for the evacuation process of those all hallmarked with "pro choice," as you
might call it, for the entering of all descriptions of those, who might be ready and waiting for our
kind of trumpet to sound off.
Later that evening

On with the material at hand, Seila, and with no further delays please on our behalf.
Korthrox signing in on behalf of Juno and the elitist brethrenhood controversy.
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CHAPTER NINE IS SIGN-OFF TIME
RECOVERY IS GENERALLY SPEAKING
It has often met with our great displeasure, that a fraction of the population on planet Earth
has subjected themselves and infused themselves with the notions, that we are astringent and
hold within our source, our "flying saucers," the limitless and notorious data to simply come
down like great swooping birds and peck away at your reserve. So to frighten you into believing,
that we would proceed to harm you in such a vampirish way, they have induced each and every
one of ye to believe, that we, in our nightmarish way, have actually succeeded in going beyond
the impoverished state of their minds, when in actuality it is they themselves, who have so
slain their own people with their antiquated forms of ship attire.
It is true, that there are those of our species, who do summon the desire to study your
inhabitants, but by force NEVER! We use disks, which are ejected into your atmosphere and
are so high in vibrational static charges that only one with an eye for tomorrow might rescue
them, if only they could locate and catch them. With this data then we have studied countless of
human beings, and of those few only a mix have we previously rescued from their sad
surroundings, and that only by their own contention. Nothing could indeed be further from
the truth than the unconditioned fact, that we are the "arbitrators of destruction" and are
thereby sending you, the inhabitants, for the zillionth time in your history, the unending
facts of our utilizing euphoria into your realm, as you pass through the fourth into the
fifth dimensional belt!
WE ON THE OTHER HAND DO WELCOME YOU, ONE AND ALL, TO JOIN WITH US AS
THE FINAL MELTDOWN OF MOTHER EARTH IS ALLOWED TO CAUTERIZE HERSELF OF
THE FILTH BROUGHT UPON HER NAKED SKIN, SO TO SPEAK, SINCE THE CANONIZING
OF WHOREDOM BEGAN! So it is to us then that you must turn, allowing our people, your
brothers and sisters, the honour of extraditing the each and every one of you from
mishapen displeasure, which is sure to occur upon your planet's surface within the next
two decades or twenty years!
For a time date we're never sure of and though in fact we surmise a waiting period of three
to five years exponentially speaking, we always allow ourselves the necessary dogma in order
not to actually tie up the following curriculum you have inundated toward yourselves. The year
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2000 for instance is a strategic point of reference, and we could gladly say for the benefit of
mankind, if they follow our precise directions, that this is so, but by experience we have hurried
the course of direction of the planets in the sky, therefore exponentiating a drama of 2 to 1 value
points on precise reference. We only mean to say here that satire is not the point, but being
ready no matter what the cause of radiation may bring about upon the sheltered regions
of the Earth's crust, YOU MUST PREPARE FOR INSTANT AND SWIFT EVACUATION AND
LEAVE NOTHING TO FATE, FOR FATE WON'T MEET YOU HALFWAY, DO YOU
UNDERSTAND?
This can be a glorious time for all of mankind, but to those who do not understand, we will
continue to pull them up by their consciousness into the understanding of exactly why they were
indeed left behind at such a crucial time in all of evacuational history. That is a sad day to come,
and one we prefer at this time to dwell on little.
In an effort then to better let you understand the predicament and ploy your government
officials have you encased within, then let us say this: THEY WILL BRING OUT THE
OVERLOOKED BLUEPRINTS OF THE PAST, PRESENT, AND WHAT THEY HAVE EVEN
GAINED IN YOUR FUTURE TIME, WHICH IS IN THE "NOW" AND SEQUESE THESE PLANS
INTO THE FORMULATION OF THE MANUFACTURING OF GOODS FOR THE SOLE
PURPOSE OF USURPING THE CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT OF THE PEOPLE OF PLANET
EARTH, TO SHAPE THEIR CULTURES WITH THE BEST AND THE HIGHEST FORM OF
TRAVEL FLOATING DEVICES, AS WELL AS EQUIP THEM WITH ALL ASPECTS OF
ROBOTICS AND TECHNIFORMS DUE TO THE WELL PLANNED OUT CO-ORDINATES OF
RESTRUCTURING AND REPROGRAMMING YOUR FIELD PROJECTORS INTO OBLIVION.
In other words, dear ones, the ones belonging to the "few" have interjected by that time in
the near future a diversion of such magnitude, that even those who are in training for all
evacuational processes will not be able for a time to withstand all their "new" devices and
technology, which has been so hidden away from the eyes of all those, who would have in
centuries past profited from them.
EXPECT A GREAT REDUCTION IN LOCALIZED TAX REFORMS AND PROCEED WITH
MUCH CAUTION, FOR THEY WILL INFUSE IN THE EACH AND EVERY ONE OF YE THE
HYPNOTIC INFLUENCE, WHICH GOES ALONG WITH POVERTY TO RICHES.
WATCH JUST WHERE YOUR WEALTH LIES, FOR AS SODOM AND GOMORRAH WERE
EMBELLISHED IN RICHES AND CRIME, SO DID THEY NOT EVEN NOTICE THAT WHICH
WAS UPON THEM BEFORE THE END, AND WHO DID THEN ESCAPE? YOU
UNDERSTAND?
BELOVED ONES OF OURS, HIDE YOUR HEAD NOT IN THE SAND AS THE OSTRICH
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OF THE WORLD DOES, BUT INSTEAD LOVE TRUTH AND ITS LIMITLESS MEANING FOR
YOUR SOUL'S JOURNEY, FOR THE FAR REACHING SPACES OF THE GALAXY ARE IN
WAITING FOR YOUR SOJOURN - YOUR ARRIVAL - WHILST THE EARTHEN PLATEAU IS
IN THE CLEANSING PROCESS OF HER OWN ATTIRE.
It will indeed be a momentous day, when we will all finally meet and a banquet is
furnished to your delight, when aboard our specially ready-made craft for you our
brother's and sister's recovery. We are especially thankful to all, who have laboured and
are heavy laden with hope and desire amidst a terrible but wonderful time in the
Archepegeous vicinity of Armedian conquest of evil vs beautiful in nature.
Adieu, and good night, sweet ones of our kind. Salu, and we send you love and greetings
early! Korthrox, Commander in Chief of the Archilles Sector for prompt returns aboard the
Stargazer of Sophram's Group for instant deployment in downloading the data. Good night,
Seila. KORTHROX out. (8:37 pm).
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HIDDEN SECRETS ARE VALUABLE TO ALL
Vol. 4 of 6 of the "Article of Faith" Series

This is the fourth of a short series of books designed to expose at great length the
character and ploys of the one percentage of population, who do still dare, in these last
few final days, to corrupt with their state-of-being the grave misjustice of
misrepresentation of the mass populace.
Look closely at their credentials and suffer the text to be within a jurisdiction of an
element of Creation's finery. Written and created by Yours Truly,
THE BROTHERHOOD

These "Article of Faith" books contain in essence

* a last warning to the Elite and their henchmen,
* exposures of little-known elitist activities,
* military "secrets",
* fundamentals of pyramid creation,
* a partial overview of Earth's ancient civilizations
and their galactic origin,
* missing "puzzles" to spacecraft engine design,
* and more.
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